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ALLIES CONTINUE-
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TO BATTER DOWN
STRONG DEFEWS E

KM YTC!

LOOMS UP AS NEW

'
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Pro-Al- ly

NUMBER OVER

Foe Has Also Lost Heavily in
Men Killei or Wounded;
'
Zeppelin Brought Down Off

It

(I'mlulcil War loud. Iiv llic
Press.)

Asmk i:i(e,l

are employAlthough
ing fresh forces of reserves in efforts
to hold back the allied troops who arc
pressing them from the region of tli.'
Homme to the Oise. the American,
British and French armies continue
to make progress.
Monday witnessed gains of ground
at various points along the battle front
of high importance for the farther
prosecution of the endeavors of the
allies to drive out tho Germans from
sector.
the old
After an extremely bitter contest,
the British and Americans have gained
a foothold on the southern bank of
the Somme. A short distance across
tho river U the south the British have
taken Pfoyait and midway of the line
have pressed to the east of Foques-couin a manner which has resulted
In the further outflanking of Chaul-ne- s
from the south and of Roye from
tlio Germans

Amlens-Montdidi-

rt

the north.

Giiry Captured by French.
On their part, the French in the
rolling country immediately north of
the Oise river, have captured (Jury,
o position of great strategic value, lying southwest of Lassigny, and at several other points southward to the region of the Oisd have advanced their
line further toward Noyen.
t
In Monday's fighting hundreds of
additional Germans were made prisoner and the enemy also lost heavily in
men killed and wounded. Unofficial
reports give the number of Germans
captured during tho present offensive
as in the neighborhood of 40,000.
The Germans at last accounts were
Btill throwing reinforcements to the
oust of the road running through
Chuulnes, Noye and Royan, the passage of which by the allies would seriously menace all the German forces
inside the pocket formed by the.
Somme on the north and east and the
Oise on the south. Not alone ure the
allies endeavoring to press their advantage to frontal attacks but they
have drawn up to their back lines guns
of medium and heavy calilrer and with
these they are heavily shelling the

ureas.

Allio Dominate oise Valley.
Seemingly the advances by the French
troops on the southern part of the line
cannot but have an extremely important effect on the present battle. Tho
hill positions they have gained not
alone dominate the oise valley running northeastward to Noyon, but
around Lassigny also give them a
sweep of the plains south of Roye.
Aside from the
sector, little fighting has taken place
t on any of the fronts. Along the Vesle,
the Germans again have dollvered violent counter-attack- s
against the Americans and French, who are holding-grounon the north bank of the
, stream. As on previous occasions,
when the enemy attempted to dislodge
the allied troops, the counter-attac- k
Amiens-Montdldi-

er

failed. . ,
British aircraft have brought down
a Gsrman airship off the coast of Holland, according to announcement by
the British admiralty. An unofficial
report announces that a Zeppelin of
the largest and newest type has been
brought down off the English east

roast

THE WEATHER
FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Aug." lj. For New
Mexico:
and Wednesday
Tuesday
unsettled, probably local thunder-showercooler east portion .Wed-

s;

nesday.

Arizona;
Tuesday and Wednesday
probably thundershowers east portion,

IOcaij

j

',

report.

A Btimmary of local weather conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ending at f p. m. yesterday follows: Maximum temperature, 8 J degrees; minimum, fS; range 20; temperature at
't p. m., 72; southeast winds; partly

ploudy.
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VAPOR RELEASED FROM OIL SPREAD
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Huns Adopt a New Form of "Frightfulness" in" Their First
- Direct
Effort to Harm Persons on Shores, of United
States; No Deaths Result, as Parties Affected By the
Fumes Are Revived After About Half an Hour, Apparently
Suffering, no Serious After Effects; Smith Island, Off
'North Carolina Coast, Scene of This Latest Ingenious
Attack By Kaiser's Sea Wolves; Dispatches Flow in
Telling of Other Raids on This Side of Atlantic.
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Washington. Aug. 12. Gas from oil merge. The result of tho attack was
discharged on the water by he Gor- r.ot determined; but after oil had apman siibniar.no operating otf the midpeared on the surface of the water,
dle Atlantic coast, overcame six men two bombs were dropped on the spot
in the coast guurrf station and light and the submarine was not seen again.
house on Smith's Island, Xorth CarSinking of the British steamer
olina, Saturday evening, the navy deof 4,139 gross tons, and the
was
advised
partment
today by the Swedish steamer Sydland, of 3,031
discommandant of the sixth naval
Ions, In New England waters near
trict.
where ten fishing smacks were deIf the gas attack was deliberate, as stroyed Sunday also was. reported to
most officials believed, it constitutes the navy department during the day.
a new and Ingenious form of "fright-fulnenTho former was torpedoed Sunday
and was the first direct efwith the fate of her crew still undefort of the German ralileiM to harm termined, while the latter was depersons or pt.per;y on American stroyed by bombs August g and her
shores.
crew Inter rescued by passing ships.
The gas was said ly the commanCan Iteiualii Here Six Mouths.
dant of tho coast guard station to have
Still another despatch said that four
as
same
the
effect
much the
mustard survivors of the
fishing schooner
gas used by the Germans on the westlanded at Netf Bedford,
Katie
Palmer
ern front. The men were Inld out for
Mass., reported that they had been
more than half an hour, but apparuiKi'il ni'yuiti ins mi uiiiaiiur, me t;u,u .
efno
serious
after
suffered
ently
ALLIED ADVANCE fects.
mander of which boasted that he wan
equipped to remain In American wa
Oilier Attack by Divers.
ters for six months If he desired.
The dispatch relating the gas attarlc
The submurinp was described hjr
was one of a series concerning Germen as being1 about 300 feet long,
the
MORNINa JOURNAL RCC,Al I.RARtO WIRR1
Atlanoff
tho
man
submarine.
warMro
Hundreds of Square Miles of
Washington, Aug. 2. The German
tic coast received during the day by with a conning tower fifteen feet high,
submarine operating off the Virginia
Land Have Been Wrested the navy department. One told of an and mounting one gun. The raider
coast was attacked by an American
attack on a submarine one hundred carried a crew of sixty men.
From German
Control in miles east of the Virginia coast ly
While tho reports from the comdestroyer, which used seventeen depth
bombs in an effort to get tho raider.
mandants of the Smith's Island coast
an American destroyer, which disAllies'
Thrusts,
Picardy
The submarine did n"t reappear and
seventeen depth charges guard station and sixth naval district
charged
oil was noticed on tho surface of the
raider was seen to sub- - clearly indicated their flrm'bellef that
where
the
RV MCRNINa JOURNAL
RPCCIAL LtARCP WIRC
sea.
th gas attack on" the Island was de,
With the I'.riti.sli Army !n France,
liberate, some officers tonight thought
The date of the attack was not given 'Aug. 12 (2:K,
Assom.
t.
l!y the
there was a possibility that the sub.
in the report received today by the ciated
Is
unconThere
an
I'liss).
marine had discharged the oil and gas
navy department. The submarine
firmed report this ufternoon lhat the
after being wrecked on a reef.
at a distance and the town of Koye, which the Germans
Was Submarine WMrk!?
destroyer immediately daHlif d at full have been defending so desperately,
Attention was called to the fact that
speed toward her. The German sub- has been evacuated.
tlio action of salt water on electrlo
marine submerged. Clinging about the
llritish tanks have been spen operOF
batteries used by Submarines generspot, tho destroyer launched fifteen ating a considerable distance east of
ates chlorine gas, which Is Blmlllar
depth bombs. When oil was noticed that town.
on the surface, the destroyer put "ver
to mustard gas in its effect and i
As nearly as can ho learned
the
two additional depth charges.
deadly if encountered In a closed
battle line from north to south runs
15
space. If the submarine were wrecktoday near Mcrieourt, Proyart, Kaine-coued, It was said, this gas w.ould be genand Lihons, which apparently Is
PREPARES HUNS FOR
erated and would come to the surfinally securo in British hands after
A FURTHER
face. With the oil which would be
RETREAT bitter fighting; thence west of Chaul-'n- i
"
,
freed.
s, through or near Chilly, which has
Notified
Are
No such possibility, however, was
LBtO WIRRI
'changed bands twice, thence thnough Senate Absentees
,r MORNINA 'OURNAL SFCCIAk
mentioned In the Tlavy department'
.Amsterdam, Aug. 12.. The military tl'oiiMuescomt,
Parvlllers, Damery,
to Return Thursday to Va announcement,
g
writer of the I'erlin Zellung, Am
which said:
'Andecby, Ij'Bchell, Armancourt, Dan- -'
In preparing the German public
departmont has received
cate Agreement to Recess "The navyfrom
t'oplncourt,
for a further retreat of the German rnurt,
a despatch
the commandant of
'Jlaicuil, Samson and Antovnl. strlk.
forces says:
Until August 24,
tho sixth naval district, Charleston,
"If to avoid further fighting we are lug the old line near Klbecourt,
K. C, stating that, an attack with gas
Yanks IMayed Inipiirliint Hole.
withdrawing to new positions, thereIBV MORNINfl JOURNAL RPtff.Al. (.RARfJO
The assistance that has been renwas attempted on the North Carolina
WIRRI
by allowing the enemy to attack with
arc serving our aims dered by the Americans In this fight-di- g
Washington, Aug. 12. To expedite coast about 5 o'clock Saturday aftergreat losses
better ' than by sacrificing our best
has been comparatively small hut the passage of the administration's noon with tho result of temporarily
men In an olitinato struggle for piecer nevertheless important, for
they have man power bill extending draft ages 'putting out of business the coast
of ground. The decisive moment has captured and held
positions
strongly! to from 18 to 45 years, the unanimous guard station and light house persdn-nel- .'
not yet come."
defended by tho enemy at one of the consent agreement by which tho sen
The report goes on to say.
most difficult points in the lino at ate was to transact no business until
" 'About forty minutes after the atIs
when
a time
to he set aside and the tack three
the German resistance August 24,
large oil spots each oyer
here was threatening to hold up the bill taken up next Monday. An un
ne acre In extent were observed passGIVEN
left flank of tho advance.
derstanding was reached today by ing by Smith island to the north. This
it must be understood that hard senate leaders who notified absentees oil
from which the gas was no doubt
'fighting like that in which the allies to return Thursday when the senate generated must have been released
have been
slnco Thursday will meet again, a quorum being re from the submarine in the vicinity of
LONGER TO cannot go onengaged
Indefinitely without giv- ouired to be present three days beforj the entrance to the channel with the
ing tho troops opportunity for rest. t"o agreement can be vacated.
hope that It would come In with the
The horses which have been working
The hill is still before the sena'e. tide,
but the tide fortunately set along
constantly day and night bringing up military committee but Senator Qham
'
Island.
the
heavier and less mobile artillery are berlaln plans to havo the committee
LIVE BY
"
to
Colonel
made
was
'Keport
exhausted and it Is Important that tho tact upon it tomorrow and report it
crews of tanks bo given time to re- favorably Thursday. In the bouse no Chase, coast artillery corps, Fort Caswell.
C, by Captain wiijard of the
cuperate from the' effects of their action has been taken, Chairman Smith N.island
coast guard after the
'
i
Dent oyfthe. hous? military committee
hardest work.
effects of the gas were noted. Six men
Mt RMNf JOURNAL RftctAh, IRARFD WIRR1
Tank Crews Worked Ixinjf Hours.
bis
announced
that
committe'
having
No deaths. The gas had
Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 12. The govMany tank crews have, been work-lin- g would not take up the measure until were gassed.
the effect of mustard gas and was efernor today reprieved Albert W.
for twenty-fou- r
even thirty-- the house reconvenes next Monday.
and
to forty minsentenced to be hung next Thurs six hours
fective about thirty-sicontinuously, closed tightly
May I'.iM'oiuiter Opwsitiii.
utes. Color of the gas has not yet been
day here, until September 12. The pe- - within chambers where the engines
some
leaders
Senate
op
anticipate
tltion which he granted alleged that! were running and into which .the
and its effect on trees and
position to fixing 18 as the minimum ascertainednot
there are three grounds upon which fumes from the guns filtered.
yet determined. The enshrubbery
vote
an
draft age. P,y
overwhelming
counsel wish to take an appeal to the
and reThe rallies are pausing with the the military committee today went on tire matter will be Investigated
'
federal court and that it is desired
made.
port
21
as
havo
to
that
relieved tho record
they
opposed
substituting
to make an examination into Blunc- - knowledge on Amiens
"rim Incident was reoorted bv Col
and freed from for 18 years minimum age In i electpressure
ctt's sanity. He was convicted of the (the
onel Chase to the naval district comSenhundreds
Germans
of
an
miles
amendment
square
by
ing
prouosed
murder of Clyde Arnvur of fcioux of land on much of which there are ator Klrby of
lie an- mandant. Smith's Island is off the
Arkansas,
City, la., an automobile traveling com- ripe crops.
month of the Cape Fear river near the
21 minitho
nounced
for
the
fight
panion, whoso identity he afterward
The situation north of the Somme mum would be rchewed when the bill entrance to the channel to Wilmingassumed.
Is still difficult.
The Germans, with readies the senate,
ton, North Carolina."
backs to the river, are apparentwere elated over
their
Prohibition
leaders
May Havo Sunk a Sub.
45,000 WESTERN UNION
ly holding the high ground southwest tho movement to recall tho senate
Assuming the attack was deliberhere
MEN GET WAGE INCREASE of Ktinehem, the town Is firmly1 In Under the agreement the emergency ate, the only explanation effered
(he hands of the allies this morning agricultural
appropriation bill to was that tho submarine commander
in spite of enemy resistance'.
After a which the amendment providing for sought to put the lighthouse out of
MORNING
;.
JO'JRNAISRfciAL LlAPCO WIRBj"
are holding national prohibition durlnj the war commission with the attendant dan- New York, Aug. 3J. Announce- quiet nliiht the Americans
ments of a general Increase of ten a section of the line nit Itray, north of Is attached as a rider was made the jer to passing ships. If that were the
submarine he did not
per cent in wages to all employes of the Somme. Just outh of the river unfinished business with a vote on purpose of hothe did
not destr6y the
ee why
the Western Union Telegraph com- the Germans seem to have strong August 2. Supporters of the propany belonging- to the association re- forces In t'ateaux wood. While Hcrle hibition amendment believe the man lighthouse with his guns.
received
of
basis
a
nre
can
the
bill
report
considered
be
of
Chaulnes
On
to
vllle
after
and
power
the
disposed
was
organized
by
cently
company
......
.....
be in enemy territory, Australian pa- few days' consideration and will not concerning the attack on the subma-marimade hero today.
attack off the Virginia, coast,,
The. increase, reionctlve from July trols seem to have been
operating interfere when the time comes to vote
officials did not venture an opinion aJ
on the prohibition question.'
there.
1, applies to about 4G,0U0. workers.
Moi-nln- s

Washington, Aug. 12. The possi- "IVA
f
bility of the establishment of an east'
ern front that will be a serious
least, to the Germans, is being
considered by officials here. It became
known today in connection with the
"
'.
ti
(.
.Wi
jjjitArii. j .).
jj: ...v.
making public of the full text of the
of the "supreme govproclamation
ernment of the northern territory."
This photosriiih, just received from Vlai'lvosUili, sjiows kt.e ": "rumavil.s," I!un;ati w.Mleis whii have
The signers of the proclamation are,
ladlvosiok U;
the (Veelio-Klovaby the lSolslievikl, airhiog in
with two exceptions, members of the served at the inIroni anil have been discharged
.Xniri'H aii mill .lapum'Ke Iniops soon
coin rolling the city, The crowds ttavo t In m an ovation.
constituent assembly representing tho Hill landarmy
al Vladivostok to help maintain order.
of Novgorod, Archangel,
provinces
Kazun
Samara
and
Viatka,
Vologda,
a chain of provinces extending from
the Arctic to the resion of the Don
U BGAT
A
READY TO
ANNA HELD
Cossacks in the south.
Slakes a Ijoii Chain.
This chain is in the form of a crescent making a complete front of peoy
in sentiment and
S ATTACKED
N GOTHAM
IN
ples strongly
representing tho best elements of ho
of
Russian population.
The signer's
men-acc'-

w

SIX MEN OVERCOME BY POISONOUS
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is Hoped Here That New
Regime Will Establish An
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OVER SURFACE OF WATER BY DIVER

"Eastern Front" to Threaten the Central Powers,

East Coast,

som'ewhut warmer,
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RUSSIA'S AND ALLIES'
STRUGGLE ONE AND SAME

40,000
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GERMAN;CAPTIVES NOW

.

"

!

ill

Take
Americans, British and French Peoples Strongly
in
Make Progress
Into Their Hands GovernSpite of
Fresh
Reserves Thrown
ment of Northern Region as
Into Lines of Huns,
Protective Measure,

English"
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OF ENEMY TROOPS
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Enemy Resorts to
New Form War to
Scare Americans

Russian Soldiers Fighting Bolsheviki
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, August
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GERMAN

DIES

the proclamation announce that the
pooplo's representatives, elected unl
vcrsal suffrage, are now forced to take
Into their hands the government of
the northern region because as yet
there is no legal alURussian government.
They pronounce themselves
unqualifiedly opposed to the Germans
and declare that the new government
"is convinced that Russia's and the
allies' Interest in the struggle against
foreign enemy are one and the same."
Officials of the same department
admit that there is reasonable ground
for hope that the eastern front will bo
(Continued
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AFTER

pro-all-

on Cage Two.)
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CONFEDERATE FLAG
DIES IN CAROL NA
Stars for Each State and Field
of Blue. Signified Bound

To-

gether by Heaven, Says Designer of "Stars and :Bars."
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U.S.

LONG ILLNESS

New York, Aug. 12. Anna Held,
tho actress, died here late, today aftct
an Illness of several months.

fVt HORNINa JOURNAL

RRReTr.ft,

LRARRD

WlftRI

Anna Held was born in l'uris in 1S73,
of a Polish mother and a French father. I'pon the death Of her father the
family moved to ljomlon, where,' for
two years prior to going upon the
stage, Anna was a street singer. When
1C years old. Miss Held returned to
Paris after touring Holland and other
.countries with a comedy company and
after that appealed In all the European .capitals, winning renown by
reason of her beauty and the daring
magnificence of her gowns.
When she came to New York in
1S9G, the American public's desire to
see and hear the chic Parisian had
been whetted by stories of her beauty,
of tip? perfection of her complexion
which she was reported as sustaining
by means of daily milk baths, and th?
charm of a French concert hall song,
Win
"Won't You Come and Play
Me?"
For more than ten years Miss llelc
on
was in a musical
eotuedy
the American stage nearly every year,
of
appearing part of that time as one
tho stars in plays produced by Flor-enzZiegfeld, Jr. Miss Heald subsequently was married to Mr. Htagfnld,
but after several years they separated. A daughter, I jane Held, now
23 years old, lxirn of a previous marriage, is now on the stage.
Anna Held had tho reputation of
having played and sung 'In more
towns and cities than most actresses
and of dressing with even more
than the celebrated Otero.
Bho was a
great favorite of New
York audiences. As a star in light
comedy she was known throughout
the United SUtes.
She had repeatedly told interviewers
that she would "never grow old" and
fulfilled her predictions alnost to the
end. Friends say she had a wondcr- ,iil spirit, and
indomitable courage.
old by the doctors that sho must die,
lie is said to have gayly remarked
, i
to oho of them:
"It Is the last curtain. I have lived
and I will hold out to tjie last It is
the spirit of Joan of Arc and the spirit
of my parentage; the unconquerable
ss

m

French."

SUFF DEMONSTRATION
BROKEN UP BY POLICE

fT MORNINdJ JOURNAL HRRCIAL LVARCO DV.Rri
12. Another
Washington,
Aug.,
woman's party in protest against the
senate's delay in etiiig on the fed
eral suffrage amendment, was broken
up today by the police. Thirty-eigwomen participating, banner-carrierand speakers, were arrested as they
assembled before the Ijafayette statue
in the square opposite
the Whit
Rain in El Paso Region.
FJ Paso, Aug.
,
again fell House,
ImmeIn Paso and th plains region
When tho women had been released
the
city yesterday. at the. pellco headquarters on their
diately surrounding
N reports were received today of
to appear Wednesday
for
rains in Arizona and New Mexico a,nd promise,
x
. of
them marched
west Texas, although cattlemen pre- trial jthirtv-sidicted the rain would ' be general hack to the Lafayette statue and
were rearrested,
throughout ths section.
s,

.

n

1

--

e

Wilson, N. C, Aug. 12. Mrs. Rebecca Wlnborne, 87 years old, who
died recently Is said to have been the
woman who made the first Confederate flag.
The banner, designed by Captain
Orren Randolph Smith of Henderson,
N. C, was made by Mrs. Wlnborne
when she was Miss Rebecca Murphy,
at Wilson In February 1861. A sister
refused to aid in making the flag, it
is aaiJ, because she was engaged to a
northern army officer. A few weeks
after the flag was completed it was
adopted by the Confederate .congress
at Montgomery, Ala., as the standard
of the confederacy. The first banner
contained only seven stars, representing the number of states that, had seceded, but this number was soon increased to eleven by the withdrawal
of other states from the union. By an
act of the confederate congress it was
named "The Stars and Bars."
At a reunion of Confederate veterans at Norfolk, Va., in 1910, Captain
Smith explained the meaning of the
various rolcrs. in the flag as follows:
"The idea of my flag I look from
the Trinity. The throe bars were foi
the church, state and press all bound
together by a field of ; blue (the
heavens over nil), bearing a star foi
each state in the confederation, Tho
seven white stars, all the same size,
were placed in a circle, showing that
each state had equal rights and privileges, irrespective of size or
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With the Hritish Army in France.
Aug. 12 (by the Associated Press.)
The Hritish guns are hammering
Chaulnes while cannon of large caliber are coming up all the time rind
drenching the enemy rear with steel.
They are also pounding away at the
bridges across the Somme at lielhcn-court.

.m),, i
.ii.TiV..
-

ft

.

Mori

--

The shelling of the bridges here is
a serious matter for the enemy, as

J
r.

thru

In

f

fcf.

hits svi
!;. 1.,,.,,
ITS".

-

fcsW

bombs are continually being dropped
by Hritish airplanes from a low altitude at the bridges in the l'eronne
district. This bombing has been been
going on day and night since the battle began, forcing thn Hermans to divert their transport, so that the general movement was southeast. Now
his bridges to the southeast are under
heavy fire.
t
With 'the comparatively small force
of Americans there has loen no real
heavy fighting today.
Teuton Artillery Active.
"
At many places along Jhe new front,
lust wliat the name
I
especially just south of the Homme,
mgirests, a soft, velvety
the Germans ore occupying the old
finish for all woodwork and
line dugouts built by the French more
furniture. It dors three things
than two years ago. The Germans
in one operatiuu
tlamg the
have concentrated artillery at many
wood, varnishra it and pro.
duces the fuhioii:ihle
plirees and today are sending in more
effect.
With Lucas
shells than on any day since the batFinish you ran
e
tle began. T.ihons'Nvas heavily shelled.
A party of cavalry charging down
make your woodwork and furniture new and modern, and
the Hove road ran into the crossfire
do it at very slight cost,
of large German pill boxes studded
Anyone can Io the work)
with machine guns, just this side of
no skill ud.eedtd.
Hove, and received a check, but the
Germans paid the extreme penalty
RAABE & MAUGER,
later.
Today the resistance by the enemy
7
NOKTII flUsT
has been stiffening progressively but
f T, ,..,
his troops appear to be nervous and
apprehensive of what the future hold)--oufor them. Jn order to feel out the
allied forces il Is expected that further heavy counter-attack- s
may be
launched.
An aerial observer coming into his
station shot down four machines. In
the samo fighting, a Hritish
pilot
chas?d one enemy down to earth and
was swooping down to finish off his
antagonist when the mnn climbed out
of his machine and held up his hands
token of surrender.
Storage, coal and in "Ho
1 didn't kill
him," the Hritish
all kinds of wood. pilot said.
"Hut on my way homo I
met a group of enemy machines and
a bullet in me but managed to land!
,
251 1 ,got
inside our lines."
I'ilot l)ie ill Hospital.
died in a hospital shortly
The
to the possibility that tiio
was after pilot
his experience.
relating
the
The
time
of
was
destroyed.
attack
fchot down
A
British
Jiot given in the dispute h.
two enemy machines. The pilot was
The attack may have occur cd
badly wounded and fell across hl
and been reported by radio, but comrade. Tho observer secured his
the more generally accepteJ belief was comrade's body and managed to get
that it took place seveiaj days ago. control of the machine, lie brought
When the destroyed :( ited the it to earth, where it crashed, but both
raider at some distance, it dashed for- occupants escaped death.
ward at full speed. The Orrrnun eviAnother pilot started for home
dently was maintaining a nharp look- wounded. When ten feet above tha
soon siilimerf;ed. ground inside his own lines, he colout, for the
1 he destroyer dropped fifteen iliplh
lapsed from loss of blood.
There are dozens of thrilling tales of
charges.
When the upheaval of the jvater how machine after machine, skimming
caused Ijy the terrific explosions had close to the ground, fired point blank
subsided, an oil scum was seen. As into bodies of enemy troops, killing
this Is a ruso long employed by the a great many, detpite the fire from
Germans when attacked, the destroyer' the ground, and how they wiped out
duKhed in and discharged two more the crews of enemy machine guns
jhombs. Jo further truce of the raider holding tip the allied advance'. They
was seen.
,
also effectively attacked the poorly
constructed German tanks before they
Nuvjt Department Is Aiyvt.
tho
raids
In discussing
subniarino
ever hud a chance to get into action.
wrth newsjiuper coiespond nls to-Morale of Men Is Ixw.
Prisoners from fresh Prussian and
day. Secretary Daniels said he be-- j
lieved there are two
operatiiiK Bavarian divisions have been capo
on this side of the Atlantic. He said tured in tho past few hours. The
he did not believe they have n base on
of these men is extremely low, a
American shores and explnined that great many of them expressing the
their opinion that Germany twice badly
they frequently replenished
stores and' supplies from vessels they beaten In recent weeks,, is on tht
destroy.
downgrade, headed for lefeat.
Naval patrolKon the coast are as efThe contrast between the number
deMr.
Daniels
fective as can be,
of prisoners taken and the allied casIs
clared, adding that it
impossible ualties is regarded us remarkable. Foi
for them to be everywhere. Thus far instance, the casualties of tho entire
the raiders havo done no military allied forces- were considerably less
'
said, and the than tho total prisoners taken. When
damage, tho
navy is. carrying out successfully Its It is understood thut this liatlle has
of
paramount duly or safeiy convoylns not been waged for
American troops overseas.
taking prisoners, tho casualties
ted on the Germans must have
chew oi two i jsiii.vr;
reached a large figure.
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marines raided the fishing fleet on
Gorge's Banks Saturday and the cr wa
of the fishing schooners Old Time ind
Cruiser probably were lost when their
l)oat were sunk by gun fire without
warning, according to the crew of the
fishing sthooner Mary Sennett, who
were landed here tonight. The Ren- -

rett was also sunk by gun fire and
shells were fired, at the boats when
they were pulling away, the fishermen said.
HAND KNITTING
CHECK

JUST
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SICK

of ' Poslam is
enough to retard the .developmentCom-of
Pimples or to clear an inflamed
The ugliest red nose has
plexion,
been toned down by Poslam
JUBt

TO BE

EDF0R PRESENT

LSrU WIRR!
Washington, Aug. 12. Hand knit
ting for the soldiers nnd .sailors is to
be checked until the war industries
board can survey stocks and ascer
tain whether there is enough woolen
and worsted In the country for winter uniforms and overcoats. Tho board
today directed spinners to discontinue
manufacturing woolen yarns for hand,
knitting nnd the shipment of yarns or
vo"l until further notice.
0
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16.97J NATIONAL GUARD

a little dab

OFFICERS DISCHARGED
l

MO-- tf

JOURNAL RPICIAL LRARIO

court-martial-

t

WIRtl

Washington, . Aug. 1 2. Secretary
Baker informed the senate today that
of 1C.871 national guard officers, 972
havo been discharged since the guard
was called into federal service.
Of
What number 464 were
discharged
upon the recommendation of efficiency board and 474 were discharged because of physical
unfitness.
and two
Thirty were
;
'".-deserted.

When concentrated healing; power
is needed to help any ailing- skin,
look for that power in its highest
in Poslam.
efficiency
P.rokeu-ou- t.
Itching; skin should not
cause cancern with Poslam handy to
correct the disorder.
Nothing1 can
excel Its work of healing.
Sold everywhere. For free Bnmple
write to Kinergency Laboratories, 241
Wi-l- t
47th Ht,i New York Clty. Urge your kin ito become clearer, ,; Every dollar in War Savings Stamps
blighter, healthier by use of Poslam or a, Liberty Bond gives the kaiser a
chin. ;
&,ap, niedicated Willi PgsJajtj,
,,.
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UNION FORMED BY SLAV
PROVINCES LOOMS UP
AS MENACE TO B0CHE

by this new government, extending as it does from the
Arctic to the Caucasus and embracing millions of Hussians who see the
imminent danger to their newly acquired freedom, sought for generations. In the domination of their country by the German government.
Kxteuds (.lad Hand to Allies.
One of the final paragraphs of tho
proclamation reads: .
"It; knows that the allied-- troops
come not to interfere with international affairs and their arrival is not
against the desires of the local population. Therefore, the Bupreme government greets the allied forces entering the north to wae the contest
against the common enemy and
the entire population- to greet
them, gladly and assist by every pos-'
sible means."Allied troops are landinsr at Vlad
vqstok to render aid to the Siberian
forces, so, it is pointed out, that the
prospects for an eastern front, that
will seriously threaten Germany and
Austria, is brighter than it has been
since t lie Hussian debucle.
The flight of Lenlne and Trotsky,
reported in press dispatches, is re
garded by officials of the state department as significant of the weakening if not the utter loss of power
y the Bolsheviki.
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Paris, Aug. 12. There has been des
d
perate
fighting during
the Inst two days on the
front. The Ger,
mans are defending the ground inch
by inch, intent on saving the bulk of
the armies of Generals von der Mar
witz and von Hutier which are retreat
ing In tho direction of Neslo and Ham.
The allied pressure has not been di
but the Germans have
minished,
brought up reserves which had been
intended for intensive purposes.
Solid occupation by the infantry
and artilleryi iii Chaulness and Noye
would be a critical situation for the
.Germans in their retreat. Light elements of cavalry and cyclists already
have penetrated both points, but permanent occupation by' the allies and
their control of tho roads leading to
Nesles.have not yet been obtained.
hand-to-han-
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Artesia, N. M., Aug. 12. .. It at '!.st
Amsterdam, Aug. 12. Presenting a
1...
II
IP ,l
ln..l,o
h
,,f the
f "'f1"
plan of
drilled in the l.eal-- of the
o'l district. Pp to this time
efforts aUa'.k between thn Anrre nnd the
news
have been in the dir ic'loi of '.cwl Avre, the German
oping water wells in uii' h il l ad hgency in a dispatch to Berlin says
be! i deovt'eil. Ti.f b'.llii!.' ( ci !that it was the intention of the allies
tirely nesv holes has not 1mm ii attempt-- I to overrun tho German defense sys- eo. in the case of
wens,
ui? tern tilong this front, which was only
flow of water is a constant menace,
fortified.
It says .that there
and efforts to case off the water have weakly
not been successful.
The famous has been no time to construct permanent
defenses.
,
Brown well 4s a water well, and two
Tho disjiatch reads:
modest fortunes have been spent in
waan effort to separate the flow of
"Under tirotectioi of a sljoit but
ter and oil as a prerequisite to. drillintense' bomburdrweiit the
extremely
is
Htr
hole
a
The
ing deeper.
present
entente armies tried to cut lanes
tie more than 000 feet deep.
Leases havo been acquired on large through the German infantry and artracts of land purely for (speculative tillery lines by tank squadrons. Then
or promotion purposes, fa some .In- the cavalry, supported by tanks, was
stances a mighty derrick s orocted to bo rushed through- tho infantry
and other things done to give the im- lines in .order to reach on the first
pression of immediate operation. Then day of thq offensive a high road bethe scene in. photographed, nnd stock tween
Pe.rrone and Royo.
offered for sale through page adver"Failure of this plan was due to the
tisements, written in bombastic style,
In metropolitan newspapers,
fi'here heroic resistance of trench garrisons
was probably no intention of drilling which at many points held their posia well. Such transactions do not go tions until surrounded. In tho hurrivery far toward settling the
cane of fire all telegraph and teleone way or tho other, as to tho pres.
broke down.
phone communications
enco of oil in paying quantities.
rockets were invisible in the
But tho Illinois Producing com- Signal
pany, which acquired leases In the thick fog and while the gunners conSeven Kivers country, near Lakewood. tinued tq put down a barrage fire beafter months of geological explora- fore them they suddenly (ound tanks
tion and other preliminaries, is pre- upon their flank and rear whose maparing to go to work in earnest on a chine gun fire laid terrible havoc In
test hole. The company has a sub- their ranks.
:
stantial derrick erected, .drilling ma-- Officers Manned
Guns.
Machine
chinery and fuel on the ground and
"Quick as lightning gun nfter gun
"plenty of capital. They used no brass
band, employed no orators, and have would be slewed around and would
no stock nor leases to sell.
blaze Into the "tanks at short range,
While many here havo become dis- while other guns would continue to
couraged over the oil prospects, .a let down barrage fire to impede bringman can hardly be found who could
batbe argued out of the belief that there ing up Fjnglish reserves. In Other
is oil, lots of it, all up and down this teries the last surviving officers kept
valley, and that the punching of a few up machine gun fire for hours, even
holes here and there would prove it. succeeding In fighting their way
More than a hundred wells between through to tho German line.
Koswell and Carlsbad show distinct
"Te English and French began the
traces of oil. Tho famous Drown well second day's offensive with tank
years ago yielded fifty or more barbut weakened by the losses of
rels a day, and the Relt well furnishes,
all the time, oil enough for two the previous day they did not display
same vigor. Caught In the fire ot
pumping engines and some for the Ihe
market, gas enough for lighting and German batteries, the shells of which
cooking in the house and water for raised black fountains around their
irrigation purposes. The electric light tanks, their attack wavered. Several
plant in Artesia has at different per- tanks were hit and burst into flames.
iods of emergency used oil from this Others turned tail. The infantry did
well to drive its.engines. ltesides this, not follow up properly and tho attacks
the geologists and experienced oil opdead.
erators who have been here say with- stopped in the afternoon were the
"Only
out hesitation that the Indications
here are as favorable as those of the English with the help of fresh troops
oil regions of Oklahoma and Kansas. able to renew the attack. On tho enBut only capital., and perserveranco tire front from Morlancourt to the
will solve the question. It will never Avre waves advanced
headed once
be solved by speculators or promoters. more by strong tank divisions.
"A smart parrying counter-attac- k
The
LENINE AND TR0TZKY
by British infantry followed.
fight swayed this way" 'and that but
FLEE-TKRONDSTADT finally the British, despite the strong
forces employed were unable to make
IV MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRB)
headway on the banks of the Somme
London, Aug. VI. Premier Lenine and along the great Roman high road.
nnd his chief assistant, Leon Trotzky,
"Further south the Franco-Britis- h
have fled to Kronstadt, the naval base assault against tho line from RoslereE
near Petrograd, according to a dis- Ito Arvillers succeeded
in gaining
patch sent out by tho
ground, which was extremely unsited
Wolff bureau of Berlin, and printed for defense.
"So eventually tho battle ground on
report from France.
both banks of the Somme, which
furious British attacks could not capAmsterdam, Aug. 12. Tho Bolshe- ture, was given up voluntarily."
vik government will shortly leave Moscow for Kronstadt, the Berlin Lokal
OVER 600 STATE BANKS
Anzeiger states today, rremier Lenlne and War Minister Trotzky have
MEMBERSJR, SYSTEM
already reached there, the newspaper
adds.
IBV MORNINSI JOURNAL SRSOIAI. LBASSO WIRSt
Officers and
Washington, Aug. 12. The federal
who are under Imprisonment also will reserve
now includes
more
ta taken to Krunstadt, according to that 600 system
state banks and trust com.
this plan.
panies in its membership, the reserve
board announced today. Tho aggregate
PEACE OFFENSIVE IS
capital of these institutions 4 nearly
$300,000,000, the surplus about
and tha total resources about
STARTER AT J1UNICH
$6,225,000,000.
IRV MORNINO
JOURNAL SPSCIAL LSASSD WIRS1
State institutions whose admission
new was announced today include Chero12. A
Amsterdam,
Aug.
"peace offensive" has been started at kee (Iowa) State bank, resources
Munich, according to the Tageblatt of $1,259,00; M"ntlcello
(Iowa) State
Berlin. Prof. F. L. Quidde of Vienna, bankresources, $2,081,000
Prof. Jlenrich Lnmmasch of Duda-peTotal earnings of the twelve fedand Bishop Frankndl of the eral banks for the six months ending
Roman Catholic church In Hungary July 1, were $24,850000 and exare identified with the movement.
penses $4,152,000, making net earnings $20,698,000, on paid capital of
h
Professor Quidde, Professor
$74,000,000. Tha net earning rate fot
and Bishop Franknei have all the first six months of 1917 was only
been identified with pyce movements 9.8 per cent.
during the last two years. Professor
Quidde has been repudiated in gov- JAPS IN TOUCH
WITH
ernmental circles at Berlin.
I NO
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Vladivostok, .Monday, Aug. 5 (by
tho Associated Press). General Hor-vatd
"head of the new
that
government" declares,
130,000 allied troops will be required
to prevent Germany from obtaining
control of the food resources ot Siberia and Mongolia. General Horvath's
visit here was for the purpose of opening negotiations with the Vladivostok group of the autonomous Siberian POSITION OF SOVIET,.
government.
GOVERNMENT. SERIOUS
Coincident with his arrival came
announcements from Washington and
1ST MORNINO
Tolilo, relative to the scope of the alJOURNAL SPEC.AL LBASSO WIRE)
lies' aims to relieve Russia.
Amsterdam, Aug. 12. The position
f
the soviet government in Russia if
General Hoiwjjth declares that a
s
are In considered very serious by tho Moslarge, body of
cow
correspondent of the Tageblatt
desperate straits at Irkutsky,. being
surrounded, hy bolshevik and Magyar of Berlin. Ho announces that the
forces
troops and without a chance for im- position of the Czecho-Slova- k
havo increased from 7,500 to 300,000
mediate relief.
and are being reinforced by Serbians,
Midway between Nikolsk and KhaCossacks and
barovsk a few thousand Cxecho-Slo-vaare opposing a larger fqree of
.the enemy. They ale sadly out of pro- LAS VEGAS POLICE
portion to the task confronting them,
GET AUTO VIOLATORS
even if supplied-withartillery which
Is now lacking.
.;
(SPBCIAL CORRBBPONBRMCS TO MORNINO JOURNAL)
East Las Vqgas, N.
Aug. 12.
EICHORN'S ASSASSIN
tine hundred and fourteen dollars
into the city treasury Saturday
EXECUTED SATURDAY went
as the result of the failure of fifty- sewn persons to obey the traffic or
t
MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASEO WIRH
'
'
di nance.
Amsterdam, Aug. 12. Boris
the assassin of Field Marshal
Method:sH tnoorporato, "
Hoyiinn von Kir horn, was executed on
So,nta Fe, Aug. 12. Incorporation
Saturday, according to advices from
papers were filed today with the state
Kiev.
The sentence was pronounced by a corporation commission by the board
Gorman" military court and was car- of church extension of the Methodist
ried out immediately after its confirEpiscopal church, South, an eleemomation by the competent judicial tri- synary
association not organised for
bunal.
.
profit but to build churches end
'
parsonages.
Tho capitalisation Is
Japan to Scml Fliers.
Tokio, Aug. 12. .lapan is planning $1,106,326.44. The New Mexico head
to send about twenty aviators to the quarters are at Albuquerque and the
Italian front
statutory agent, Rev. 3, B. Cockran.
h,
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News "Time is Not Far Distant
When They Will Turn on
Agency Makes Light of the
Allied Offensive on Both
Germany," Ambassador
Sides of Somme River,
Francis Tells Bolsheviki,

Have Plenty of Capital, Now
Drilling fo r Well; Speculative
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The Hague, Aug. 12. Japanese
troops are in touch with the
says a Moscow dispatch to tho
Weser Zeitung of Bremen.
Czecho.-Slov,ak-

IRV MORNINO
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VOLUNTARILY IS
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Washington, Aug. 12. Ffctir survivors of tho American schooner Katie Palmer, sunk by a German
Saturday evening 100 miles
east of Nantucket, have landed at New
Bedford, the navy department was advised today, with a report that they
the submarine,
were taken aboard
which was 300 feet long, mounted one
gun and carried a crew of sixty men.
The captain of the raider, they said,
declared he vas equipped to remain
on this side of the Atlantic for six
months.
Hater reports to the navy revealed
the Herthat the dispatch relating
in
man Winter had been garbled
transmission. The coasting steamer
Herman Winter had reported that a
had been Slink on
tishinir
Sunday off the Massachusetts coast.
Tho name of the craft was not given.
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SUB ARE LANDED

CAPTIVES

Teutons, Twice Badly Beaten
in Recent Weeks, Is on the
Down Grade, Say
Sonet's
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Vologda, Thursday, July 23 (by the
Associated Press). The reason for
Ambassador Francis and the other allied diplomats leaving Vologda for
Archangel today was their refusal to
comply with Insistent demands of the
Bolsheviki foreign office that they
move to Moscow. The
Bolsheviki
said they wanted the diplomats to
move because they believed Vologda
soon would bo the center of counter

Try Itl Make this lemon lotion
to whiten your tanned or
freckled skin.
"

t,

,4.,

Squeeze the juice of two lemons
Into a bottle containing three ounces
of Orchard White, shake well, and
you have a quarter pint of the best
freckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and
complexion whitener, at very, very
small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and
any drug store or toilet counter will
ounces
of Orchard
supply three
White for a few cents. Massage this
sweetly fragrant lotion Into the face,
neck, arms and hands and see how
quickly the freckles, sunburn, wind-bur- n
and tan disappear and how
clear, soft and white the skin becomes. Ves! Jt is harmless,
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revolutionary fighting.
Amsterdam, Aug. 12. Dr. Helffer-icAmbassador Francis and his colthe German ambassador to Rusleagues expressed full confidence in sia, has informed the soviet governthe people of Vologda and declined to ment that he will move the embassy
go to Moscow. The soviet governfrom Moscow to Pasuav, because he
ment at first refused to provide an fears for the personal
safety of his
engine for a special train to Archstaff, says an official telegram from
M. Tchitccherin, the foreign Berlin.
Langel.
Cndilions at Petrograd are
minister, telegraphed that Archangel almost as bad as at Moscow.
was not a fit place for the ambassaIteferring to the shifting of the
dors in case of siege but was willing Gerrnnn diplomatic base in Russia, the
to grant an engine on condition that Vossiche Zeitung of Berlin says:
the allied embassies leave Russia as
"Moscow is In the hands of
soon as a ship could be provided. The
elements and the followers of
allied diplomats accepted and started the social revolutionists of the left.
Wuld show that tho Bolsheviki
I This
today for Archangel.
In a final message to the Russian at Moscow it nt an end, and this Is
foreign minister, Ambassador Francis the case not only at Moscow but In the
declared he had no desire to leave greater part of Russia, if not in the
Russia unless forced to do so and in whole Russia empire. This throws a
any event his absence would be only vivid light on the failure of the German policy in the east."
temporary.
The consuls of the allied countries,
he said, would
remain in Russia. TWO STEAMERS SUNK
Tchlteherim said the departure of the.
ambassadors would not alter in the
BY GERMAN
slightest the relations of soviet Russia wl'.h the allied countries.
Washington, Aug. 12. Destruction
Vranols' 1 'trial Mowugn.
The final message sent to Tchitch-erl- n of the British steamer Penlstone and
Swedish steamer Sydhind, by a
by Ambassador Francis as dean the
of the diplomatic corps, reviewed the German, submarine off tho New Engcorrespondence that led to the deci- land coast was reported today to the
sion of the ambassadors to go to Arch- navy department. The Penlstone was
sent down yesterday'about 100 miles
angel and continued:
"Your message expressing friendly east of Nantucket and the Syldand on
feelings for the people I represent August 8 southeast of Nantucket,
All the members of tho Sydiand's
and the desire on your part to maintain relations with them is appreciat- were rescued.
Tho Penlstone which is a vessel of
ed, but you will permit me to say that
your treatment of me as their repre- about 4,000 tons gross apparently wan
that destroy.
sentative does not accord with such sunk by the same
d .nine fishing schooners Saturday.
expressions."
Mr. Francis then dealt with the First reports made no reference to
manner in which his communication the crew's safety and gave no' details
with the American state department of the attack.
had been interfered with and delayed,
Boston, Mass., Aug. 12. The crew
and continued:
"Your telegram states that Arch- of the Swedish steamer Sydland,
angel is not a fit residence for am- which was sunk by a German subma-iin- e
August 8 southeast of Nantucket,
bassadors in the event of a 'siege.'
Do you ejupect a German
siege of were landed at this port today. The
Archangel? Certainly you do not an- Germans, in sinking this neutral ship,
manner,
proceeded in a leisurely
ticipate an allied siege of that city.
"I can only repeat what I have spending three or four hours in exsaid to you and to the Russian people amining the papers, in exploring her
many times and that is. the allies have holds and in making ready the bombs
nothing to fear from the Russian peo- which finally sank. her. The Sydland
ple, with whom theV still consider was bound in ballast from Gothenthemselves In alliance
against the burg, Sweden, to Hampton Roads.
h,

anti-Germ-

j

common enemy.

Peace Part Is Burdensome-"The allies have never recognized

k
the
peace and it is bo- coming so burdensome to the Russian
people that in my Judgment the time
is not far distant when they will turn
upon Germany and the repulsion of
the enemy from the Russian borders
will demonstrate what I have continuously believed nnd that is that the
nationitl spirit of great Russia is not
dead, but has only been sleeping."
Brest-Litovs-

POISON CAUSED

DEATH

OF ARCHITECT, BELIEF
(RV MORNINO

El Paso
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Texas, Aug.

continued their investigation of the
death of W. C. Schachner in a Turkish bath house here Friday night. Although the coroner's verdict was
"death from heart failure," the authorities have information tending to
show that death was caused by a poison administered a short time before
tne mnn'8 death
Schachner, who was an architect,

The Germans were ejqurteons, the
crew said, and told them to stock up
their boats with whatever provisions
and personal effects they wanted. The
captain was allowed to retain his valuable navigating instruments and after the German commander had expressed regrets at being obliged
destroy the vessel, the men were
to the boats.

Try the Want Ad Way

DAGGER

A

IN THE BACK

That's the woman's dread when shs gsts
up In the morning- to start the day's, work.

"(Mr! how my back aches." GOLD MEDAt,
Haarlem Ott Capsules taken today eaae tns
baekachs of tomorrow taken every day esdo
Don't delay.
the backache tor all time.
What's the use ot suffering? Begin taking
GOLD MISDAIj Haarlem Oil Capsules today
and be relieved tomorrow. Take ttiree or
four every day and be permanently free
from wrenchlnc, dlslrnmlnK back, pain. But
be sure to get 001,1) MEDAL,. Klnoe 16M.
GOLD MKDAL, Haarlem Oil has been the
was of German descent and was close- National Remedy of Holland, the Government of the Netherlands having; granted a
ly associated with Germans under Inspecial charter authorizing tta preparation
vestigation by the government. He and
"sale.
housewife ot Holland would
wan a member of the Denver, Colo., almost as Tha
soon be without bread as she
would without her "Heal Dutch Drops," as
lodgo of Elks.
she quilmly calls GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil Capsules.
This Is the one reason why
Falls Bovra FJovntor Shaft.
you will find the women andchildren
ot
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 12. Charles F. Holland so sturdy and robust.
of the quartermas- - GOLD MEDAL are the cure, erlrlnal
Welcr, an employe
dennl fnr VinrHoT Haarlem Oil Capsules' Imported direct from
iri.'a ilonai-lmonl- .
laUTttlor!e"
"n"lm; ,?0"n,
troops in Arizona, New Mexico and1'"6
5'1 0K0r-Fort Bliss, fell dwn tho elevator shaft I name on every
anil
a
died
few
at the depot yesterday
three sizes. Money
gists In seeled
hours later in tho base hospital at refunded if trreypackages,
do not help you. Accept
Fort Bliss. He was 19 years old and a only the GOLD. MEDAL. All others are
Imitations.
resident of East EI Paso.
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If this

dispatch is meant to refer to,
in western SJbe-rlit is undoubtedly incorrect, as no
advance by the allied forces from
Vlaivostok has been reported.
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MORE UNIVERSITIES
f'
TO TRAIN STUDENTS

Healvour
skinwi

imr MORNINO JOURNAL BPSOIAL LBASSO WIRB)

Washington, Aug. 12. Thirty more
universities' and colleges were added
today to the list of Institutions qualifying for special arnty training camp
units, entitling them to uniforms and
rifles and army instructors. They Include:
j
Baylor university, Waco, Tex., and
State Agricultural college. Fort Col-

'

lins, Colo.

Baliy Boy at Williams' Homo.
Santa Fe, Aug. 12. State .Corporation Commissioner Williams is the
father of a
boy who arrived yesterday at St. Vincent's sanitarium, while the father was speeding
to Detroit to attend the national convocation of the Knights of Pythias as
supreme representative from New
ten-pou-

Mexico.
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itching snd
.your doctor said to use Resinol for that . , 11 uHr
rkTfJ!'i
you'd try it without a second
Z
thoughtl .Well, many doctors throughout the swar all trace of the unsightly
erupuon, kcmroi toap also
country art prescribing it to heal sick skins,
contains the kssinol medica- and have been doing so for years.
tU)n,
So Why not take the Combined advice of all tender,
skins,
these wise medical men and let Resinol
c ", "'? b' '!,
'
,
Ointment make JPUr Skin Weil f VResinol, Baltimore. Md,
1
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, August 13, 1918.
FIGHTING SPIRIT

chine gun section was doubtless whqL
by the enemy, and t lii si
fact coupled with the effective fire
laid down was chiefly instrumental in
causing the withdrawal of the enemy.
There were instances of individual
bravery durng the acton. I'rvate Howard Galiard with a small rapid-firpiece was unable from his position
to get a good fire' to bear upon the advancing groups, so he coolly and with
entire disregard of danger, mounted
the parapet, and while enemy bullets
were flying around him, fired his rapid-fire
piece from the hip, first at one
group and then1 at the other. Privates
Smlthfield Jones and George WooiU-arespecially mentioned for their
coolness in the face of violcn shelling
guns and then reassembled them and
guns an dthen reassembled them and
continued firing until the close of the
action. Lieutenant li. C. Gramo was
in command' of the group which received the brunt of the enemy fire
which, besides the barrage, added a
heavy fire of large minenwerfers.
There was no flinching; the group always worked under perfect control,
manned
keeping all combat posts
though three men were knocked down
by tho explosion of shells. Other commended for courage in the face of fire
ere Corporal Frank Harden, Private
H. D. Brown, Corporal Bean, Sergeant
G. A. Morton, and Private Sanders.
The chief importance of the action
was in bringing this American unit
for the first time under fire nnd demonstrating the steadiness and fighting
ability of the men.
ly unexpected
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Most Violent Machine Gun and
Artillery Fire From Enemy
Fails to Dislodge Regiment
of Hardy Troops.

.

COOLNESS AND COURAGE
MARK BATTLE TACTICS
,

Privates

Show

Remarkable

Action Which
Bravery
Finally Makes German At- tackers Give Up Effort.
in

"
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Willi the American Army in France,
July 15. One regiment of negroes in
the American arrny( number deleted
by censor) has had its baptism of fire
on the fighting fields of Franco and
acquitted itHelf so well that the
French commander of the sector has
cited the whole regiment as worthy
of receiving the war cross. This regiment's repulse of the enemy attack
on the early morning of June 12
(possibly ut Belleau wood or Boures-ches- )
was briefly referred to in the
official communique.
A later and official report of the
engagement brings out Interesting details and gives credit to the officers
and men for fine fighting qualities
displayed in their Initial experience
under the shell and machine gun fire.
The French commander of that sector has given
regiment the highest possible conjmendation for the results accomplished- - and the splendid

te

fighting spirit 'shown

the

by

Amer-

ican negroes.
PrriMire f:r Attack.
For several days proceeding the attack there were evidences that the
enemy was preparing to strike a blow
Two days before one of the main
points held by the regiment had been
subjected to a strong bombardment
of nearly 100 shells, gas and shrapnel. Prior to the heavy enemy artillery barrage occurring on the morning of the 12th, our advance groups
heard movements apparently of
track trains in the wood
lack of the enemy lines, indicating
thov wera getting ready for an attack.
Eevery preparation had been made
for meeting the move if it come. Besides the usual combat groups at the
main points of the line, a special machine gun section occupied a specially
chosen position on a small salient projecting Into the enemy line. It was
accompaniel by a combat group detailed from reserve, a company carrying rifles and grenades.
Withstand Heavy
It was 2:15 on the morning of tho
J 2th that the order to "stand to" was
given and all combat groups and the
machine gun Roction took their fighting position. The enemy artillery now
opened a violent bombardment .engaging in a "box barrage" five of our
"main groups nnd the special maehino
gun position. The lines of this box bar-- ,
rage are well defined on the ground,
showing its outer circuit, with a
scalterlng of hits inside. Tho
shells were mostly 77s, with some
155s, gas, shrapnel and high explosives. One of our points received particular attention, probably tfy minen-werfc- r.
the craters of which were two
yards' in depth and five yards in diameter. The artillery bombardment
was extremely violent at the start and
tapered off gradually until it stopped
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EDUCATWAjTMEETING
ENDORSED
CAPITAL
AT
BY PRESIDENT WILSON
TO mohnino joubnli
Tho statewide
Santa Fe, Aug.
educational conference at Santa Fo
beginning on Thursday, has the special endorsement of President Wood-roWilson, it being one of the state
educational conventions in tho national campaign.
Secretary of tho
Interior Lane In approving these conferences this summer and fall, quotes
President Wilson as follows:
"I am pleased to know that despite
the unusual burdens imposed upon
our people By the war they have
maintained their schools and other
agencies of education so nearly at
That this
their normal efficiency.
should bo continued throughout the
war nnd that Insofar as the draft law
will permit, there should be no falling
off In attendance in elementary
schools, high schools or colleges is a
matter! of 'the very greatest Importance, affecting both our strength in
war and our national welfare and efSo
ficiency when the war is over.
long as the war continues thero will
be constant need of very large numbers of men and women of the highest and most thorough training for
war service in many lines. After the
war thero will be urgent need not
only for trained leadership' in all lines
of industrial, commercial, social and
eivic life, but for a very high average
of intelligence and preparation on the
part of all the people. I would therefore urge that the people continue to
give generous support to their school;
of ail grades and that the schools adjust themselves as wisely as possible
to the new conditions to tho end that
no boy or girl shall have less opportunity for education because of the
war and that the nation may bo
strengthened as it can only be through
the right, education of all Its
approve most heartilv your plana
for making
through the bureau of
oducation a comprehensive campaign
for the support of the schools and for
the maintenance of attendance upon
them, and trust that you may have
in this work of the
the
American council of education."

Isicil comroxoiNci12.
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TEACHERS OF GUADALUPE
COUNTY WANT PRESENT
MEN KEPT IN OFFICE
SPECIAL COIMBPONDeNCI

TO

MOANING JOURNAL

Santa Fe. Aug. 11. The teachers
of Guadalupe county at their institute at Santa Kosa adopted resolutions asking for the renornlnatlon ' of
County Superintendent B. Lucero, a
brother of Secretary of State Antonio
Lucero, and also asked that Superintendent of Fublic Instruction J. H.
Wagner and his staff bo retained In
office for another two years. Presi
dent Woodrow Wilson is endorsed as
the world's leader of democracy and
the teachers pledge themselves to do
everything in their power to help win
and
victory for "humanity, Justice
democracy," so that worldwide peace
may be assured, a ponce that Is not
possible, however, until "right conquers might."

after thirty minutes.
Inrniitry Follows r.ombarilnu'ut.
Meantime under cover of the ar,
tillery, tho enemy infantry begun its
. operations, adopting "he Infilterlng1
process by which detached groups are
thrust forward nt a number of points
instead of moving in mass formation.
One group came on with two light
machine guns, firing' a rather intense
firo Into one of our positions. Another group was estimated to he about
or thirty. At another point
twenty-fiv- e
on our front a stationery enemy patrol tpok position firing with two PIG CLUBS RESULT'lN
small machine guns. Now and then
INCREASED DRODUCTION
squads would dart forward from their
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TIIKATI.RS
r The Paramount rnr-- ;
presents today and lomur-jroHonor of lis House," a
"The
five-refeature; also a reel ot"
"Wei lily Events bee the World.''
Dark.
'!! ttl Opera House--Barbara Coniudey
L.vrli! 'J'lioator
also
starring in "Little Red
a good comedy reel.
Theater The Goldwyn
I'liMtimo
company presents liable Xnrmnnd as
the leading character in "The Venus
Model"; also a Keystone comedy entitled "A Safe Danger."
AT

Till--

'!" Tlimil'
oration
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Washington, Any. 12. The army
casualty list issued today in three sections shows:
Killed in action, 57; died of wounds,
0; died of disease. 2; died of accident
and other causes, 4; wounded severely,
G7;
wounded, degree undetermined,
157; missing in action, 7. Total, 30 5.
The list includes:
Ludd J. Kubala,
Tex.;
Granger,
Verstcle J. M. Gentry, Van Alstyne,
Tex.; Rudolph F. Sisak, Smithville,
Tex.: Otto Nesslobcck, Paige. Tex., AT Till: LYIUC.
wounded, degree undetermined.
Recent international developments
Tho list, section l:
have riveted attention on china. And
Killed in Action.
new nnd interesting sidelights are beLieut. Karl J. Groognn, Atlantic ing thrown on Chinese character and
City; Sergeants J. M. TIeatty. Worces- trustworthiness.
ter; Thomas L. Claypool, Kittsning,
It has long been Imagined by the
On.: American people us a whole that the
Pa.; liernard F. Green,
"Floyd C. Hamer, New Prighton, Pa.: Chinaman is a most dangerous nnd
Herbert H. llockard. Soinerset. Pa.; unmoral enemy to white society. This
Frank F. Sullivan, Collmgsdnle. Pa.: is
the result of the natural fear
Drie J. Taylor, Rochester. X. Y. Cor of partly
the Unknown, und partly the
porals Juett Caudle, Frankfort, Ky.
of deliberate misrepresentation
Byron C. Cox, Darlington, Ind .; John lone of tho most cultured and honor- J. Hogan, Chicago: Oliver T. Lockhart, j'able races in the world.
New Prighton; Shirley Moncravie,
The Chinaman obtained his
Irving. 111.; Arnold S. Ttenlnser. Chica- Hon in America throunh thosereputa.
early
y
go; Klwood G. lice, Sherry, X. C.j
ten, twenty,
thirty
L. Stewart, Xew Prighton; How- melodramatic
which
dramas
pictured opium rings,
ard U. Snyder, South r.cnd, Ind.: Privates Robert P.. Alexander, Hickman, abduction of beautiful white women,
und
dives
desperate conspiracies and
Ky.; Alonzo I). Allen, Fonghkcepsle:
Nathan Auritt, Philadelphia; Charles plots. Cases like the murder of
General Siegel's daughter were taken
Hramirmham
A. Bellows',
Center,
of by the yellow
Mass.; Thomas If. Elissitt, Julictcc, full advantage
are thousands of
there
press
though
David
Frank
Hose,
City, Neb.;
'On.;
Charles S. Breckinridge, Chicago; Wil- murders by white men.
As a matter of fact the
Chinese
liam G. Bridges, Magncss, Ark.; Joseph lirzyski, Chicago: Francis J. have been making desperate efforts to
Crawford,
llitton W. stamp out the opium traffic. The JapPhiladelphia;
anese banks employ Chinese excluCrippen, Castleton, Yt; Wade
Chinese hold all positions of
Mossyl-ottomKy.; John J. sively.
Dcvin, Philadelphia; Daniel Feeca, trust in Japanese mercantile institutions, and tho coast has a marked likPhiladelphia; Edward C. Foley,
Mass.; .Tesse G. Ford, P.umpus ing for tho Chinaman.
Mills, Tenn. ; Thomas ;. Frith, Nashville, Tenn.; W. J. Furman, Philadelphia; Edward G. Gadhois, Chicago:
Edward C. Garfrcy, Peru, Ind.: James
F. Gavrachan, Philadelphia; Hichnrd OFFICIAL STATEMENTS
Grundem, Brighton, Pa.; George M.
Edward
Hansen, Ostrandcr, Minn.;
Harris, Chicago; Arthur D. Kemplin,
Atho, Mass.; Thomas F. King, Brooklyn; Howard W. Paafcr, Beaver, Pa '
IBV MORNINd JOURNAL
Pmn. l.CACEO WtKIl
Joseph Levesque, Full River, Mass.:
12. The
allied
London,
Aug.
William C. Morris, Fort Lauderdale,
fighting today In the region
Fla.; William J. O'itara, Springfield, troops
between the Volume and the .ise
Mass.; Luigi Perrl, Chicago; David W. made further progress east of
Michael M.
Richmond;
Powers,
and on the south hunk of
Roche, Newark, N. Y. John Santa, the Voinme nnd also captured the
lnd.:William S.
Sarver, village of Proyart, south of Bray,
Whiting,
Johntown, Pa.; Frank Schneider, Colo-m- according to Field Marshal llaig's
Mich.; Peter Spirito, Philadel- communication issued this evening.
of Hermans were made
phia; Joseph Stanislawski, Brooklyn: Hundreds
prisoner and the' Germans also sufCharles Wilsey, I.ivingstunville, N. Y.; fered
The text of
heavy casualties.
John Sook, Osakis, Minn.
the communication follows:
Wounds.
of
"In successful lighting today in
Sergeants Nicholas A. Landzert. Jr., tho neighborhood of (lie Roye mad
cast
of Fouciuescourt
Pur-kcand on ihe
Mount Hope, N. Y.; Leonard C.
south bank of the Sonime our line
Grcybull, Wyo.i Corporals Mar- lias been advanced
III each of these
tin J. Cunningham, Chicago; Thomas localities and some
prisoners have
M. Richardson, Newark, N. J.; Private been taken.
Harry E. Kuehner, Allcntown, Pa.;
"Soulh of the Somnio our
Charley Lavancha, (Jnucvrnoitr, N. V. captured the village of Provart troops
after
Albert Lien, Deeorah, la.; John W. sharp fightlrTJr in which the enemy
Meek, Ontlottshnrg,
Ky.; Charles S. lost heavily In prisoners and men
Moore, Short Creek, ().; Theodore J. Killed. The fighting is contin.iiug n
this neighborhood.
Roscmocn, Watson, Minn.
"On the right of the British forces
Died of IHsoa.se.
French have taken Les Loges
Private Walter II. Matliew, Mi- the
On the re.nain-'elwaukee
Bernard Sucper, Lindsay, front there Is nothing ofto tho Hri.ish
report.".
Neb.
Hied of Accident and Other Cnuves.
Loudon, Aug. 12 An official comPrivates Walter A. Avery, (Juincy, munication issued by tho air. minisMass.; Thomas Bartlein, Polio, Wis.; try tonight, dealing with bombing and
Arnold C. Rich, Fort Worth; John D. raiding operations, says that
despite
Popplewell, Detroit.
tho unfavorable weather, British airplanes successfully attacked an airWashington, Aug. 12. Additions to plane and hemical works at Franka
of
list
fourth
today's army casualty
fort, otlier squadrons attacked the
section of ninety-eignames, made railways t Metz and an uirdrome'at
war
the
public tonight by
department, Magellan, Alsace. The communication
increased
the day's total to 403 says:
names. The navy department did not
"On the night of the llth-12t- h
issue a marine list today. The army
our machines attack two hoslist was divided as follows:
tile airdromes and various ground
Killed in action, 57; died of wounds, targets with bombs and machine
gun
29; dlod of disease, 2; died of acci- fire. On the day of the 12th one of
dent and other causes, 4; wounded se- our squadrons, despite unfavorable
verely, 143; wounded, degree unde- weather conditions, successfully
attermined, 161; missing in action, 7. tacked the airplane and chemical
Total, 403.
works at Frankfort.
"Hursts were observed well In the
Plod I'iciii Wounds.
Lleuta. Thomas D. Kern, Lexington, center of the objectives. Large numVa.: Lee B. Kortz, Fort Dodge, la.; bers of enemy airplanes attacked nnd
Joseph G. MaeDonough, New York; Kept up a running fight for nbout thirBenjamin H. Hueller, Alma, Wis.; Pri- ty miles. Two enemy airplanes were
vate Ben C. Gcldor, Moorelnnd. la: destroyed. All our machines returned
Sergeants Robert I). Clark, Buchanan, ttafety.
Va.'; Richard Parks, Elijay, Ga.; Pri"Another of our Isquadrons attacked
vates Frederick J. Anderson, Jr., the hostile airdrome at Ilagenau with
Brookllne, William J. Boyle, White excellent results. This squadron, Just
Fort
Hall, N. Y.; Oscar F. Coley,
Payne, Ala.; George P. Davis, Maiden,
X. C.; Walter Dillion, London, O.; dowee, Ala.; Joseph Staminer," New
Louis Erhardt, New York; Donald L. York.
Gearhart, Altoona, Pa.; Lconidas S.
Severely Wounded In Action.
sLIeut. Leo P. Kelly, Pueblo, Colo.:
Mo.; George F.
Munday,
Farley, Ala.; Stephen F. Ryan, Corporal Wulter T. MeCarty, Glendule
;
,
Philadelphia; Herbert. C. Sikes, We-- , Ariz.
;
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AT Till-- PAST1MI-'Mabel Xormand feels particularly at
home in her dashing bathing togs in
"The Venus
Model," for everyone
knows that the sprightly star of the
Goldwyn photodrama which comes to
the Pastime theater today and tomorrow, is devoted to aquatics, fine of
her greatest screen successes wa? "Tho
Diving Girl," and while she does not
have an opportunity in "The Venus
Model" to disport in the briny, she
does everything possible to display
the smart lines and chic style of the
costume from which the play gets its
name. She even poses In a shop window to the edification of a huge
crowd, clad in the garment which
she calls "the nattiest thing she over
wore."
' Every woman will want to have one
just like it, especially those of um-pl- o
pegirth with true feminine
rversityfor they are the very ones
the snug little suit should never bo
worn by.
Mabel Xorninnd expects to see any
number of "Venus Models" when she
runs down to thn beaches this summer, and her mischievous enjoyment
in wearing the costume in tho play l
heightened by thought of tho amuse,
ment she will derive from its duplication.
In connection with the above there
will be shown a Keystono comedy, entitled "A Safe Danger.".
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French troops
Paris. Aug.
have captured the town of' Gury,
miles south
and
about eight
of Roye, according to the French official communication issued tonight.
Tho counter attacks ugainst The positions held by the French and Americans on the Vesle river near Fismes
have been repulsed."' 'The' text of the
one-ha-

lf

follows:
communication
"Between the Avre and tho Oise
have
our troops
raptured the village
Wo
made some
have
of Gury.
progress to tho north of RoyeSur-Muti- s
and Chevrincoiirt,
"On the Vesle front we have repulsed two violent counter attacks
against our positions on the north
bank of tho stream in the region of
Fismes.
"Army of the east, August 1U12:
Calm lias prevailed on the whole
of the front.
Kronen aviators have
bombarded enemy encampments to
the northeast of Monastlr and to the
east of Seres.",

Mst (if I. W. V. Ispigranm.
"Was it your solicitude
for this
country that caused you to give that
advice?" Inquired Attorney Nebekor
"Xot so much my solicitude for this
country as my hatred for Germany,"
replied Haywood.
Attorney Neheker then road a list
of I. W. W. epigrams In Haywood's
oiyn handwriting which the leader ad'
mitted having composed for use In
public addresses. They read as follows:
"Join tho navy nnd the army, confess and, be prepared to die." ,
"It is better to be a traitor to n
country than a traitor to your class."
"A live soldier is a hobo; a dead
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WHEN CHILDREN CRY OUT
And ire fererlsli and don't sleep wil,ar oonnti- -

f

and have ynmtom of wormn, mothers will
quick relief in Mother Uray'a Hweet Powders
tor Children, the standard remedy for DO yean.
They are wy to gin ind ehildrea like them.
ritt--

,

'Sides

.

tr

en wheat, we go Ur save sugar. t)e bes' war
sugar is ter use syrups en honey.
A nic
111
pitcher full er 'uwes convoyed hv a fleet er buckwheat
cakes is one ier de bea' ways to "get crosf wid (le sugar
-- --'
PCTS"."
mv
wheal. iuiux, tea.,
-

savin'-fat-

iJ..

Oriental Gream
u

Send 10c. for Trial Sin
FERD. T. HOPKTN3
SON,Ntw Yorki

-

Tbeycleaneetheitonacb.actfrentlyontlie bow-e- lf
and break up cold. Relieve headaohea and
1U.000 leelimoniaJ.
teething dianrder. We bansure
to get Mutiwt
Ask your drucgiat and be
Graj'i aweet i'owderi Jot Ctuldreu,

.,
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How many servants
And what would they cost .. ..
To do the work of a family like this?
You can't figure it out with pencil and
You can hardly jmagirie it!

"..

--

.. ..

... ..

paper

Electricity is the solution
"
of the servant problem.
It takes no days off has no "off days"
Can't be coaxed away to a "better place"- Never objects to children, company, washing or iron:
ing
Doesn't waste, loaf, eat, sleep, argue, .compalin or
tire out
Just "plugs along,", day and night, early and late- ' doing all the hard,
part.
Such an "old faithful" as this should have all the
encouragement you can give it. And here's a big

...

.

menial-jabor-drudgfi-

.

ry

one

Have Floor, lintsphonrd ami Wall Ont-((- "
t
lets put In at
places for
connecting up your clivtrlcnl devices.
Ther'rc so easily and quickly installed that you tan have one "(or
several) In every room in tho house.
You can get double
yes, many times tho convenience from your,
electrical appliances with these Outlets.
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Gouraud's

FAMILY CIRCLE

."

'

akin a delicately clear.
pearly white complex r .n. Brinitt hack th
oft smooth
youth. KeMilta
are IntUnt ind improvcnxKit corutanL

ELECTRICITY COMPLETES THE

;

Walking through the streets and alleys at night with a flashlight In your
hand Is not a wise thing to do. Policeman Dioniclo Chaves and a, merchant policeman arrestel Augustin
Robles and Christobal Chaves early
Sunday morning, saying they found-tho
men in an alley. One of the men
had a flashlight. When asked why
they flashed the light one of them answered that they were just going bv
and turned on the light to see that
they did not step In water,
The Btory put up by tho two In police court yesterday morning did not
entirely satisfy Judge W. W. McClel-la- n
and ho sentenced them to twenty
,
days in jail.

V. 8. Food Admiaittntion.

5
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Berlin, Aug. 12 (via London).
The German official statement issued today says:
"In the fighting around Lihons the
enemy advanced beyond that place
toward the east. Our counter attacks
threw him back to tho northern and
eastern edges' of the village.
"There have been violnnt partial
engagements between Libons and the
Avre. Southwest of Chaulncs we attacked the enemy and took Hallu. On
both sides of the Amlens-Roy- e
road
we repulsed enemy attacks.
"Between tho Avre and the Oise
rivers, strong enemy attacks continued until nightfall. They were comj
pletely repulsed.
"Tho French suffered
especially
heavy losses near Tilloloy. By ndvanc.
ing their artillery, which followed
closely after their tapks, they tried
to effect a break before our lines.
"Seventeen enemy airplanes and
four captive balloons were Bhot down
yesterday. In July; 518 enemy airplanes were shot down by our uirmen
on the German .front and sixty-nin- e
guns. Thirty-si- x
by our
captive balloons also were shot down.
of these
Two hundred and thlrty-ainairplanes are In our possession and
the others were seen to fall Inside the
enemy's position. We. lost 129 aire
balloons In batplanes and
tle during the same period."

AND GET INTO TROUBLE
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GERMAN

MEN CARRY FLASHLIGHTS
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Did

Work Against TRAIN WRECKED BY
MEXICAN BANDITS
Conscription and the War
Is Shown to Be Untrue,
KI Paso, Tex., Aug.
12. Another

e

sup-iorti-

That He

-

antl-alre-

,

TOLD LIE

train was dynamited and wrecked on
the Mexican Central railroad at
fa
onin journal seaciAu .Casio wmai
canyon, 3I miles south of ChChicago, Aug. 12. A large
ihuahua City Sunday, according to an
of letters were read into the
official report received here tonight,
of tho I. W. trial before Federal Tho train was wrecked by Martin LoJudgo Lamfis today by Frank K. No- - pe' bandit band which wrecked and
robbed a passenger train at Consuleo
beker, chief counsel for the prosecustation Saturday. The train wrecked
in
tion,
support of tho government's Sunday was a special carrying ammucharge that William I. Haywood, gen- nition to the Santa Rosalia garrison.
eral secretary-treasure- r
of the organi- The ammunition was captured by Lozation, talked and wrote against con- pez. No one was killed.
Additional details of the train holdscription and the war and used his
influence as head of the body to In- up Saturday were received here today.
exterfere with the government's military A heavy charge ot dynamited was killtrain,
policy. On direct examination, Hay- ploded under tho passenger
wood declared that he had nether spok- ing a number of women and children passengers. The train guard reen a word or written a lino ip opposiThe engine
sisted but were killed.
tion to conscription and the war.
with the locomotive and
crew
escaped
On
Attorney
assistance a nearby station,
produced a mass of documen- obtained off
the bandits, who robbed
evidence
to
tho
refute
denial of driving
tary
the passengers of their clothing and
the I. W. W. loader.
belongings. Jorty soldiers and. twenKept Itusy l;xlahihig.
six civilians were reported killed
ty
was
vain
In
a
Haywood
kept busy
effort to explain the contents of letters and seventy wounded. .
which ho had written nnR received
from his documents containing numerMoving cattle Kwd fr'J Texas.
ous referencos against the governWashington, Aug. 12. .Quantities of
ment's war plans. On several occa- foodstuffs for livestock began to move
cer- to tho drouth stricken area of western
sions he denied having
tain letters with which he was unex- Texas under especially low .rates estabpectedly confronted, and attempted to lished by the railroad administration
for tho emergency. These rates, rangplace the blame on his assistants.
lie was obliged to admit that tho I. ing from 10 to 40 per cent below
W. W. had employed lawyers to
tariffs, were provided as, a govnil members arrested for evading ernment means of saving livestock In
after crossing the lines, mot large
numbers of enemy airjilanes and at the army draft, but denied thitt tho the dry area.
once decided to give battle. As the general executive board of tho organiH li nks Ills Own Record.
result of severe fighting four enemy zation had ever adopted a resolution
war. He also admitted that ' New York, Aug. 12. Duke
one
airplanes were destroyed andout of opposing
members had been dropped from the
the Hawaiian swimmer,
other maehino was driven down
are rolls after they had entered the army. broke thn world's record set by himcontrol. Two ot our machines
One letter was read In which Hay- self in tho
swim when he
missing.
"The squadron reformed after this wood advised a lieutenant to bo care- made the distance here tonight In 1
ful to do
which might be con- minute, 7 5 seconds.
His previous
fight and proceeded to bombard its strued as nothing
giving comfort and support mark was 1 minute. 8 seconds.
objectives. A direct' hit was obtained to
the enemy. Ho explained that by
on a. large hut in tho airdrome and a
bomb fell among four enemy machines tho enemy ho meant Cieriuany.

c

"

SHI DILL

In Triangle's amaaing nnd Interesting story of western life. "Little Red
Decides." which will bo shown at the
Lyric theater today only, there Is
picturized the wonderful love and afHAYWOOD
fection of a Chinese cook. Duck Sing,
for a little white orphaned boy. So
deep is Duck Sing's affection for Little Red that he kidnaps him from the
church people of Cusitas to have the His Testimony
child back again.
There will be shown also a good ' Not Talk and
comedy reel.

a,

gun positions. Bight Germans got up

to the wire In front of one of our pos.
The work of the piglubs throughKions, and four others approached at out the United States is doing a large
these
assault
Besides
another point.
part in providing ruiwe food for. the
groups which reached our line, there country, according to J. L. Phillips,
were undoubtedly additional enemy county club leader.
work In
The
Kansas alone has grown to large proforces in assaulting columns and
columns which were unable portions, which demonstrate the work
in various other states.
to enter the field.
"A big gathering in Kansas, gives
,T.he special machine gun group
E.
'1..
some idea of the magnitude of pig
command of Lieutenant
ShaV was in one of the most exposed club work In that state," Mr, Phillips
centers of the fighting, being under said. "Governor Capper recently at
terrific artillery fire and the fire of tended a picnic given by the club of
two German machine guns. Lieutenant Cloud county, where 3,000; people
Shaw handled this very difficult sit- were present. It is estimated that the
uation with cool bravery.i Teh enemy pfg clubs in the Sunflower state will
c
pounds to the pork
barrage was so close that It wasjm-possibl- add 1,000,000
to stand up and Lieutenant product of the country this year.
If our friends in this county feel
flhaw controlled his guns by rolling
from one to the other. His two guns that we are doing little with our club
work they may consider the above
fired five thousand rounds.
v
item and remember that we, like tho
Machine Guns Jam.
Under the violent onslaught the clubs of Kansas,' are only a part of
men stuck to their posts, carried out an enormous organization which is
nationwide in scope and whose influ
every order without hesitation, often ence
reaches the whole world. Not
under galling fire, and showed a high
but the moral, Intellectual
degree of skill with their weapons and only this,
"coolness and courage." Each machine and social standing of generations yet
unborn will be
gun Jammed three times, was partly werk we are now influenced by the
doing."
disassembled and cleaned under fire,
continuing In action throughout the
To Improver tour Digestion.
engagement.
i(
For years my digestion was so poor
One team fired fourteen clips when that I could only eat the lightest
'this
tolro0(1(,
t tried .everything that I
tho gun jammed. Reporting
Lieutenant Shaw they were ordered heard of to get relief, but not until
An clear the jam. While under intense about a year ago when- I saw Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and got a
fire of artillery and machine guns bottle
of them did I find the
they cooly dismounted the gun, re- treatment. Since taking them myright
dimounted It and continued firing until gestion Is fine." Mrs. Blanche Bowmaers, Indiana, Pa.
prdercd to cease. The fire ot this

soldier is a hero."
"Why lie a soldier? He a man, Join
the, I. W. W. and fight on the Job
.!:ik."
V...US..IJ
"A policeman U a pimple, a
a boil on tho body politic; both
the r siilt of a diseased system."
"A soldier is the man behind tho
gun. but the man behind the man behind the ruii Is to blame for the war."
Haywood said that some of thesw
sentiments were written before tho
present war nnd were directed against
the state militia for its activity in
crushing labor strikes.
sui-dl- er

v

American Casualties
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THREE GIZZLIES ARE

HILL'S PITCHING ;

AMONG

WIT

CV MOHNINt JOUSNAL SPBCISL LIAISE

Hit
Chicago's
Mound
Hard, But Pittsburgh
Artist Holds Tight, Allowing Only Seven Hits,

A13.

R. H.

Wlt)

lltV MORNING JOURNAL

0

A. K.
U
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
:i
0
7
0

1

3

2

2

1

0

0

0

3

0

0
o
0
0
0

21

2

14

4

1

1

:i

0
0
0
0
0

rinelli.
Srhalk,

2

1

2

0

l

0

1

0

I

1

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.

0

27

2

2 24

4
4

3b
c

Devornier, c
Mitchell, p .

Banforth,

p

xRusselJ

.....

Totals

1

1

3

0

2

Chicago, Aug. 12. Carmen Hill
pitched in fine form while Pittsburgh
batted Chicago pitchers hard and
won a
d
victory. The visitors
made seventeen, hits, good for, a total
of twenty-fou- r
basrs. Score:

Oil
1

A

SH
Sfi
ill I l rhtf&r

X

'I

&

I

&r,A.

I'itl.sbiirh.
All.

Poone. ss

-A

Flgber,

.....
.....

rf
Roth, rf
Johnston, lb

"Wood,

.'

1

4

3
2

3

3

.

Krann, 3b

Turner.

1

2b

O'Neill, c
Morton, p'

2
3

0

2

0

3
3
3

2

0

2

4

I
0

4

0

36 11
Totals .
x Patted for Mitchell
'.

Score by innings:
Chicago
Cleveland

4

2

1

1

0

(I

110

0
0
0

2 13
0
0

3

1

1

4

2

4

2

0

3

000 100 010
200 251 Olx

'w

XT

2

Kournier, lb
Hummel, If

Peckinpaugh,
Walters, c

ss

. .

Robinson, p

Totals

3

1

1

5

2

3

1

1

8

2

1

2

0
0

4

0
0

2

0

4

1

3

0

0
0
0

2

2

0

3

25

2

4

27

tisv

r

1

5f

I

i

.sjliif

,

.wit r

.w

to.

.or

fl&t

1

W'

17

A It. It. If.

27

13

0

PO. A. E.

0.0
1
0

0

1

1

I

0

1

3

o

ft

(I

3

0

I

o

1.

4

0
0

3

0

0

1

o

o

1

ft

1

0
.7

0
0
0
0

10

1

2

3

1

0

1

2

2

1

o

t)

0

1

c

3

0

0

3

2

0
0
0

Martin, p
Hendrlx. p
Na pier, p

I)

0

1

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

3

0

1

1

1

3

c

.

.

,

w

.
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'V MO0NINC JOURNAL BPICIAI. LtAtD MVIRj
With the French Army in France,
Aug. 12. There was a lull over the
battlefield this morning. On the front
of the French first and third armies,
Jbe enemy was endeavoring to estab
lish himself on tho line of Hoye-La- s
signy and the French were in contact
with him along the greater part of
this line, which runs about two miles
in front of Roye mid three miles in
front of Lassigny, The line' extends
rrom Amiceny close to tne Amiens-lloy- e
road, through Dancourt, and Til- ARMY SIGNAL CORPS
loly and on to (Jury.
Tho enemy's reserves now are lak-in- g
NEEDS TWENTY EXPERTS
a vigorous part in the battle which
Is over terrain that was 'covered by
, The United States civil service com.
mission announces that tho signal the German offensives in 'March and
May of this year. The first three days
corps of the army is in urgent need of
Irresistible allied advance
of, about twenty production experts ing down as tho enemy's fresh divi
for Important (war work.
These positions are in the civil sions replace the broken regiments.
Tho saservice, not tho military.
laries offered range from J2.100 to M'ADOO PUTS FURTHR
$3,000 a year. The duties consist of
CHECK ON BOOZE SALES
and expesupervising, distributing;
diting the manufacture and delivery
ML.NINO JOURNAL IRICIAL LKABED WIRK1
of materials and equipment.
Aug. 12. Sale of liqIn order to qualify for appointment uorWashington,
in railroad stations or on railroad
persons must have a general knowl- trains was forbidden by Director Genedge of production and maiuifdcturing eral McAdoo
today In an order effectproblems, and also have hail experi- ive
immediately and apply to all lines
ence in lire paring 'and
maintaining
government control.
charts and data of progress and a under
Inasmuch as the sale of liquor on
manufacof
the
thorough knowledge
stations already has been
ture of radio," telephone or telegraph trains or at
a.bollshed In many states by law or by
material find equipment.
most railndii
Persons who can meet llic.se re- voluntary action of
companies, tho order is not expected
to
are
the
to
urged
quirements
apply
to actually curtail liquor sales to any
secretary of the Twelfth United
extent.
great
civil
States
service district. Room 241,
postofflce
Francisco,
building, San
Calif., for a copy of the announcement GRAND CIRCUIT IS
of the examination and an application!
GOOD
OPENED WITH

1
Oj
Oi

;

form

No.

375.

27 12
111 001
12

AND SPEED

RACES

2!

7

044

HUN RESISTANCE

CRY

I

I

and state hunters destroyed in New
Mexico, three grizzlies and one brown
bear; four adult gray wolves; two
mountain lions; 154 coyotes and
twenty-eigh- t
bobcats besides many
smaller animals.
A' number of particularly destructive animals were killed, including the
big female grizzly and her cubs that
were, taken in the Taos mountains.
The mother bear was killing grown
cattle.
A wolf that was trapped near Hur
ley, it wa said by ranchmen of the
locality, was killing on an average,
one calf or yearling each night.
The coyotes and bobcats wcrctaken
In sheep ranges where they were doing the greatest amount of damage.

'IT PROVES EVERY

MQRNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL

IHY

I.BASKO

MJTICB IO.I- - fJI.H.AriO?f.
of Uiu interior, U. 8. Land Ot..
(K at Kama
0, N. M., July 3. ISIIS.
Nutlce is b.rt'oy given llial Patrnuinlt
iVLintuox,
uf Murqui'2, N..M., who, on Sept.
--'4.
11112,
maile ll.nnnnlea J entry .No. 0172HU,
tor NG1-4- , Pci;lliin 6, Township
ftango
N. M. 1. Meridian, ha filed nollc.e of
Initiation tu make five Veur Homi'StoaJ
Klnal Proof, to eamlillsli ilulin lo the land
above uescrlhed, before JVilllain 1'.
U. a. Commissioner, at
Seboyeta, N.
M., on Sipt. 3. IMS.
Claimant nanus a wltnemt.
is. M. ; AnMarquoz, of
tonio Jaramlllo. of Bido, N. M. : Marq.-irltof San Mateo, N. M. ; Pol mitlt
lionnTo,
Salazar, of Bilio, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELOADO.
RuKtatef.
NOTK'K
ti. R. i,anii OfDiparlmcnt of the imi-ifor- ,
fice at Hanta Ke, N. M., July 15,
is
Notice
given lhat Kstevan C,
Chaves, of Seboyeta, N. M., who, on Got. 4,
No. 01731(1.
for
l.2. maile Homestead.Section
28, Township
.
RanBe 3W, N. M. P. Meridian, ban filed,
notice of Intention to make five year Proof,
to establish clnim to the land above described, before Wm. C. Kennedy, t.t. 8. Commissioner, at Stbuyeta. N. M., on the Kept.

ln.

8, 1S18.
!
Clalmart names e
P. Harrington, of Correo. N. M.; Patrlelo
Oar-clOnnznles. of Sebnyela. N. M.; Samuel
of Seboyeta. N. M. ; IHonlcio Marquel,
N. M.
of
FRANCISCO PK1.C.ADO,
Register.
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for Signs i

I Hudson

Wall Paper
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Hudson for
t Picture Frames
and

4 Fonrth Ht.

CopiMir

Ave.

Wallace Hesselden
I General Contractor
9

WIRE

-

A
Wo.
11 SivA
n
more value for tho money than
any other BCILDINU I'LRM in
o--

this vicinity.

PHONE

877

FARft COMPANY

THE WM.

and Retail Dealers In
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle nnd Hogg the Baling
Market Prices Are Paid
Wholesale

DUKE CITY
Cleaners-Hatte-

rs

Phone

330 West Gold.

44.

AB. H. H. PO. A. E.

10

0

1

Pittsburgh
PART OFJHIS RESERVES New
York

.

53
55
48
47

. . .)

'

Cincinnati
Philadelphia"

WIKf

With the British Armies In France, Hoston
Aug. 12. In jcster'tlay's fighting the St. Louis
French added 2.000 prisoners and Brooklyn
thirty guns to their captures.
There was stiff fighting: today.
A.MI.IUCW
Crown Prince Rupprecht having hurried up part of his diminishing reBoston
serves to try to check the retirement Clovcland
of the armies of Generals von Per Washington
Marwitz and Hutler. The greatly in- Chicago ......
creased weight of the enemy's artilNew York
lery and machine gun fire' was proof St. Louis
of the rapid strengthening of hit reDelroit

4
4

4li

52

, 52

..............

Philadelphia

it
57
3

'.

.Pet.
.577
D

52

52
5f!

47

E.0

4D

; 64

'

.552
.505
.500
i
.462
443
.434

GREAT OLD REMEDY
FOR SKIN DISEASES
of Erup- abatement

of your trouble, and finally

make you entirely well. Fifty year
tions, Drives Poison From
ago 8. S. S. was discovered and given
to suffering mankind. During this
the System.
period it has proven its remarkable
Get it fixed in your mind that skin curative properties as a blood purifier
1

eruptions. Scrofula, Eczema, burning.
Itching skin, and all skin diseases are
due entirely to impure and infected
Mood. If tne trouble was on the
side of the skin, by simply washing
and keeping it clean you could obtain

even ointments, lotions and
salves
would be necessary.
Agree
with us in this belief, and your trouble
can bo relieved you can be entirely
restored to health. " 8. t. 8. 1s a purely vegetable treatment that you can
secure from your own druggist It is
a blood tonic that will purify, your
blood
and cause a most Bedded

and tonic, and has relieved thousands
of cases of disease caused by poor or
impure blood, and chronic or inherited blood diseases. You can be relieved, but you must take 8; S. S. Take
It if only pimples appear, for they denote bad blood, and muy be followed
by the sufferings from torturing skin
eruptions. Therefore, be sure. Don't
take chances," don't use lotions. Oet
8. H. 8. from your druggist.
If yours
Is a special
case, write, for expert
rector, 438 Swift Loboiatory, Atlanta,,
medical advice, Address Medical
:,.
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SUBSCRIBE8 NOW!
TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fund.
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!

........
Two-bas-

TJol-loch-

s

norn

WHEN CHIMNEY FALLS

SUNK
fUV MOflNI NO

An

BY.-
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WISH

Atlantic Port, Aug. 12. The
number of fishing vessels destroyed by
a German submarine In its raid on the
flooUoff George's banks last Saturday night was nearer a score than the
nine already reported,, according to
men from one of the vessels brought
here today. Andrew fit. Crois, mute
of the the Kate Palmer, says from the
crosstrecs of h's vessel he suW the
sinking of seven other schooners . by
bombs, and that before the submarine
came Into view he had counted eleven
other evploslons at Intervals of fifteen minutes or half an hour. Reckoning that one bomb was used for each
vessel, the mate believes tho eleven
explosions represented the sinking of
of that many vessels. .'
According to the mute tttere we're
vessels operating on
tho banks, and the greater number
were sunk. He estimated that at least
forty boatloads of men were set adrift
on the banks as a result of the raid.
St. Croix and his two companions,
who were brought here were picked
up-ba motor boat after they had
rowed and sailed about 150 miles.
TJe three men .of the Kate Palmer
were the only ones to reach this port.
Captain fidward Russell and other,
of the Palmer's crew were landed elsewhere.
v
sword-fishin-

g

Attack.

A WHoiis

FISHING VESSELS

.465
.447
.423
.415

G5

.41
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.4flfi

I K.VGt K.
W. L.
.(i3 4fi
47
,.(12
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inforcements.

.525
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4 it

55
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The chimney of a bake oven In
a shed at
1121
North First
street, fell down about 10 o'clock
yesterday morning and someone
thought tho shed was on fire. The
firemen responded to the alarm.
The firemen saw sparks shooting
from the top of the shed when
ihey arrived and also thought
the shed wasion fire. They donned their rubber coats and dumped a quantity of chenilcat tanks
on the ground In preparation for

action. Upon approaching
the
shed they saw, to their chagrin
that there was no fire. Tho chimney had fallen an d the'; sparks
from the oven were shooting
through the halo ; in, the shed,
where the chimney had been.
Firemen said the- hole in the shed
was as large as a washtub and
there was no danger of the shed
catching fire ven it ,Was frame.
Cl. Carbon! lives at the
place.
Firemen were called out early
an
yesterday afternoon to save
automobile whichhad - caught
fire. Someone had thrown a
bucket of water on It before they
arrived however and there presence was not need. The auto
Is owned by the proprietor ot the
St., Louis Junk company.

When you have a bilious
attack
your liver fails to perform its functions. Tou become constipaterl. The
food you eat ferments in your stomach instead of distestlng. This inflames the stomach and causes nausea, vomiting and a terrible headache?.

Take three

of

Chamberlain's

TabletB. They will tone up your liver,
clean out your stomach and you will
soon be as woll as ever. They only
cost a quarter.

lournal Want Ads Pay Because
Everybody Reads

the Journal.

M5GAL NOTICES.
XOTICK OF FIRST

NG OF
RK1MTOK.H.
In the District Count of the Vnited States
for the District of New Mexico.
Nu. 'im In nankruptcy.
In the Matter of Lcarnard-Indeman- n
A Corporation, Bankrupt.
Company.
To the creditors of keamard-tandeman- n
Company.
Bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given that on the ,11st
day of July, 1918, the said l.earnaid-t,lnd-eman- n

t

Company, a corporation, was duly
adjudicated a bankrupt, and that the first
meetlnK of Its creditors will be held t the
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, In the
office of the referee, on the --'rtrd day of
August, tills, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact such other
business as may properly conie before said
meeting,
JOHN W.. WILSON.
Referee tn Bankruptcy.
NV
M.,
August 12,1918.
Albuquerque,

f
Tho Rost riBKter.
A piece of flannel dampened
with
Chamberlain's 'Liniment and bound
on over the seat of pain is often more
effectual for a lame back than a
Paints, Oils. Glass. HallhnM Ruoflni
plaster and docs not cost' anything like
,
and Building Paper.
as much.
LUMBEF
J. C. BALDRIDGE .

LUMBER

Journal Wants Bring

Results

,',

COMPANY

to deliver,
By special arrangement The Journtl ituaranteea two
dollar
manufacturers,
through an arrangement with tobaccosubscribed,
to our soldiers in
worth of tobacco, for every dollar
France and on the way to France.
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up in attractive!
wa put a return postal carA
patriotic packaxea. In every pickaKe
from
with your nsme and address no that you will get word back
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe it 5 sent
,

pieces.

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenche.

'
FKOM IBVIN COBB'S "PATHS OW GLOB!"
Kate-oschool
come
he
we
tTTrough the
had
"As I recall now,
bouse to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
"'You get It, I see,' said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobaeco la so scarce with us along the staff back yonder In Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men In tha
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
t
.
can stand that."
y

No Matter How Small the Amount

Send

It in.

Our boys are going to need tohaceo in great quantities. Fill, out
the coupon now Today Is None Too Soon and make It generous!
Bring it, or mall It, to The Journal Office.
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Stats

LUMBER

Glass, Paint
Cem ent, Plaster

Lumber Company
Albuquerque
aa north febst street
!.;

jt

Office With

well-know-

Ross avenue, Dallas, Tex.
4
0
0
firoh, 3b
"My health broke down more than
brilliant shortstop of the Cubs, stands I j. Magee, 2 b
4
1
2
a year ago,"- she continued, "and I just
out alone.
4
2
0
Roush, cf
went from bad to worse until it looked!
Hollocher came into the lcaguo un- S. Magee, lb
4
0
1
0
0 like I'd never be
any better. My stom-- j
announced.
When the Cubs trained Neale, If
3
1
0
0
0 ach was in a terrible condition. I had
on the coast there were the usual C.riffith, rf
. 3
0
0
no appetite and all I could eat was a
stories of a phenomenal youngBter, Hlackburne, ss
3
0
0
little milk toast and custard and even
but they were taken with the usual Wingo, c
3
0. 0
that soured on my stomach and
3
grain of salt.
Schneider, p
formed gas that, kept me in misery
Hut when the season was well on
for hours at a time. My whole sysits way the baseball world wok,e up
Totals
,31 1 7 24 Hi
tem seemed filled with poisons; my
to the fact that Hollocher was perSt. IxmiK
head ached like it would split, my
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. heart fluttered and acted strangely
haps the most brilliant infielder who
1
0
0
3
had broken in since Hornsby put the Anderson, if
0
0 and on top of alii
my other misery,
4
1
0
0
Cauls on the map.
lietzel, 31i
rheumatism set In and racked me with
3 1 0 10
Hollocher is a wonder in the sjiort Paulette, lb
pain from head to foot. Finally I had
1
4
He has baseball hands and Hornsby, ss
1
2
field.
to take to my bed and call a trained
1
3
0
2
baseball brains. His work in the field Fisher, 2b
nurse to attend to me. I was told that
1
3
3
0
has been nothing short of sensational. Mcllenry, If
nn operation, was tho only thing that
1
. 3
0
0
And he has surprised everyone with Heathcote, cf .
would relievo me, but I wouldn't sub4
2
0
c
0
his work with the stick.
When he Gonzales,
mit. Then 1 tried Tanlac as a last re1
3
2
3
first broke into the first five hitters Tuero, p
sort.
in the league, otithitting such batters
"I improved from the time I started
3
. , 26
Totals
7 27 15
as Chase, Zimmerman and Daubert,
! taking Tanlac right up to now. 1 have
1
Cincinnati
OftO
100 000
the tii lent decided, he was a flash In
taken four Lotties and am up and go002 000 lOx 3 ing all the time .doing my awn housethe pan, but he has continued right St. Louis
e
hits H, Ma work, eating most anything I want and
Summary:
up among them and is in third position in the learnm, being excelled only gee, Fisher. Sacrifice hit Anderson. plenty of it and feeling better than I
Double
plays U Magee and S. Magee; have in a long time. I haven't n pain
and Zach
by the veterans. Groh
Wheat.
' Gonzales and Fisher; Mcllenry and in my body any more. Tho rheumaGonzales; Betzel, Fisher and Paulette; tism Is gone, 'my stomach is in splenUnless the war ruins baseball,
Hornsby and Paillette: Oroh, 1,. Ma- did condition and I'm feeling stronger
should be the greatest of National league greats after baseball Is gee and S. Magee; Griffith and Wingo. every day. Tanlac Is tho greatest med-- i
Buses on balls Off
. b ine I have ever tried and it has provSchneider
renewed.
Struck out py Tuero 6.
en every claim made for i, in my
case."
'
FIREMEN CALLED OUT
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque at tho
Alvarado Pharmacy. Adv.
E

A

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.

z,

n
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0
0
0
0
0
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DOWN

S SLOWED

12.Spirited
Philadelphia, Aug.
racing and fast time marked the open
"circuit
of
the
Grand
meeting
ing day
at the Belmont Drivin.1 club's track
GLAIM,' SHE SAYS at Narberth today. The quality of
racing thoroughly satisfied the crowd.
Two of the three events resulted In
split heat races and Tommy Murphy
!added two first moneys, to his win
Refused to Allow Operation-Ta- kes nings with Directum
J and Chilcoot,
was distanced with Zombrino in
Tanlac and Her I but
tho 2:07 paco when the black ' stallion
cut himself
Troubles End,
severely while acting
badly. Waller Cox won this event
Flo Stately
with
Hamlin,
Betsy
Philadelphia-Brookly"When they told me that the only broke down after finishing second in
game postponed; rain.
hope for relief from my troubles lay the first heat and was drawn.
The 2:04 pace furnished the feaIn an operation, it just seemed more
St. Imis 3; Cincinnati 1.
than 1 could bear and I refused to al- ture. Murphy landed the first and
St. l.ouis, Aug. 12. St. Louis look low it; then
Lou took the
Baxter
Tanlac i third heats.
my husband
the first game of the series. A wild for me and here I am well git
and strong second heat and led to the half in the
throw by Schneider permitted Tuero again," is the truly remarkable state- third, btit tho pace was too fast and
to make the circuit of the bases on ment made
recently by Mrs. William Directum J won the heat from Hal
a single. Score:
n
J. Jackson, wife of a
trav- Boy in 2:03. The 2:08 trot was a
Cinciiiinati.
eling shoe salesman residing at 3200 procession for Chilcoot.

Ml

foi-hi- s

S. S. S. Clears Skin

3

1

Moll-wit-

AB. H. II. PO. A. K.

SrtClAb

II

1
:
(MO 000 000
Chicago
e
hits Flack,
Summary:
Schmidt
Cutshaw,
(2). Three-bas- e
hits Schmidt,
Southworth.
Stolen
bases Mollwitz (2), Schmidt, Cuthits
shaw, Boone. Sacrifice
Boone. Sacrifice fly MeKechnie. Double play Deal (unassisted).
Bases on balls Off Martin 3, off Hill
4, off Napier 3. Innings pitched
By
Martin 1
Hendrlx
by Napier
6
Struck out l!y Hill 2, by Napier 1. Wild pitches Hendrlx. Passed
ball O'Farrell.

MAX.

Y'Xr'-jr-

'.

JOUSMAL.

....

Totals

A

Cliy Paul Piirman.)
Tlie greatest stai's of the big leagues
2
0
0
0
3
0
Hooper, if
have come into baseball unheralded
2
0
0
3
Ehean, 2b
0,4
0 and unsuns with but few exceptions.
(I
3
0
0
4
Strunk, cf
The only notable exception of the
3
0 0 0 3 0
Ruth, p
13
0
9
0
3
0
present
galaxy of stars we remember
lb
Mclnnis,
3
0 1 2 0 6 now Is George Sisler, whoso advent in
Miller, If
4
4
1
1
0
2
Scott, br
major league balldom was announced
0
0
2
0
0
2
Mayer, e
by the braying of trumpets and a long
1
0
0
1
0
0
3b
Schang,
legal battle between two magnates
1
1
0
0
2
0
Cochran, 3b .
possession,
1
0
0
0
0
0
Agnew, c
Ty Cobb came to the Tigers just as
0
0
1
0
0
0
zWhlteman
any other ordinary rookie might have
come. Tris Speaker was not consid2
3
13
1
27
27
Totals
ered a phenom when ho broke In,
z Batted for Cochran In eighth.
Rogers Hornsby wore no medals when
Score by innings:
he first reported to St. Louis, and so
noo
0002 on.
New York
.....020
000 000 0101
Boston
n the other
the
highly
Summary: Sacrifice- hits Walters, touted stars of the hand,
minora have usuKournier. Double plays Peckinpangh
to Pratt to Fournier; Scott to Mclnnis. ally fallen down. The big league
Base on balls Robinson 3; Ruth 4. graveyards are dotted with their monuments.
Marty O'Toole, the $23,500
Hit by pitcher By Robinson (Hoopin
the big
beayly. was a flivver
2; Huth
Robinson
out
By
Struck
er).
leagues, mainly because of
Larry Chapelle, hailed
as a second Cobb, barely lasted out a
Washington 1; Philadelphia In1.
Ihe season. And so it goes.
Philadelphia, Aug. 12. Rain
Of all the bright shining lights who
ninth inning stopped the game between Philadelphia and Washington broke inlo the big leaaues this year
the name of Charley Hollocher. the
with the score tied at 1.
J'. H. K.
Score:
0
6
Washington ....001 000 00
Philadelphia . ..001 000 001 4 4 STANDING OF THE TEAMS
Batteries: Matteson, Ayers and
Alnsmlth: R. Johnson and McAvoy.
NATIONAL U;.(3TK.
W. 1.
.Pet
RUSHES"
UP
Chi. ago
67
37
.645
RUPPRECHT

1V HnHHflll

1

8

PUSH OF ALLIES

Two-bas-

Boston.

......

.40 12

Pittsburgh

1

.

1

2

1

. .

O'Farrell.

1

2b

,

3b

Killifer,

W
r

m

11

New York 2; Boston
Boston, Mass., Aug. 12. New York
cleaned up the Huston scries today In
three straights. Score:
'
Now York.
AH. R. H. PO. A. R.
: 4
0
U
0
I
0
Oilhoolev. if
0
3
0 1 2
Ward, cf .
0
4
0 0 3
Baker, 3b

Pratt,

.

4

Deul,

?IPW'

0

1.

.

.

wit, lb

Flnck, rf
Hollocher, ss
Wortman, ss
Mann, If
Paskert, ef
llnrber, cf
Mcrkle, lb
Peck. 2b

wiiiikiHwfj

Good.
Summary:
Oraney,
Chapman (2); Speaker,
O'Neill
O'Neill. Three-bas- e
hits
teacher. Stolen bases Pinelli (2);
Johnston (21; Evans. Sacrifice hits
K. Collins, Chapman. Innings pitched
3. Hit 1y
Mitchell 5; Danforth
pitcher riy .Morton (Pinelli). Struck
out By Morton 4. Wild pitch Morton. Passed ball Schalk.

.

L'b

3

4.1'

--

mmm!

hits

e

Two-bas-

Cutshaw,.

0

. .

.

Chicago,

0
0
0
0

14 27 15
In sixth.

. ,

Totals

10

2
0

II

Shaw, lb
MeKechnie, 3b
Schmidt, c
Hill, p

o
0
0
0
0
0

0

3

II. PO. A. E.
1

.

If

Carey, ef
Moll

AH. R. H. TO. A. K.
f.

Ft.

Soulbwoith, rf.

Cleveland.
Graney, If
Chapman, ss
Speaker, cf
Bencher, rf

l.lAneD WIRiJ

SRECIAL

one-side-

ro.

(Jood, rf
Leibold, If
E. Collins, lib
Gumifl, lb
J. Collins, if
Weaver, e

3

Are

Pitchers

Cleveland, Ohio, nug. 12. Clcve-hin- d
evened up the series with Chicago by winning today's game. Score:

('lilcna!.

GAME

D

ONE-SIDE-

KILLED;
MEXICO IN JULY

During the month of July according to a report by J. a. l.lgon, predatory animal inspector, government

.

Cleveland Takes Long End of
Score in Five Innings and
Garnering Fourteen Hits to
White Sox Two,

ANIMALS

IN NEW

GIVES PITTSBURGH

Unheralded As Star, Hollocher Burns Up
National League.

13, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

A Record Breaking Attendance Is

Expected at 'N. M. 31. I. When It .
Opens for Next Term September 10
COMHfOHOiNCi

TO MORNINU

JOURNALI.
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BELGIANS!
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This map. showing the strength of
the German armies on the western
helms and
front from Ypres to
how
thir commanders, i.lus,,.
the armies of Von Below and Von
llulief are in peril of being outflanked by tho great Franco-Britisattack against the front of Von der
MurwitK, opposite Amiens.
The dotted line opposite Amiens
shows the gains made in the first
If this
day of the allied drive.
wedge can bo driven so far into tho
HL'.V lines as to reach Pennine and
St. Quentin, Von Below to maintain
the Herman front will be forced to
retire between Lille and Cambrai,
while Von Ilutier to the south will
have to withdraw his force of nearly half a million men to the line La
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HARRISONS

Vitrolac Varnish

'

Alsno.

This
plan shows why
(Jeneral Foch. master strategist that
tile
he is, picked
spot east of
Amiens for the launching of the
second great allied drive of 1D1S. '
far-flun- g

MARWrZ

should be your first choice when decorating a new House or
revarnishing an old one It will give a brilliant and durable
finish on woodwork, doors and window frames.

..

There is a Vitrolac Varnish for every purpose in interior
Ask the Harrison
decoration, each the best of its kind.
dealer for information about the particular finish you need.
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Military Institute until they reach 21
or complete the course of study. In
event they reach 21 during tho session
they will be allowed to complete the
year and will not be induced into service before the first of the following
June. Col. Willson wishes to disabuse
the minds of young men who have an
Idea that they are slackers because

they do not enter the army immediately upon reaching the draft age of

IS years. This is a..mistaken idea, according to Col. Willson, who bases his
statement on tho well known fact,
given out by government authority,
that Vnc.le.Sam will need officers and
need them badly. They will need more
than It is possible for the schools to
furnish; hence the greater patriotic
duty before a young man at this time
Is to enter a school of the class of
the New Mexico Military Institute,
which is virtually an officers' training school. Once enrolled the young
men should take full advantage of the
military training offered, as well as
all other necessary appliances for the college work, attend the army
training young officers to take com- camps .during the summer, open ta
mand of troops. Major Barlow has cadets, and after two years of such
been at the Institute for a number of training, be prepared to step up and
'
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TOWN OF GURY.J TAKEN

TROOPS OF ALLIES

BY
DV

MOrTftMQ

able to send along with his message TROUT FRY ARE PLACED
of love and hope a sack of wheat ho I
IN GALUNAS STREAMS
hud Just gleaned from an adjoining
field.
was (FECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO UORNINO JOURNAL!
A German wireless operator
Fast
found at tho bottom of a wall after
Vegas, N. M., Aug. 12.
One hundred thousand trout fry wcro
the French had advanced over the en
emy positions. As an evidenco of tho placed in the upper waters of tho
river Saturday, under the direcnUBIC Willi WIUCll lue cnuiny wuihikw
it may lie said that the entire mail of tion of State Game and Fish Warden
Theodore Kouault, Jr., and his locai
one regiment made up for transmission to Germany was captured at deputy, Lawrence, Tamme. The flU
were received on application of sevi
eral local sportsmen, including Frank
Hope. F. J. Wesncr, J. L. Uamble and,
BATTERY "A" HAS BEEN IN
County Commissioner John II. York.
It.
Storrie, who is building a big
IN
"THICK OF FIGHTING
Irrigation system on the Las Vega"
several thousand ot
SOISSONS-RHEIMZONE grant, secured
S
the baby fish and placed them in tho
reservoir which is forming behind tho
tBPhOIAL CORRERRONDBNOE TO MONNINa JOURNAL!
dam. Tho dam is ncaring completion
Santa Fo. Aug. 12. Lieut, Tracy II. and the big tunnel leading from tho
Stains, who graduated from the New reservoir t othe lands to bo irrigated,
Mexico Military institute in' 1909, is some
of which are several miles away,
reported to have been severely woundlined with concrete
is
being
ed in France. He is a nntivo of Nebraska, who lived with his brother,
Charles Stains, at Itoswell. and is 2"
FISHERMEN RECOGNIZE-years old.

JOURNAL SPeClAL. LEASED

WINE)

Iiomlun, Aug. 12 (7:20 p. m., by the
Associated I'rcss). The allies have
captured the town of ..(jury, on the
right flank of tho Sommo battle front,
according to news from the front this
morning..
The French war office. In Sunday
morning's statement announced that
the French bad reached the outskirts
of Gtiry. This own is an Important
fpoint on the I.assigny massif, within
two miles of I.assigny Itself, which is
the immediate French objective in
this sector, possession of which would
be likely to cause a considerable retirement by the Germans both to the
east and the went on this end of the
battle line.
V
,
.

'WWdtMi
mitten

Hcssons-Hur-Mat-

HORSES SLAIN BY
FRENCH BIG
EATEN

S

Bi BBC ES

,

(BY MORNINQ

JOURNAL

RREGI

At-

LEASED

WINE

With tho French Army in France,
Aug. 12 by "tho Associated Tress).
Although tho Germans have boon reinforced
and are resisting
more
strongly between the Avre an dtho
strongly between the Avre and the
unable entirely to slop tho advancing
French who now have a hold on
Tbii sc (Mirt plateau. South of Iloye and
northwest of Noyon the French hold
positions that command tho only
t,
roads leading from Uoye and
toward Noyon over which the
enemy can withdraw his artillery.
Tho increiislng difficulties attending their retreat are driving the Germans to desperate sacrifices in their
efforts to check the allies' advance
around the positions the Germans
hold on Thlescourt plateau.
Their
leases fire extremely heavy and their
dead lie all over tho field. They aro
found in shell holes and nooks where
they vainly sought protection from the
French fire. Among them are some
survivors, who are found in every possible hiding place.
Privations were endured by the
Germans in the front line recently.
This was pleturequesly evidenced by
t.
a letter found since the offensive
It was from an officer, who informed his relatives In Germany that
the French artillery had been furnishing the only meat available by killing horses. Another officer wrote with
pride and satisfaction that he was
Kibe-cour-

be-ga-

COMMANDER

SUBMARINE
Athletic Director R. It. Brown of
tho New Mexico Military institute lias
IRY NORNIHR JOURNAL ERECIAl LEAHO WIRE1
been accented for Y. M. C. A. servAug. 12. Fisher.
'ni.1iiM.tr'M..
ice on tho fighting front in Italy and
tlftVfl identified the com
will report for duty at San Antonio, n.nn rlfllm tn
mander of a German submarine which
Tex., on September 1.
has been sinking fishing boats on me
Atlantic coast as a skilled navigator
That Battery A of the New Mexico formerly in tho United States fish
national guard, which was stationed eries service.
at Itoswell, has been In tho thick of
Two 'men from different schooners
thnt worn sunk claim to hav recog
the fighting in the Soissons-Rhelm- s
sector. Is the re port that has reached nised a former acquaintance.
some of the rcl atlves In New Mexico
of the men who constitute tho battery.
"Washington, Aug. "12. Investigation by Commissioner Hugh M. Smith,
of the bureau of fisheries has tailed
to develop evidenco to support reTRAVELER SHOOTS MAN
ports that the commander of the German Submarine which has been sinkWHO
TRIES TO DRIVE
ing fishing ships off the New England
coast formerly was in the United
FIELD
FROM
HORSES
States fisheries service. Commissioner Smith returned today from Glou
cester,- where he Inquired into tho
JERECIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO MORN1NO JOURNAL)
12.
He said he found no one who
East Las Vegas,' N. M., Aug.
A. traveler who wounded
Samuel Mu recognized tho submarine commandInformed
pez In the stomach near Mora late last er and that he had been
a former navigator whose name
week is being sought by Sheriff Pa- that
and
in the rumors
of Mora county. Ac was mentioned
tricio Sanche
whose wife lives in Gloucester, has
cording to the story of the Bhooting been Interned in Sweden.
the man turned his horses loose In a
field of alfalfa owned by Munez, and
when Munea attempted to drive them
SPOTI.KSS.
out, tho- man drew a revolver and
(Pittsburg Leader.)
"That newly rich family are very
shot him in the stomach. Tho assail
pretentious. Have they a clean reant made his escape.
cord?"
He is believed to have "been a Texan
"They ought to have. The father
New Mex waH
seeking a homestead in tho
a street cleaner and tho m"ther
'
ico mountains.
was a washerwoman."
-
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Jilst Once! Try Dodson's Liver Tone!
Take No Calomel!

Small Boys
Little Girls

vVi

mi:

.i

Clean Cotton Rags
Here is your chance to make money with which to
Buy War Savings Stamps.
By collecting the rags, and bringing; them to this
.'"
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S.O.S.
A View

of tUe Duildlngs

Stop using calomel! It makes you
Don't lose a day's work, If you
feel lazy, sluggish, bilious or constipated, listen to me! "
Calomel is mercury or qulcksilvei
which causes necrosis of the bones
CalomeL when It comes Into conract
with sour bile, crashes Into it, breaking it up. This is when you feel that
awful nausea and cramping. If you
are "ail knocked out," if your liver is
torpid and bowels constipated or you
have
dizziness, coated
headache,
tongue, if breath Is bad or stomach
sour, Just try a spoonful of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone,
Here's my guarantee Oo to any
drug store and get a bottle of Dodson's
Uver Tone for
few cent. TaKe a
Ick.

!!!!'

,

.1;

constipated, headachy or sick, I guarantee
relief without taking dangerous calomel
which sickens and salivates."

Prevailing Market Prices Paid.

S,0,S.

Listen To

If bilious,

The Morning' Journal wants a lot of

,

z.

.

HELP!

office.

220 North Second.

Phone 878.

plan. Beautifully situated a short
distance north of Spring
river, the
campus at N. Ji. M. i. is covered during a greater part of tho year with a
wonderful velvety lawn, and beautified by many trees.
,., One of Stale's Show Plnecs,
All in all tho New Mexico Military
institute is one of the show places of
New Mexico; a school of which all
New Mexico people may bo proud. For
many years the people of tho state
have given their support to the institution. They have seen it grow' from
a rather insignificant school, housing
ft few students, to a magnificent institution, with a roll call of 400, They
have sent their boys to X. M. M. I.
and have seen them return each year
to the ir homes heavier and taller und
stronger and more 'manly each time
They are clad that
they, returned.
New Mexico has the Now. Mexico Military instiute, and proud of tho fact
that the service plus at the sHiool has
nearly 4 DO stars, most of the slurs representative of officers in tho army,
navy or marine corps,

-

Ailiqucrque's Big Hardware Store."

Gal-lin-

&&hi

receive a commission as an officer.
Twenty V.ciii-- Aso.
Kstablished some twenty years ago,
the New Mexico Military institute is
strictly a military boarding school. It
is owned and supported by the stale
of New Mexico and furnishes thorough
military and acidemia training at a
very low cost. The object of the institute is not simply to prepare students for college or for business, but
to prepare them for" manhood.
Its
thief aim is formation of character,
the cultivation of sound principles of
honor and truth, the development of
a sound body and an alert mind. Can.
didates for admission to N. M.M.I.
must be at least 15 years of age, of
good moral character, without physical blemish and .prepared for the
ninth- grade, or first year of high
school.
The buildings and all the accommodations at the institute are first
class In every particular. Many par
ent planning to Kr,nd their boys to
a military school have looked over all
of the lending eastern Institutions of a
liko character and have finally decided to send them to N.' M. M. I., believing that the school comprises all
the merits of the best eastern schools
in thq academic and military training;
and in addition, offers climatic adin other
vantages not obtainable
schools of equal rank in America. The
New Mexico Military institute has the
reputation, which is rapidly making it
ftamous throughout tho entire United
States, of giving the cadets all that
tho best eastern schools embrace in
mental and moral training, and then
going them one better by offering its
daily work throughout tho entire winter out of doors.
The instiluta occupies forty acres of
ground. The plant consists of an even
dozen structures, with the handtiome
Luna Memorial building now rapidly
A unit system
neaping completion.
and special style of architecture has
been adopted and hereafter all buildings are to conform to the general

'

y

"Hr'niging in the Wounded.'

I.

J. KORBER & CO.

v

ft 1

JV

Cadets Training at the IV. M. M.
army and marine corps. The school
has been encouraged in every possible way to extend its training and to
prepare young men to become officers in the army. Because the government has placed the stamp of approval on the institute, naturally the
government expects more of N. M. M.
I. than of other schools of a like type
which have not been particularly designated as model institutions.
Considerable Xew Kipiipmoiir. '
The war department is supplying
N. M . M. I. this year with consid
erable new equipment One hundred
new rifles have been shipped to the
school and a large quantity of ammu
nition has also been furnished. Targets
und other equipment will follow.
Major Barlow, a regular U. S. army
officer of wide experience, has returned from San Francisco, where he took
upecial training1 for two months at
the army camps. He has been assured
that N. M. M. I. will be supplied with
gas masks, field radio apparatus and

'

fe

I1!

The finish of your woodwork should bring out the beauty
of the grain and preserve the soft tones of the wood. A
varnish of supreme quality will secure beautiful and permanent effects on any wood, enriching pine, oak, cypress or
V
mahogany.

This retreat in turn will compel
the crown prince to give over li in
resistance to tho French and British
attacks between Soissons and Itheims
and fall back to the north of the
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noscii, ;. m., vug. i. every- and
thing' is in readiness at the New Mex-
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TWO HUN ARMIES FLANKED

years. He is a West Point graduate
n
served .through' the
war. This year the major is
ico Military Institute to open the doors to be assisted by a first sergeant of
of that institution for Ita twenty-firs- t
thirty years experience, who has been
year. And on September 10, the open-indetailed from the regular army. The
instiIt
"the
is
believed
that
day,
sergeant will have charge of target
tute will bo filled to its utmost ca- practice and small arm
fire. Many o
It
Without
pacity.
any exaggeration,
the instructors at the Institute are
would be possible this year to matric- trained
military officers; men who
ulate twice as many young men as the have worked
along military lines for
accommoof
the school will
c'twity
a number of years anil are prepared
date.
to give the boys the best possible
Col. James V. Willson, superintendent of the institute, is Riving the yuuiig training.
Putting It Vp To Parents.
men of New Mexico the preference.
At the earnest request of the federThe policy of the school is to prefer
New Mexico boys, provided they reg- al government, Col. "Willson is ento impress upon the parents
ister in time. However, as the school deavoring
New Mexico boys ranging between
'is doing a work for the nation as well of
as for the state, many boys from the 18 and 21 of the desires of the war
outside states are permitted to come department with reference to the potto the school and receive their train- ential soldiers - of the nation. Anticipating the new- draft law, the governing.
In many ways the coming year is ment has informed tho N. M. Id.- I.
to
the most important in the history of that the school should
the New Mexico Military institute. the end that boys between IS and 21
The responsibility placed upon the in- remain at their studies and continue
stitution Is greater than ever before. their military training in order that
Recognized in l!0!i for the first time they may later become officers In the
as one of the distinguished military army, instead of privates as would lie
schools of America, the war depart- the case if they enlisted at this time.
ment has ever since given the N. M. Whciu the draft law goes into effect
M. I. the highest rating awarded by boys dl'ove 18 will be required to regthe war department and the national ister, but will be regularly enrolled as
government. Its graduates have been soldiers and given furloughs to conreceived as' lieutenants in both the tinue their training at the New Mexico
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tonight, and If It doesn't
straighten you right up and make youI
feel fine and vigorous by morning,
want you to1 go back to the store and
get your money. Dodson's Liver Ton
is destroying the sale of calomel be
cause it is r?al liver medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore.it can not salivate or make you sick.
I guarantee that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put youf
sluggish liver to work and clean your
bowels of that sour bile and "constipated waste which Is clogging your
system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that a bottle of Dodson's.
Liver Tone will keep the entire family
feeling fine for months. Give tt to
harmless: doesn't
vnni rhllriran. Tf
gripe ant they like US pleasant tate,
spoonful
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CHANGING WINDS.
''

The forward movement of the allies
in the past few days has been so swift
and gains have been made at so many
battle line
points along tho
that It requires exceptional familiarity with the entire fighting area in
order to understand the full meaning
of what is transpiring along the rapidly shifting fr"nt.
It is impossible to foretell accurately tho consequences which will grow
out of the advances made by the
French and Americans In the Soissons-Rheim- a
area last week and those
achieved by the British and French,
in which the Americans also took a
limited part, in the Somme region beginning last Friday.
It may not be far wrong, however,
to suppose that the shifting winds f
battle indicate tho rising storm.
Sooner or later the Germans must
make a stand. "Whether It will be on
tho old Hindenburg line, some points
of which tho retreating enemy al- -i
ready are ncaring, or whether theyl
will try to hold the allies below it, is
conjectural. Tho fact that they were
presenting stronger resistance yesterday would lead to the latter belief.
It Is not impossible, although it Is
Improbable, that tho great and derisive battle of the war will be fought
this summer or fall. Should such be
the ease, It would be a surprise tft the
allied commanders, all of whom are
united In tho opinion that Germany
will fight a long time yet before yielding to tho extent that would terminate
hostilities.In the meantime the foe is being
driven further and further toward the
nithcrn boundary of France.
far-flun- g
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While exceptional activity continues
on the western front, events are like
wise moving with great rapidity from
end to cn dof tho Russian dominions
Though much of, the information
which reaches thfc outer world from
Russia is extremely untrustworthy, it
Is possible to sketch on broad lines the
main features of the existing situalion.
In the first place, theve can be n
doubt that tho influence of the Bol- Both
hsevists Is rapidly declining.
Icnine and Trotsky are undergoing
and eclipse, as Indicated in despatches
yesterday from London. They were
publicly charged at the last great
gathering nt Moscow with acting in
collusion with Germany.
Although the Germans professed to
of
regard leonine as the repository
power In Russia, It may be doubted
whether his authority Is effective to
day vnrv far beyond Moscow, while
even in that city it is being challenged.
In many other towns local boards of
Bolshevists are a law to themselves.
Mcanwhilo the GermansJ and the
Austrians are advancing across southern Russia in the direction of the
Volga and of tho Caspian sea. It is
believed that at present there are
thirty two Gorman divlsi"ns and firteen Austrian divisions on Russian
territory. They are not all In the
south, but we may be quite ccrtuln
that no more of these unitB, which
are ail of inferior quality, ore likely
'to be brought to the western front.
Tho enemy have already occupied
the whole of the valuable mineral
producing area in the Donetz basin
and they seek to control the Caspian
and to obtain access to the Trans- easpian railway. They are also stretch
hand towards the
lng a covetous
Caucasus, and they have made the
Black sea a German lake. At the
came time, in those daring enter

prises the Germans

are

running a

considerable risk, for they are very
far from their bases.
They have left behind them an cx
tremely discontented Ukraine, where
they can only maintain their Influence b ywholesale executions.
They
are not getting' the gain they expected
from the Ukraine peasantry, and their
forces are encountering In the new
republic a f"rm of guerrilla warfare.
Away in the far north, in Finland, the
Germans are hot having everything
their own way. The Finns are apparently disillusioned and the enemy
have been compelled to land substan-

tial reinforcements.

;

(

At present they are still able to
dominate Finland, and it is believed
that they a(lm at saining possession of

in tho Arctic sea. A subsidiary purpose, no doubt, is to cut tho Arena ngle
line at Vologda, but to do so they must
first take possession of Petrogrud. It
is now no secret that tho allies have
sent a considerable force to the Kola
peninsula, and should the Germans
and their Finnish dupes, reach the
Murman
railway they should find
their pathway to the north barred.
The chief Interest of the Russian
situation just n"w, however, lies in
the extraordinary success of the
s
in Siberia and in the
oat of European Russia where they
have seized the main railway route to
a point within 3."0 miles of Moscow.
In this country their meteoric appearance between tho Pacific and the
Urals,, and even astride tho Middle
Volga at Samara, is still hardly understood. In the earliest years of the
war large numbers of these Czecho
slovaks, resentful of Austrian oppres
sion endured by their forbears for
centuries, surrendered to the Russians
and speedily formed volunteer units
of their own which fought brilliantly
in the Russian offensive of July of
last year.
After the overthrow t the provisional government by the Bolshevists
and their surrender to Germany, the
Czecho-Slova- k
army withdrew to the
Ukraine and thence to the neighbor
Inhood of Tamboff and Samara.
spired by tho determination to fight
againstheir secnlar foes, they pro
ceeded eastwards in large groups tin- fer their "Tn officers, with the in
tention of joining their Czecho-Slova- k
comrades in France by way of Vladi
vostok and the United States. They
wero wantonly attacked by the Bolshevists, routed them, and took possession of Vladivostok and of the vast
accumulation of war material sent by
the allies to that port.
But meanwhile other groups of the
numbering very many
thousands and equally well disciplined
had reached various points on the Siberian railway, and had everywhere
dispersed the Bolshevist rabble. It is
believed that at present the Czechoslovaks control the whole of the great
railway rute from
Pensa, in the heart of European Russia, to Vladivostok, with the exception
o fa section on cither side of Lake
k
Baikal
between
and
Chita. Even In this section they are
gaining ground and there is some
reason to believe that they remain in
control of Irkutsk, tho capital of Si
))eria- - other factors are also at work,
Cossack troops under General Alexe- on
ieff are Joining tho Czecho-Slovak- s
the Middle Volga, while Semenoff's
forces on tho borders of Manchuria
are linking up with them.
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Open a checking account at this
Bank, then you can pay all bills conveniently and safely. We do your
bookkeeping, and the cancelled checks
returned to you at the end of the
month arc valid receipts.
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Alsace-Lorrai-

Tho London Times

nrticlcs described
authorized description
American

forces

have

has published
as "the first
of what the
accomplished

France during their first, year's
in tho war." The fol- ;
lowing is tne mm article:
"The Americans In France are rap
Idly pushing to completion tho longest
and in many respects tho greatest
scheme of communications ever used
In warfare.
A trip oVer these lines
today is a deeply impressive experience. Since Mr. Newton P. Baker,
the United States secretary of war, In
spected them several months ago,

(1

one-mus-

transport-require-ment-

.

,

'mention. .must be made "f conditions of
pay and work in government munition
plants; labor disturbances must not be
referred to and severe conditions of
living in Germany or in occupied territory are not to be reported.
No information mjust leak out regarding violence and unrest in Bohemia and East Prussia, conscription into
the industrial or "national auxiliary
service" must not be discussed, and
under no circumstances is the "high
command"
(i.e., Hindenburg) to be
introduced into the discussion of political Questions. Most unfortunatelr
the treatment of peace offers and war
aims from a liberal standpoint has
been stifled, and those who favor a
peace of understanding have been
branded ns traitors.
Not only written opinion, but spoken
opinion us well, if it be of a liberal
The military govsort, is suppressed.
ernor of Strassburg did not permit the
e
to meet till he
iiet of
was assured that it would not "talk
uolitics." A legislature that must not
talk politics; It should be tagged and
exhibited as a finished product of
militarism. ; Reports of speeches in
the Reichstag are mutilated by the
censor o that their true character is
effaced and the people may not learn
exactly what is said in their imperial
parliament. Yet one of the provisions
of the c'mstitution (when it is not suspended) is that correct reports of the
Reichstag meetings should be pub.
lished.
It is the custom in Germany that

N. M.

,

Them Often .'11

y

of Jiiodern construction.
He who behoves that history is anything more
than merely a series ef caccidential
happenings, who believes that there-iany continuity and coherence in
history, who believes in any ordered
social revolution, .should not find it
difficult to believe that, this march of
centuries toward liberty will be
halted and that at the command of
the Hun the civilized world will rightabout-face
and travel back t the
depotisms from which a(
such a cost they huve wrought. their
He who believes that
deliverance.
God is in his world, that above all
earthly plans and purposes is ono who
gives to his children their ideals and
inspires them with their courage, and
that history is in the very truth the
working out of his plan f"r his children,, will find despair for the world
impossible. He who looks back only
four years may find in those four
years food for his doubts and discouragements, but he who looks back
a hundred years must have a great
genius for pessimism if ho can doubt
in what direction the unseen forces

promises to be an ideal institution of
Us kind
"In this same section is an immense
new artillery cam) all ready f"r the
several brigades of urtillory which
were expected when I was there, and
like the hospital enterprise, it is in
strong hands and prom'ises well. It
includes a large remount camn. in
are carrying the human race.
which wero several thousand horses
at the time of my visit. The work in
WHAT IS YOl II ".TOXAH" WORD?
o
Americans' had ono substantial
this direction, which is typical of that
(Answers, London.)
vantage "ver tho British, or even tho at all other base ports I visited, is
Nearly everyone has some special
French. They wero able to profit by being vigorously and Intelligently
word which he mispronounces.
Have
the three yours' war expoiionco of directed.
Strong executives are in
The writer always tries t"
you?
these two nations und shape the
and
tho
of
the
workers
charge
spirit
avoid the word "ploblan," through an'
tails of a; considerable Dart of their is excellent throughout.
Everywhere
absurd desire to put the accent on tho
main program in accordance- with tho the Americans are realizing that they
first syllable, as in "plebiscite."
iuu development or tne British and! navo caugnt up with themslves; and
A laugh went round a room once
French war machinery. They were n"w that they can visualize tire comwhen a young man referred to a ship's
mit slow to avail themselves "f this plction of what a few months ago
"bo," and a woman debating came
advantage, and the marvelous progress looked so much like an impossible un
to grief over the word "epitome," to
they have made is due in no small dertaklng they are buoyed up, happy
which she gave but thrco syllable
measure to tho quickness with which and inspired by their success; they
instead of its rightful four.
tm-adapted and incorporated into! navo conquered obstalct-- and over
But huw about the governess who
their own,schome certain features of come cnditions which only great; abil
told her little pupils all about the
organization which the British und ity and lndomintable spirit could pos
"aborijeens" of Australia? The writer'
French had evolved through a long sibly surmount.
was lone of the little pupils, and it
of
actual
The
warfare.
cordial
period
"Ono realizes, after inspecting the
made an Indelible impression. "Jejune'-iway in which tho British and French character and extent of the work at
always tricky. "Aspirant" is worrytransport and other officials received the several base ports which the
ing, too, until you learn that tho acthe Americans and gave them every Americans have taken over, that here
cent may be on the first or tho second
possible kind of aid and advice Is one lies the
of their future
syllable.
of the many bright chapters in this scheme ofstrength
These port
Of course, you know how to prooperations.
story of achievement.
schemes are great affairs today; but
nounce Mucnhcrson, Mackenzie and
ad"This whs the only
tncy .ro so worked out as to bo ca
Machinery.
Perhaps the last word
Their pa bio of almost unlimited expunsion. the
vantage the Americans had.
deputies shall pre- caught you napping, though unless
handicaps were multifold, their task This is highly Important, for the war sent parliamentary
to their constituencies reports of you are too old a bird!
Ho
colossal.
splendidly they at- developments of the past two months the Reichstag's activities,and, in this
tacked their problems and conquered nave clearly pointed the way toward connection render, so to speak, an ac- SCISSORS AND PASTK
ono after another of the' obstacles greater unity of effort l.y the allies count of their stewardship; but last
MORE HICK IX ARKANSAS.
which confronted thojn stands out in and great mobility of action by the summer one of the members was pre(Christian Science Monitor.)
clear perspective as ono passes along French, British and American fighting vented from making a, report of tne
acreage plantStuttgart,
a
tolorces.
'rne tendency is toward
their great linos of communication
August session of that body. A doputy ed ot rice, in Arkansas this year is
of
both
eff"rt
and
of
pooling
see
supplies, in Brunswick was required to submit 168,069, an increase,
the
day. Sixty days mre will
23,000 over
greater pin t of tho whole vast scheme tho natural outcome of centralization the manuscript of a public speech to that of 191", according to reports
This may the ensor and then forhiddon to men- furnished local millers by the stato
in full operation.
Kven now the com- under a single command.
pleted part of the system is equal to easily resolve tho American base ports tion that this had been done. Frev association of rice millers.
in
ranee
into
main
reserve
centers, quent complaints have been made that
all demands made upon, and with
labor ami materials available in fairly from which their channels of distri- the right
susA BAD EXAMPLE.
of assembly
.
eqiianie, proportions, as tney are nnw, bution will radiate directly to railamd that the right of ussociar
(London Opinion.)
pended
the actual construction work is going heads on all parts of the front instead tion has ibeen denied, to certain eitiups
The evening prayer, after a visit to
of mainly thr"ugh the intermediate inclined t"
ahead more rapidly than ever,
u way thev!entrloquist , "And please make
"talk
in,
polities''
me und' Dolly b"th goud girls." (Sotto
"What tho American forces ti and advance area centors which are that might prove (embarrassing,
,
now being constructed.
These latter,
I' ranee have
voce): "All right!"
v
accomplished thus far is in that
in
bo
would
utilized
event,
almost incredible.
out
t'OUAIMMfl', TIIK CHtF.F MX
For instance,
of tho waste lands adjacent to an "Id connection with tho great and ever
ElSTI
II
JXG'.S
.OMCY
TOWARD
.(Htura und Stripes, France.)
b rem-training centers through
port they have constructed a growing
dowardieo;1' solifshness, stinginess,
UKIill M.
which for a long timo to come the
splendid line of modern dock whero American
are
(Bystander,.
these
four.cardinat
London.)
the
bragging
army of 2,000,000 or more, sins of the soldico, the- four most to k Count Hertllng's very plain declaraevery day now ships are pouring forth in I
ho making, must pass.
their cargoes of men and war materthe ifour unforgivable tion that Germany. Intends to hold
so I found be avoided,
at
"As
tho
ials, cars and machinery. This dock conditions all base ports,
failings,- according to tbe.results of a Belgium as a pawn for future negotiaof
the
hundreds
al"ng
system is finished.
tions is, characteristically German.
It supplements
questionnaire recently held by a cerlines of
tne old
dock system in the miles of tho American
investigate. ... As. a rule, when one makes a swap It
the same tainTheself appointed
everywhere
t"wn, where still more ships are con
men
is considered tne proper thing to use
answers) came in from itne
of capable men in command, the of
stantly discharging American cargoes. kind
the A. E. F. '.rn dust that orders- - one's own property. ior the purpose.
A huge new warehouse system at this same splendid spirit and energy, the
Count
all
kn"W
aiona
have
wo
as
Hcrtling is evidently satisfied
might
same steady progress toward the ends just
point is also hearing completion; even in view,
what man, in tne that Germany has acquired Belgium
the same optimism as to the that they would; forhas
now it is able to take care of the
any use for a by having overrun that unhappy counand successful working out of army particularly,
great flood of supplies which is con- quick
coward, a tightwad, a hard boiled egg try and that it is now an available
the plans as a whole."
medium of exchange for some asset of
stantly pouring in.
or
blow
a
hard?..
(To He Concluded Tomorrow.
"To tho ld part of this same coast
equal value. But it Is not difficult
town the Americans have installed
a nation of 70 millions to overrun
PIT ItKSOVAXCK IX YOl II VOKT for
motor operation and cold storage
a nation of 10 millions, and by the
York Evening Post.)
(New
a
and
modern reception park,
of "conquering"
plants,
There are so many things that one simple process once
a year and using
quarters for storing supplies for ord-- .
must do nowadays; with all our aban- it as regularly
nance and aviation
forces. These are
a
pawn"
Germany could graduessenof
the
donment
nonessentials,
more or less temporary quarters and
the
tials seem to multiply. There is youi ally acquire the whole world, onHert-linwill be merged in the near future in
g
voice. "Yu know by repeated ex- installment plan. In case count
the general scheme which Is now be-- '
hasn't heard of it, that is Just why
periences," says a newspaper writer, we are
ing completed in tho outskirts of the
at war.
"that certain voices are very disagreetown.
able. You konw that some are posi"In addition to the new docks,
Cure for Dysentery.
one
does.
But
tively tiring." Alas,
and extensive railway yards
did you ever stop to think that your
"While I was In Ashland. Kansas,
(these latter have a trackage of nearvoice may be one of these?
a gentleman overheard me speaking
ly '00 miles), works well advanced
You must worry about your voice Of chamberlain's Collo and Diarrhoea
"n tho now car asaembty shop.- where
mntil you find your friends urging you
Remedy," writes William Whitolaw,
already when I saw it in its incompletto go on talking just beoauso your of
ed state, twenty odd freight car a
Des Moines, Iowa. "He told me
tones
so
are
entrancing.
Perhaps in detail of what It had done for his
(From tlio 'Munich Post.)
liny, of three different designs, were
is
trouble
wives
"muscular
your
soldiers'
The
boiOn
ItvtrYinrl..
rigidity."
wpmen, mostly
rt.,t Av..-- mvf lnf1
but more especially his daughfate service. Another assembly nluntW1' widows, employed by the firm f As s"on as you have satisfied yourself family,
this point, practice yawning. May- ter who was lylne at the point of
has 'been constructwl
at a .different jielnbardt at Wcisbach on government on
with a violent attack of dysen
point to handle
cars,, which contract clothing work, have long be it' slack of resonance. Alternate death
are transported here, from-.- America complained of the outrageous treat yawning with humming "m" with the tery, and had been given up by the.
closed. As you progress you may family physician.
Some of his neigh"knocked down"
is, .in sections, merit they receive at the hnnds of the lips
in order t" economise shipping space. .firm's manager,.,; who thinks nothing gradually open the lips, changing tho bors advised him to give ChamberAt this plant these steel cars are now of striking them in the face wfth his hum to a prolonged "ah."
lain's Colic and Diarrhea Remedy,
i Also it would be a good thing for
fist on the least provocation.
a, (com
which he did, and fully believes that
being assembled at the rate
to
"In
ahmd
you
read
a
declamatory
Last Saturday this gentleman cele
plete train u daiv and ulans are rap
by doing so saved the life of his child.
a
ten
at
for
least
minutes
style"
day.
of
idly culminating for a large extension bratod his birthday, and several
He stated that he had also used this
of the work. Here,, too, a huge camp the 'women offered .him their tributes,
remedy himself with equally gratify- DOIXO ONE'S PAHT.
a bottle of wine,
lias been built for the negro stevedores which comprised
ing results."
small quantity
also a remount camp and two big rest some vegetables and
(Emerson.)
Do that which is assigned thee and
cumps, each providing for many thou- of sausage, although in view t the
Journal Want Ads brine results.
sands of American soldiers who march terrible scarcity prevailing in the thou canst not hope too much or dare
thence from the boats to be sifted and neighborhood, it is a puzzle how they too much.
rearranged.for dispatch to the various could manage these articles.
The manager, Herr Oppenrieder
Not
THE rXSEEX FORCES.
training camps further
far from here walk on a new 20,000 although designing to accept the gifts,
(Lyman Abbott in the Outlook.)
Thtn tiny CAPSULES
bed hospital is forging ahead and dismissed the donors with the folart superior to Eslsam
Popular government is modern
fact
the
indicated
how
is
of Copaiba, Cubebs or
virwrds:
by
he
will
.nowlowing
modern,
from
thirty days
it
v
"You dirty unmannerly pack! How that the Massachusetts state house
Inlictlons.ond'
tually completed, This is the largest
RELIEVES
In MIDY)
nospitul center yet constructed. It is dare. you insult mo by giving me one and the capltol at Washington are the
V-HOURS
and
24
of
dedicated
Off
bottle
wine?
world
tht
with you,
V
oldest buildings in the
composed entirely of small, one story,
tamo fiMisei withlight, airy and attractive structures, see to it that tomorrow you bring me to the use of a popular representative
out Inconwnlincs, f.
divided into small . squares, laid out at least three more and three bottles assembly.
The English parliament is
on a great open stretch of sand, sur- of beer besides.. If you don't your older than any .American ..representarounded by pma trees and altogether pay shall be suspended for a month." tive body, but the parliament house it

Achievements of America
Lauded by London Times

enormous progress has been made.
Today the work is fairly leaping for
ward: the very landscape changes
overnight.
"After two sblid weeks of travel, in
hut the animals.
Bpecting every main phase and much
So let us givo
them the job of of the detail of this vast project. I re
turn
that what the Ameriskinning animals only. That will be cans envinced
have accomplished since their
ever so much cheaper to the rest of first detachment
of troops landed In
us who irever have enjoyed the way France several months ago will stand
in the history as one of the great
Armour, Swift, et al, "skinned" us in out
est achievements of tho war.
The
the matter of meat prices.
bearing of this vast work upon the
Congress should see to it that the whole war program is supremely Im
"Big Five" confine all their skinning porta nt. There Is no doubt in my
mind that the extent of it, the meanoperations to their slaughterhouses ing
of I and the
possibilities
and n"t not extend them through the of it should be madefuture
clear to the pub
retailers to the family market basket. lie., both here and in the United
States.
"It is well at the outset to state
some basic facts. The French had all
HOW LONG?
their sources of supply near at hand.
Prince Henry "f Prussia has spoken. and tho establishment a.of their lines of
was
comparatively
He denounced as poltroons and panic communication
simple affair. The British with all
sowers those Germans who voiced dis- their sources much further away
from the fighting areas and with
couragement.
water transport entering as an import
Prince Henry made a mistake.
ant factor into their scheme, had
His hot words have sealed protest- much more difficult task in plunnlng
ing lips, but they have aggravated the and perfecting their supplv'i service.
as was the British prob
"But
grievance, and throttled resentment lem, thatgreat
which confronted tho Amerin
fierceness
and
churns
gnaws, grows
icans when they entered the war was
and gathers force to burst with fury Immeasurably greater.
Their armies
and all their war materials had to be
ten times intensified.
from their
thousands
of
miles
brought
Prince Henry should oommitt to sources
of supply; the submarine camcan
Lincoln's
memory
aphorism "you
paign was at its highest point of effool all the poople some of the time, ficiency; the adoption of the convoy
system considerably reduced in the caetc."
of shipping facilities, which
How long "some of the time" will pacity
even In the most favorable circumleadGorman
last depends upon the
stances would have been totally inadeers' skUl in perjury, how long they quate to the demands
made upon
can conceal from their deluded sub- them; there were no large modern
on
nor was
the
coast
of
France:
ports
jects the true conditions and inevitable there anything like sufficient railway
end by spoken and printed
facilities to accommodate
tho vast
stream of men and materials which
must flow steadily in with constantly
increasing volume, from the datwwhen
THE KAISEIVS JOKE.
the first detachment of United Statet
soldiers landed on French soil. '
William Ilohonzollorn calls the atrealize
"At the same time
is
that.i from the moment war was deto
tho
war
tention of his "gott"
he
America Jtself was rapidly re"fighting for the little nations of clared,
solving into a huge engine ot war.
Europe," pointing to the way in which With raw materials,- industries,
he "freed" parts of Russia. If that and 'railways, all put qtitakly under
control and the principal
"gott" has any sense of humor at all, government
forces of the country each day becomho ought to laugh.
ing more centralized for tho sole purOf course, the kaiser really meant pose of multiplying the output of war
was
little
the
t"
he
that
requirements, . the pressure toward
get
fighting
increased with startling' ranations of Europe, fighting "for" them France indeed
It was measured 'by tho
in the same way the robber fights pidity)
utmost limit of available shipping
"for" his victim's purse. That is how space, i That situation has continued
he fights "for" Belgium,
Rumania, right up to the present, and Will conno matter how great tho output,
Serbia, Montenegro, Albania and what tinue,
of new ships may be, for a 'Consider'
ever other little country he can get able time
f"
to come. .
"To take care of this Bteadlly grw.
his hands upon.
Tho kaiser fights for little nations, lng volume of men, to horses, guns,
resolve the
foods and supplies,
fights for them like the wolf fights modest existing facilities into a perfor the lamb!
manent line of communication hundreds of miles in length,- adequate to
future numSoon Right also wm be Might on care f"r the army of the
millions, at the same time
bering
the west front.
meeting all the
of the .civil population scattergreat stretch of France
"Back Beyond Berlin" is suggested ed over the
through which these lines 'extended
.
as an appropriate slogan.
that was the task which confronted
the first detachment of American
who landed here several
Anybody can fight1( but it takes engineers
.
months ago.
'
training to win a victory,
"Cut with all their difficulties tho
'

IN GKItMANY.

(James G. KandalL in the North
American Review.)
In theory the German censorshif
has been supposedly limited to military matters,, but its actual operation
has been such as to stifle political
criticism as well. For instance, all
.discussion of the future constitution of
is under the ban; no
-

in

If congress buckles down to the job
so carefully laid Out for it by the Federal Trade commission and takes fi;om
the hands of the "Big Five" packers
tho monopoly of distribution, refrigeration and transportation of meats, It
will confine the beef barons to- the
work of "butchering and skinning
meat animals," as the commission so
aptly puts it.
That is ninre like it. They would
rather have the packers skin nothing

"IOIJTKS"
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Nijui-Udlns-

PACK Kits.

0

in your pockets, or keep considerable
sums at home, it is unsafe and wasteful, hence unpatriotic.
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J
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$4,750-r8-ro-

i.m

11

0

11

VUit'C

&

25
18
155
67
57
47
39 U
47

Superior

California. Petroleum
Canadian Pacific

Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & Ht. Paul
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

C8

29
15
82
92

Erie

'

iGreat Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Jfiaml Copper
Missouri Pacific .

B2

98

84
114

ioi

Montana Power

New York Central
Northern Pacific

Pennsylvania

'."

Ray Consolidated

Reading

Iron

Republic

& Steel

Southern Pacific
Southern Railway

Texas
Union
V. 8.
United

Company

Copper.......

.....
.'

28
23
66
73
88
44
24
00
92
86
24

152'

Pacifia
........123
128
Industrial Alcohol
111
States Steel

Utah Copper
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CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE.

crop
Chicago, Aug.
reports from Nebraska and Missouri,
together with some complaints of excessive heat in the southwest had
much to do today with bringing about
sharp advances in the .price of "corn.
The market closed strong. So to
to
net higher, with September $1.62
to
1.62
and October $1.63
41.63. Oats gained o to c.to c.
.The finish in provisions ranged from
'15c decline to a rise of 15c.
Except
Just at the outset and during another
brief Interval an hour later the corn
market showed a decided upward tendency throughout the day. The temporary setbacks were ascribed to reports, of scattered , shower. Crop
damage, reports were also at hand
from southern Illinois and from Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas.
Large receipts depressed oats, but
later the strength of orn gave prices
an upward swing.
the .fact that hogs had
; In provisions
.touched $20.15. the topmost point on
' $ecord, was a
strengthening factor.

8c

-

;

I

i

nv

COAL.

FLEHSCHHEl- -

111

Estate,

Insurance, Loans
South Fourth Street.

Houm.
FOH KENT

lack-

Three or fur roum furnished
apartmenta, modern; 609 South Flrat. Inquire Savoy hotel offk-eFour-rooHKNT
flut uiifurnlwht'd on
Oold between Fourth and Filth. Apply
H.

A.

416 Went Ocdd.

Moriimirt,

FOR RENT

Office Rooms.

or atiigia, Call
upstairs, over Woolworth'a at or
KOIl BKNT2f root
Enacting officii
rnnma over Golden Rut
8 tors,

FOH HUNT

FOR

New York, Aug. 12. Cotton futures
closed meaily. Oct., $29.57; Dec,
$29.03; Jan., $28.94; March, $28.91;
May, $28.91.

XEW YORK MONEY.

in auit

Offloea

REM

Dwellings.

North.
three rooma and
Furnished, $12. GO. Hlght on
the corner. 13 Jl North First.
rooma.
FOU RRNT Modern houses.
Close In. Homo furnished. W. II, McMlllkin,
206 West Oold.
FOH KENT Furnished house, two rooms,
'sleeping porch, nice yard and out build- Intrs. Inquire 1300 North Second.
n
modern coltalse,
FblItENT A
newly and nicely furnished, glassed-i- n
side
and
front
porch,
porches, shade. 823
North Eleventh. Quiet action desired.
FOU
two porches.

New York, Aug. 12. Mercantile paper, four and six months, 6 per cent;
sterling 60 day bills, 4.76 per cent;
commercial CO day bills on banks,
4.72
per cent commercial 60 day
bills, 4.72
per cent; demand, 476;
cables, 477
liar silver, 99 c.
South.
Mexican dollars, 77c.
6
Time loans Strong. Sixty days,
lllghlanon.
per cent bid; 90 days, 6 per cent bid; 'OK HUNT Furnished .wo.room cotiaae
six months, 6 per cent bid.
with sleeping porch. 1022 South Walttr.
Call money Firm.
High, 6 per KOH ItElNT
house twu classed
.
In porchea. Water paid, $14. Phone
cent; low, 5
per cent; ruling rate, 6
5
per cent; closing bid,
per cent; rOR RENT Three-roofurnished cottace.
offered at 6 per cent; last loan, 6 per Inquire I7 South Broadway. Phon
Four-roo-

1622-J-

J1S4--

tent.

KENT Nicely furnished three-roocottage, $18.00, IlKhls paid. Phne 2KH-- J
FOU RRNT Two-roohouse
furnished
with Bleeping porch, piano, water, garage,
$11.00. 1306 Kouth Edith.
Fort IU:.'T New modern cottage with
glassed aleeplng porch completely furnished. 1106 Houth Walter. Phone 13S7-FOR KENT Modern bangalow three rooma
- with
large aleeplng porch, furnished.
Phone $71. Inquire 112$ East Central.
FOU R EN T Modern" rufnisnedltTaTan East
Central car line, convenient to aanator-lum- s.
Thaxton & Co., Third and Gold.
FOK KENT Furnished
Cfittage, modern,
glassed porohea; University car llnea.
Phone 381, mornings. Keys 1524 East
FOU

KAXSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City. Aug. 12. Butter
Creamery, 42c; firsts, 40 Vic; seconds,
40c; packing, 34c.
Eggs Firsts, 38c: seconds, 32c.
Poultry Hens,
25c; roosters,
18
c; springs, 26c; broilers, 28c.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Chicnan. Anir 12. Ttiltter Mirknt
steady. Creamery, 3 9 (fi 4 4 c.
zi.bii
Meaay.
neceipts
rases. Firsts, 37(iJ38c; ordinary firsts,
cases
at
included,
mark,
35O30c;
.

53

Receipts

cars. Minnesota Ohios, bulk, $S.258
2.30; same sacks, $2.352.40; Virginia cobblers barreled, $5.2505.50;
Illinois Early Ohios, $2.00 2.25.
Poultry Alive, steady. Fowls, 25
28c; springs, 30c.

FOU RENT
House In Highlands, four- -.
room- bungalow,
furnished;
glaised In

r

East
sleeping porch also garage. Call
Central.
FOK RENT Modern, completely furnished
four-roobungalow with sleeping porches
Ideal location, 105 South Cedar, H. A. Thorn
Phone 6J2.
1207

Jl!RSOjWVU

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

'

MRS.

Chicago IJvestook.
Chicago, Aug, 12. Cattle Receipts
to strong.
Market steady
17,000.
Prime steors, $17.00(18.80; common
and medium, $10.0017.00; butcher
stock, cows and heifers, $7.0014.25;
canners and cutters, $6.00 ii 7.00;
stockers and feerters.-- 7. 5053)1$. 00:
calves, $16.60017.00.

606.

I.. IIU.SKEY TAXI LINE
Special rates to parties.

II.

FOR

,

SAUKeal

Phone

Estate.

Near Osage, okla.,
tract. What have you?

FOH SAL, 15 OH TRADE

improved

Roy Cllne. Osage. Okla.
FOR HAI.E OK TRADE 100 acres In
valley. All fenced, well of water,
Cash price $sr,0.00. U
Knight, 10$ South

t.
34,000. Market 10c Broadway, City.
higher. Top, $20.15 butchers, $19,35 FOR SAf.K A fine site for a chicken ranch
O20.10; light, $19.8020.15; packing,
house, sheds, sleeping porch,
18.4019.25; bulk, $18.6020.10; windmilllf and fruit trees. Fifteen
acres, two
one-haAnd
I18.00O1K.50.
out of town. Price $1250
miles
and
choice.
good
pirs.
'
P. O. Bom 189.
Sheep Receipts 15,000. Market 25c cash. Phone 2433-Fhigher. Top western lambs gaining FOR BALK 18.600.00 will buy two delightmost.. Idaho lambs, $18.50; pet price ful, modern mountain homes on the Pecrm
Montana wethers, $14.60.
river. Including; lftO acres of land adjoining
the Valley Ranch resort. This offer holds
good
only to Sept. 1st. For further partiKansas CRy Livestock.
culars
appl Box lM. Valley Kanch, N. It.
Kansas City, Aug. 12. Cattle Re,
ceipts 10,000. Market higher. Steers,
Hogs-T-Recei- pts

WANTEDDvyelIingg.
westerns,
$17.25,018.50;
$10.00
15.00; cows, $10.00) 11.60; heifers, WANTED To rent six or

stockers and feeders,
bulls,
$C.009.50;
calves, $6.50011.00.
7,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
higher.
heavy,
$19.40019.70;
light, $18.50019.25;
pigs. $16.00017.25.
7.000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
$7.50013.50:
$7.50016.50;

seven-roo-

avehouse In lowlands north
nue. MiiBt b furnace heated, have garage
and rent for not more than ISA per month.
Address Mr. I. P, Clark. 2J North Poiirth.

0;

,

Lambs, $15.00017.75; yearsteady.
lings, $11.00015.00: wethers. $10.00
14.50; ewes, $8.00013.00.

PASTOtGfc.
7
acres goofl pasture; 12 per
month. Dome a Kancn.
miles south of
'Phnn

FOR RENT
town.

FOR SALE

rouitry and Eggi

FOR SALE Twnty-flv- e
Huff Minorca layDenver Livestock,
ing hens and one. rook. 1404 Booth High.
Denver, Aug. 12. Cattle Receipts
Market strong to 50c higher.
1,500.
Beef steers, $11.00016.00; cows and
. . .
;
calves, $10.00 WANTED
feeders, $7.5011.00;
Two rooma with aleeplng porch
'
12.00.
for
Addrest
In.
close
housekeeping,
light
Hogs Receipts 700,. Market 25 1
care Journal,
higher. Top, $19J0; bulk, $18.75

yAN.TEIRoom'1';

.

'

19.25.

Sheep

steady to

Receipts

Market

7,800.

-

.

Mtnrm iv

.

'

wep.k.
Yearlings, $16.75
:
17,25; lambs, $12.00 012.60.

j

.,

ANTEl--teMne-

n

WATEt;Ir?cTaas!aock
boutH

Open

for Agency

Organ-

Brick, good porches,
Imllt-i- n
features, basement, furnace,
garaije, trees, for only 3,700. tiooil
terms.
K. McCIA GHAN
I'lionc 907
310 West Gold
Insurance, JUmtis, Notary 1'uUIUi

FOR REN1

Rooms.

Fourto.

i

"

i

.

118 WKST GOLD.
a latfrp Clarke Jewel Oas
ItanKO with hltrh oven. Trice $15,
worth $45 now. In the market for
Second Hand Goods.
I'HOXI". 409.

Have

aalesman.
t

111

For

mi

Ssate, Mffidepa

t

Four rooms and bath, larife glazed
and screened sloeplng porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
In. Some cash and $18 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
investigate. Owner
and will sacrifice.

Investment

102

Co..

North Third.

Wt

yrt

SALlUvotlfr

rlouei.
a.

WANTEDQgltion.

PROFESSIONAL

I'luno l)Bturo tne fifteenth, 723

WALK

Full

WKST CKNTKAI,
Shoo Hospital
Cat's Taw
and I. T. S. French Heels at
same prices cheap heels Free
Delivery.
4011

Host

IVWelianeous.

FOR SALL
Kuit

JACOB SANDLER,

leaving town,
8ee National

SAI.K

little

Autu

used.

$10.

W. WII.MIN

. .
17

bunsy.

Full

SA
gfiule ililvlnu "utflt, '1
ris. one double, tne single. 1U1 Nurth
Thirteenth. I'lume
FOH KALK Two Kn,u doutle seated
and une single bUKKy. Apply Jue
Lewis at A. J. Xlacheeiil's store.
FOH 8A!.THurpU)',. disappearing lift).
practleiilly good as nes- - Reason for selling remodeling home. ;tir, West Lead,
FtJU HA LI'l Hprihic wugon, harness, 2 Jerold
sey cows, frtsh this month; 1
lhOl West Mountain
.lersey eulf. 1
iiond. Phone 2tt4-.I- .
No.
KA MO
I Urlv tUK tmrti- - weight
1050. one wa;n flhect, one I'UBKy pot.
double harness, llht, Twu hib of
(.)ne
Hinle jjiarnesii, one heavy. One runabout
with umbrella, very cheap. One
dundy
One nintila cH, iron.
Rpritig: wagon.
N tqth
Secnnd.

$,

CARDS.

ATTOKMU4
MHtS

ttooms IS,
KALK li"i-H,:hmih'Ke
aaU
Chiis. .Maun, ()ld A Ibuiiucrfjue.

HENT
for lifiht
Kurnlanrd room
huii!(kc( phift. 521 West Silver.
LOST.
FOH KENT
Three nicely furnished rooms,
I
t v. till rate
War having
eiu'cluuv
modi ui, f .w.ou. lull Nurtlr rirat,
rontainliiK Bereiul iJullum worth
Thrift FOKIt KN- T- M udirXlrarameb
room ; no
Stamps, ltutuin to l,yn Ji. (hay. Letter
Central.
ick; running water. eutiH
eurrit-- r
No. 10 ur plume Hlw-J- .
b'Vll RENT Tww newly furnished cornr
K I ven.
muniH, bath cunnpvtlntr. 321 North- Fourth.
HELP WANTED.
kooma
'OK KENT
wwlt Oata,
no sick; over Gulden Hule Store.
Mult),
FUit KENT Newly furnished room and
W ANTKL) Sorter at (IrlmvlwLw's.
sltt'ping porches; reusonable rutei. &12
WANTEDNorth nrcotitl.
Errand byi" lo tit'iivt ir ".liu-it-"KOIt liENT Nice room, alewpinK jMrch, all
ages at the EcunomiHt,
mttdern convenience. Finely located. Call
WANT 13 1.) Jatraru-HlinuBi'VV'U'k.
buy fnr
fit5 West (Vpppr.
Call at 31 1 South Sycamore.
t'Oi; itEN'l' I'urnUitfd looms and
WANTED Motormn. Appw ilt y Eit'Ctrlu
apartmenlu, all new and modern.
1!K North tie
(,'omutiny, Oochlyntal Huildiny:.
u1hk
WANTED
mechunk' guud miney UIO GHANDE HOTEL Rooms and apartto rlRht num. Apply White Oarng.
ments, 51U West Central. Mrs. Richard
WANTED Exii'itjni'td mun fur milk bout
Went, Proprltresa.
ork. Apply XJeaekg JUalry, ltfyi North tMPEiuXlT'ooaiiiNtw
vUttkik
rooms?
Fourth.
rate by day or week; ovur Woolworth's,
2
West Central.
WANTED UrtKht UKKit-siencrKntlu man S19
for ouUlde work, Flist-uliu- i
reumnwratlon f'olt HUNT Larue ally room
sleeping
A. U. C, Jounral.
porch suitable for light housekeeping,
WANTED A Ford truck driver, tnunt have Jfi .M). Inquire 1,117 North First.
previous expeilt-nceApply by letter to AMEKICAN IIOTBU 602 3 Weal Central.
"Truck Driver." Journal.
Opened tinder new management, houseand sleeping rooms, rates reasonWANTED Teacher fur manual
training keepingPhone
301.
and an all round mechanic. Rio Grande able.
Industrial Bchuul. Ilox s;)6 City.
Bourn,
A middle aged niai7"ti, cook for
WANTKD
two men, and work around ranch. Hteudy H UK HUNT ti'urnlshhd rooma, 1 Weal Silno
no
children.
sick,
ver;
work and good puy. Address Ilox 7, Lupton,
Arts.
Kotl illCN'i' Desli'ubTe front room, no Blck,
or
hl-v A.
I'
children,
i
hiss
ll
r.u
i
in west wuver.
uoiickeeper, permanent position largo corporation. State age, FlIH HUNT Furnished roonyi Willi sleeping
riuatlflcHtlons. and salary expected. Address
porch. Table board next door. 80S West
Oold.
'G," care Juurnul office,
'
GO VKIIN M KNT N F. KI)M'2oTouF CLUIt KSM FOP. KKNT Large room furnished; modern
conveniences and heat for winter. 400
Washington. Examlimtiona everywirere In
August, Experience unnecessary. Men and Houlh Seventh.
women desiring government posltlonB mite Full HUNT Lnrge front room and aleepfree patllculnrs to J. t Leonard, (termlng porch, til Souih Third, for Bentle-matin invalid. Private family. Inquire
er Civ' Betvlce Examiner.)
ti):,3 Ker.ols
Tilloll liogh.
Mrs.
Washington.
Hldg.,
will hold Civil Servh-OUVHRNMKNT
ElfftUatMla.
in ,lloiquerriue
in August.
'0 ou'i clerks to he appointed nt Wasiilng-ton- . FOR SENT Furnished rooma.
118 South
n
Wen
and
Experience unnecessary.
Walter. Phone 102.
ileslrlng government clerkshlpa write
cottage.
for fre partlcuhtis lo H. E. Terry, (foln-e- r FOH KENT Furnished
Civil Hervlce Kxaminer), 815 Columbian
Inquire 12"4 Houlh Edith.
Building, Washington.
FOH HE.NT Furnished room with sleeping
porch, lady preferred. 101 Bouth Walter.
rcniutp.
rbti HEN T Large room wun airplu
WANTKU
CompeUnt taaee woman.
porch; Ideal for two. 6H East Central
Economist.'
Euinlshed room newly furnWOMAN
For g. n.ral housework; no oook. FOH ItRN'T reasonable.
623 South Arno.
ished, very
Ina;. Address Hot 620, Albuquerque.
N
E
n
a rge airy front room
T
N cc
It
FO
WANTED A girl for cooking and house-worwith board, private family. 737 South
Mo washing and irunlne. Call mornEdith. Phone 1218-W- .
ings 1107 Kent.
FOH ItENT Nice room and porch suitable
WANTEU-VUriK- hi
young girl to . learn th
for two with hoard, rates 135.00. Phone
Millinery business; also experienced help. K.ls-W.
fi:lli South Arno;
The lint Shop, lot Eolith Fourth.
oil iw:.s l" Aloilern newly furnished sleepA capable woman for gellerul
WANTED
'
ing and light housekeeping rooms, with
housework to go to fairdsburg. New Mex.
porches, 614 South' Arno.
Inquire of Mrs. Haines, 6011 North Eleventh. gas, ulso1352-R-sleeping
.
phone
WANTED Woman for general housewoik
and cooking. Two adults, llood wages
General.
and home. Call In person at 1124 East Central Don't phone.
Foil KENT Very few rooms for men; most
desirable In city; shower bath, swimming
female etenograph-e- r
WANTED
O. A.
fur steady position. Must b
good pool, etc. f. M.
for
health. Excellent opportunity
right
party. Address 1'. 0. Ilox Ctil), Albuquerque,
FOR
New Mex.
!'K SAl.ti Hflglnn harei ' and hutche. 623
West Fruit
WANTED Epeilenccd Hpanlsh salesladies. POf; RAT-Two well broken cw ponlti.
J. C. Penney Company.
Befemek'i Dairy. Phon 351.
gnod milch "cfiw, ft barFOR P.MiE--Ongain. 118 South Fourth or ftanchio De
Dlckensonf.
near
Atrlno.
FOR SALL
DURf'K? WX1 CO., of
KIO OKANI-Fii'iriATEFnTsheU home, 2,noo. Terms THK
The larKent liPeedpra of P
Albuc,ucrfUP
pavs 10 per cent. Phone owner flse.
.C&.n supply
hiJE"
In
mmthwest.
Ihe
Isterpil
adobe you with herd boara and you tig, stuff at
FOK SALE in old Town, ax-oi- n
V.
can
Wa
olio supply you
7r,u.i.
Bo. It, Old moderute prices.
v house. Price
with modlf'ttted crtido oil for lice, t 60e per
Albuquerque, N. M.
crude oil at 25c per Kallnn.
FOK BALE Nice home, furnished and a
oil furnlnhed to all pig club members free.
good paying business, (4,000. half cash Office 116 South Third.
i
, ,
Bungalow, Journal office.
five-rooHUNT
modOK
My
SALE
FOR
ern home, with heating plant. Close In.
(
Bargain. W. A. T. Care Journal.
FOB SALE Must be sold. Uungalow five IF In need of a prnctlcal nurse. Phone 718.
four-room
rooms, two porches, modern. Also
WANTBU Clerical position by ycuug lady
cottage. All for a,200. Call at 409
experienced In general office work. S. M.
M.. Journal office.
NiVth Edith
FOH flALE 105 ft. lot, modern bungulow. WANTED Position, Man and wife on ranch
or chicken farm. Man beyond 'draft-age- .
rented. House suitable for boarders; has
two screened porches. Box 6, care Journal Address J. B., care Journal.
Out buildings.
Position as cook and geuerul
W A NT ICD
housewnrker. First class either Bants S's
FOR' SALE Nine room house; four room
Address L,.
or
room
bath
Journal,
on
Albuquerctue,
each
apartment upstairs;
floor; hot water heat: lawn, shade trocs WANTKO
Position by experienced office
6
J!?!I?
and garage.
man. Bookkeeper, salesman or clerical
modern line In store or offlee. Address B. B., Journal
FOR SALE (Uy Owner)
brick (first ward), liardwoofl floors, two WASTED Young man wanta light work
3,00.00, P. O.
porches, basement. Price
on farm or chicken ranch. Hoom; and
.
Box21S,City.
board and little money expected. Not alck.
FOR SALE OR RENT Modem furnished Address M. M. T., care Journal.
house, 5 rooms and bath, Inrge porchea,
on ranch view
cellar, garage and other out'ouildlnga. Bar- WANTED Position desired or
foremanshlp
of permanent employment
gain for quick sale. 618 Houth High.
with
roan
references.
reliable
FOB SALE Cement block house five rooms by competent
Address
Not a health seeker.
Married.
corner
cellar,
city water,
,
sleeping porch,
Journal,
"Position,"
lot one block from car line, handy to 'hops
a little cash and 112 per month. Call 1301
CHIROPODIST.
nntti ri. Phon linn.w
residence In HighFOR SALE
OoHNH aud fallout- - remuved without pain.
lands. Worth $3,000, snd I1.W0 will swing
nnfls cnrc-d- . Arch, supports made
' Inicrown
It, The amount the bous will rent for will to fit ymir fer't. Why do you think Ta hav
on
C.
monthly payments. Phons rhtumeUam when Jt Is brokrt Arche
pay balance
3
1237-Wsst Ctral, Phone
B. riaie, 3i)
Addrtss P. O. Bug U$k City.

,

The Star Furniture Co.

I'Olt

NortU.

j

rr

'

i

WAMT?

YOU

j

South Kilitll.

EOH

Furnlhfji aparlmenti. Elml
Hutel, corner First and Tl.lera.
KOK KENT Two and thre-rooapartments and sleeping room.
Highland

NEW YOU It COTTOX.

Potatoes Unsettled.

vw

New

izer with ,01(1 Line Life Insurance Company. Address
'
BOX 321, JOURNAL.

Port RENT

Closing prices:
Corn Sept., $1.62; Oct., $1.03
.Oats Sept., 09c; Oct., 70c.
Pork Sept., $44.25.
Lard Sept., $26.80; Oct., $26.72.
liibs Sept., $24.C5l Oct., $24.75.

36ra37c.

n

i

room shingle

9?--1Aptmcnt'

cific one each.

Eutte

--

V1ITT1MC

f

3's

e

cement block REAL ESTATK, FIRE INSURANCE,
LOANS.
21
West Gold.

4

Real

CI

Safe'

Anglo-Frenc-

rj

bungalow,
University

garage,

om,

k.

WIB1

points.
Coppers were aeain Inclined to sag
on very moderate offerings with Baldwin Locomotive and Harvester, while
tobaccos were Inactive and Irregular.
General Motors enlivened the final
dealings at an advance of five points.
Total sales amounted to 435,000
shares.
Investment bonds and Internationh
B's loadals were lirm,
ing the latter group. Liberty
were at the now high of 100.06 for
the year. Sales, par value, aggregated $5,450,000. Old United States
bonds were unchanged on call.
Closing prices:
6S
American Beet Sugar
40
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 78
92
American Tel. & Tel
66 V
Anaconda Copper
Atchison .
it 84 ?
55
Jlaltimore & Ohio

rv trct tto

WELL!'. WHADDA

Fourth

bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
garage; 4th. ward.

New
York, Aug. 12,' Railroad
stocks were the conspicuous features
of today's sluggish and irregular market, moving up to best prices of sev-

Heading hardened later on the
steady Inquiry of Eries, Baltimore &
Ohio, Chesapeake & Ohio, Pittsburgh
Coal and Pittsburgh & West Virginia.
United States Steel made a trivial
gain at the outset but reacted abruptly later, closing at a' loss of 1

porch,

$2,300.

eral months.
St. Paul common and preferred advanced 2'4, and 3V4 points respectively. Canadian Pacific caused a scramble of short covering on its extreme
gain of three points. Union Pacific
rose two. Great Northern 1V and Demand for pork, however, was
Northern Pacific and Southern Pa- ing.

'

jsn

and shingle residence, hardwood
floors, hot air furnace, corner lot, Phone H
good location, Fourth ward.

Railroad Stocks Move Up to
the Best Prices" of Several
Months; U, S, Steel Makes
a Trivial Gain,
MOIININ4 JOURNAL BeSCIAt. LlASBD

n

P

OJ

y

modern,

$3,250

sleeping
Heights.

IBV

i

a

xou-hAiE?-

TiMTON

'

ACTIO.

i

i

OH-i-

nfl

f

Valley ranches are our long suit.
If you want to buy land It will pay
sleeping
ward.
you to see us. We have several close
In farms now that can be bought;
stucco, bath, etc.,
$2,600
modern brick with Inr;
A
cement walks and coping, also
corner lot, only five) worth tie money.
porch,
sleeping
adobe, all on lot 70x442; blocks from postorilce.
owner lias
& CO.
Thlrdjyard.
left town and has put the price
$1,900
frame, modern, glassed- down to $2,200.
INSURANCE AGENTS
Want a nice I
if
HUE
you
-in
porch, shade, good outbuildThird and Gold
little home at a bargain, you had
ings. West Lead avenue
look at this one. See
better
stucco

GARTOONET
IH

fv

bungalow,
porch,
garage,

$2,500

hue conspicuous

,

;

m jl

i

!

r

-

-

-

'

-

McMANUS

GEORGE

BY

Copyrirht.

TSi?;7g'

J
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Attorney
and 1.
Cromwell
Phone 117a.

Building

11KNT1STS

iit.i7 ul' Hhavv
looms

. ,
, .
Dental Surceos
Burnett Itulldlug
Phone T44
Made
Mall
by
Appointments

tiTSTUiivt

Drntlxt

Rooms

5

Mellnl

IANN ANII
V. V. Ml lll'IIV, M.

Ml
"

I.

I'nutlie

t

Building
Kc.KINIi

I'll VMM

I.lnilled to Tillwreulnsls Wright
bulldltig; opposlle postofflce. Office hours,
in to 12 a. in., a to 3 p. m. I'lione, offlcs
397-residence 37-.!- .
III. MAHtlAKKT ti. t'AllTWBltiHT
I'ractlce Limited to Women's and Children's Disease
1131 TO. Central Phone 571, Albuquerque, N
"
UK. M.Mt.MI

il

tOKEB

Practice l.lmlled In Clillrlren.
Office llooms 1 and II, U'rlght Uldl.
per railcn. Hoofs unuet our car will
Fourth and 0d.
Improve from year tt year. We can put onj.
.Tl.turM .1 n. in. to ft D. m.
a new rooi inai win last as ions; as tne
0r"'eJ'.h"?"."".
Residence I'hono 2075.
building. The Man Do Co. Phone 103-ilO Bouth Walnut.
REN1
klKin carbon root pamv sua root cemont FOR
stops leaks: lasts five years. Use Devos
HOitMHU and Hiss to Joia.s Bprlugs,
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jsp-a-laNorth Arno.
rates. 8. Carols, 1
mohulr top and seat dressing, Motu'r car finish, cold water kalsomine, and be satisfied.
PIANd'KOU KKNT. Tho S. C Whltsoll
2o
1434-Thos. F. Keleher. 4DI W. Oeniral. Phons 410.
Muslo,Co., Vhones 3H0 and
"S.olube West Oold.
FOK SA i7k
$25. Marsh plcturo frame vlso with Baw, FOK KKNT
Ideal ttieater central location
n
112. Twelve
Juks, $!). Ten
completely equipped ready for buslnesa.
hot waJugs, 2!ic each. Thirty-gallo- n
460.
seats
Apply Arthur Bverltt, Jeweler,
In film deceloplng tank,
ter tank, V'. 3
A lhiin"eroe.
$3. Hanna a llanna. Mastr'r Photwraphers.

Mucellaneou.

FrRent-- - Rooms With Board.

POR 8AI.B
Centrifugal pump infl
motor. With pressure control. ApO.
cars
Economist.
Weinman,
ply
ON HI

WANTED

Miscellaneous,.

WANTED If you need a carpenter, cull J.
- H. Purling. Phone 1695-J- .
WANTED Nome one for coaching in Algebra. L. E. M. caro Journal.
'
WANTED fluid fish tank, not less
three gallons. S07 South Edith.
WANT hi D Tu buy tho best twelve hundred
pound horse six years old. John Mann.
WANTED To lent from 4 to 10 acres alfalfa land; close In. t'jll S12' Houtlv Second.
WANTED Second" hundofflcefuriTlt"ure in
good condition. Call Ttoom 101, ' L'ombB
Hotel
FOil SALE Twu neatliig sluves, iTbrary
table, dining room chairs, rugs. I'hone
153S-J-

.

after

8

p. m.
At once second

t'n sleeping poroh ana

HBNT-r..- M.t.

410 Baal centra.
ro oiii with Borcli; board
FuiritiiNTr-laa- st
prlvali! family. J3 Houth High.
with sleeping porcnes.
I'olt KKNTcoldltooins
water, 1st class table board.
hot and
West hohi.
Cnsa de Orp.

hnerd.

n

furnished
FOR HKNT Sleeping porch
table board. 101 Houth
rooms, first-clas- s
Edith. Phone SW Mrs Abbott.
i.:olt 11KNT Nice ro.,m end porch suitable
rwiittui.
for two WUn rwoiru, Arno.
M6 South
Phone 151S-l.ock'hart Itan.-oi
the
REBB.
ssRSTwr. H.
sho
has moved to (02 South Arno. wherePhona
la prepared to take health seekers.
9335.

The convslea-cent- s
EHOONDIDO
EI, JAHDIM
Ideal horns. Has room with prlvats
bath. Also desirable double room vacant.
1801 West Central, i'lione ma.
811 A DT NOOK ranch offersexcellent room
..... . v. a
a ,
tn
Mfin.
S1JHF-free
transportation
For rates. phone
,i
..
or n
i.
u
now
Accommoaaiions
.fw,.ui

.i...

Thnmsa

.

WANTED A second hand sewing machine.
Must be In No. 1 condition, l'liona 2114-l- t.
("all

Folt

..

BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR RRNT Two building, at Seventh and,
Ceneral Avenue, Apply to J. B. Klder.
"
agent.
FOR SAl.E Hotel, seventeen well furnisher!
rooms, centrally located, close to depot.
Owner will sacrifice. See National Investment Co., 101 North Third.

hand furniture
WANTED
and kitchen utensils; also cook atovs or
range. Phone 2198-J- .
WANTED Doctor wishes to purcllase location to practice medicine In Now Mexico. Addresa Doctor, care Journal.
jj
MONE
TO LOAN.
ino"HrfrT7T"B-p"At- K ft N FOR jlfNK
JUNK CO.,
BT THIS SOUTH WEST
On
TO
LOAN
real estate seourlty.
slONBT
114 WRST LEAD. PHONE (It. WB ALSO
svs.
IS7 w. nM ci
.ii rv.
Bl'T OLD AllTOR.
WANTKD-Becond-sna
men's snd hoys'
CARPENTERING.
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
and suit cases, fall (It. CMcajfo lesond- - FUU OA H I'KNTKK work, reaaonabl. Ump
band stors, )7 ionth, FlrBt
WANTED 50, Coo bags.
irom to to te
each. 600 tons scrap Iron. Par from
TYPEWRITERS.
to
lb.
Pstrtotle
duty. St. trfuls
per
Junk Co., 405 South, First street. Phons tit
repaired. Ribbone for evbrjr ma;hn.
WANTKD Te sell or trade for sheep or
Typwrlter fixe ban g. Phon 914
ranch property, one
farm, has five
.room modern bungalow, artesian well, loIncated at Huntington' Beach, California.
quire of M. L. Garcia, Box 434, Magdulcna,

p.

N. M.

'

'

Sisr-Gll-

WAN'l'KI) Careful kodak flnlanlng by masTwice dally service.
ter photographers.
Send
Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
to
a
reliable, established firm.
your finishing
Hanna. roaster ohotogreDhers.
Hanna

FOR SALE

Automobiles.

PIIJ

KOri""s AJSfvep anTe
axrc .
Must sell at once. Going to war. 811 South
fteennd.
auto truck eight
FOR RAI.K-mont- -- Two-ton
South
407
condition.
old, best
Seventh.
FOR SALE Oakland "Sensible Six' touring car, or will trade for roadster, Box
842, Phone 10U.
FOR SAM? 1913
Mitchell
electric lights andstarter, in good running condition, good tires, bargain for fl'2.j.
503 North Edith,
.K
FOR-8AITwo good Fords and two good
Hupp cars all In excellent condition, must
he sold best offer gets them. Auto Sales
Corporation, Phono 340, Corner Fifth and
Oold. City.
FoR SALE a 114 model
Paige ear. latest equipments. Just overhauled, at a bargain. Can be seen at Sun ill a.
seven miles north of Los Lunas. Address H.
I.yngholm. Los Lunas. N. M,
FOR SAL!? A prise for some one. Besutiful
Kit Mitchell car, nearly new, a snap.
Cash, (1.225; terms. (1,275. it will be reduced J'.'S each week till sold. Act quickly.
to U.
Plico (is SscuuU week August

"Ml!!i

y

MAIL 8TAOE
Phons call anywhere
any tlma.
r.. silver City 7 a.m.; ar. M"sollon S p.m.
r,v. Mogollon 1 a.m.; ar. Silver City I p.m.
Best equipped auto livery In southwest.
BKNNETT MOTOR TRANSIT CO.
Silver City, N. M.

TIME CARDS.

ATCHISON, TOI'KKA
WA-

SANTA

Westbound.
Arrives
Clase.
. 7:10 pm.
The Scout
California Limited
.ll:4r, am.
.10.4.", am.
Fargo Fast
. 1:30 am.
The Navujo
Southbound.
.
R01. Kl Paso Kxpress ....
S07. Kl Paso express ...
Knstbound, . .
7:35 sm.
1(1. The
Scout
2. The Navajft
..s:0tlpin.
4. California Limited . ..i 00 pm.
t15 pna.
(. Santa Fe Bight
From f4outh,
(1(. Kansas City and Clacngo,
Ida. Kansas City and Chka;o.
No.

1,
3.
7.
9.

FE KI.U

4IO.

Tieparts.
pm.
pm.
am.
ant.

8:30
12:4ii
11:15
2:30

10:15 pm.
11:45 ant.
8:05

am.

5:40 pm.
7:0 pm.

10:2
7

pm,

:efl am.

I.ltpnt.

'

1

I:
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818

WEST CENTRAL

y

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

INTER

' Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

PHONE

115.

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

HOMER

STORE

tt

WARD

J. P. Williams, registrar of the university and Donovan Richardson, re
turned Saturday from Roswell and
other Pecos valley points where they
have been in the interest of the state
university. The particular object of
the trip was to enroll boys between
the ages of IS and 21 in the students
army training corps of the university
The men found the boys and young
men interested in the proposition and
it is expected that the valley will send
from twenty to twenty-fiv- e
men to
the university in October. A great deal
of interest is being manifested in the
practical courses uc;i as civil engin-

No.

Coil,

. .

Phone

U.

s

and Suutb Walter.

57$

THEATER

TODAY' ONLY

BARBARA CONNOLEY

"Little Red Decides"

I

j

30c-$I.O-

Goldwyn Presents

ialje

Food

'Administration Allows
Return to Use of Beef But
Asks That Consumers Use

t-

Normand

Cuts From Small Animals,

TO

IX

DENVER

Extraordlna rv tllMt condition,, ti:ivn
arisen through the fart thai ihe
drouth and poor pasture have forced
many animals on the market which
are considerably lighter than the nor
mal beef, according to an announcement of the state food administrator here yesterday. As a result beef
lesti.'ctions are withdrawn, beginning

The

conference
of
southwestern
workers will be held
4 and 5, according
to an announcement made here. The
southwestern conference will embrace
the states of Arizona, California, Col
orado, Kansas. New Mexico, Nevada
Texas and Utah. Dr. O. T. Hyde, vice
president of the New Mexico public today.
The food Rhortago has caused furnir
health association, will preside at the
conference. Dr. A. G. Shortle, a di- trs to prepare for the block, many
rector of the association, is vice presi- young and light animals. The heavy
carcutses are desired for shipment to
dent for New Mexico.
Plans are now under way, according the allied nations and the lighter car- to announcement received here from casses are not used. As a result the
the National Tuberculosis association, meat rulings have been withdrawn' by
for five great conferences covering the the food administration.
The strong demand for conservation
country In geographical sections froni
Atlantic to Pacific, to consider practi had such results that the consumpt- cal measures for coping with tubercu- Ion of beef was very' materially re- losis as a war problem. Starting In the duced and it has become necessary to
northwestern states, this series of lift all restrictions. The public is
gatherings will extend next to the urged, however, tg buy only cuts from
southwestern group, and then worl me jikhl iuiimais. Hutcners nave neon
eastward, taking in the south, the asked to handle only the light animiddle Atlantic section and ending mal carcasses and- to cut from none
'
which are over 47.' pounds in weight.
with New England.
Means of providing adequate care , "The public eating houses and prifor the thousands of soldiers lready vate consumers should ask only for
discharged from the army and nav cuts from the light animals," the adon account of tuberculosis and the ministrator said. "There Is an abunstill greater number rejected in the dance of beef now, but one should
draft for the same reason, will be one not forget that a period of scarcity
of the main questions discussed. The may come at any time. I do not know
closely related question of odueaUnn whether to give the credit to the
the civilian population more fully re- housewives or 1o the. public eating
garding tuberculosis during the war places for the wonderful reduction In
and thus combatting its further spread the consumption of beef which followin the community at large, will also ed in response to our request for beef
lie considered.
conservation."
physiworkers,
The buying of beef for cantonments
and
state
federal
officials,
cians, local,
Is at present conducted on the same
officers of the army and navy, and principal n- -, for the armies at the
many umers win lUKe pun in
front but thA f()0(, ni,minitratols of
i ne ineeuiiK pmces uuu
conierences.
Texas and New Mexico have urged
dates are as follows': Spokane, Wash., officials at
Washington to take steps
Denver, Colo., Goto which will result In the
September
purchase of
October
ber
Birmingham, Ala.,
the smaller carcasses for consumpt1 S
October
.Pittsburgh, Pa.,
ion in the cantonments.
rrovidence, R. I.,- October
in Denver, October

"--

d

WITH

'The Venus
Model'
The story of a girl
who found a fortune in
a bathing suit.
The girl who never
disappoints.
NORMAND
ALSO

TWO-H-

TIME OF SHOWS.

i

Strong Brothers i
Undertakers

f

-

LOCAL ITEMS

l

i

it.

s

I

!

Wll-'lia-

r

I

San-ehe-

w

1

sWilX

1:00, 2:::o. 1:00, 5:30

7: !0, 8:30, 10:00

Children 5c, Adults 10c
Children 10c, Adults 15c

1 to 6
Matinee
Night 6 to 11

j

J

VENUS' MODEL
Goldwyn Pictures

"A SAFE DANGER"

COMING THURSDAY

ONLY

Wm. S. Hart in "THE GUN FIGHTER"

1

o

tt8
KJ

jJ

iv

a

nn
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warn

TODAY AND TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

s

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

25-2- 6.

1

in THb

KEY-

17--

11-1-

f

:i L

I

STONE COMEDY

27-2-

493-49-

"Uil

TODAY AND TOMORROW
House of High-Clas- s
Pictures and Music

D R AWN

BUY SMALL CUTS

.

eering, civil electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, wood woiking
courses and others.
The students army training corps
win be under immediate supervision
and direction of !ie war department,
with an officer detailed fir thi swork
and usslsied by the physical director
eight student Instructors and one fac-- I
ulty member, all of whom will have
-- IX
special military
training preparing
them for the work. The first four
student instructors who thus for have
been chosen are Herbert Hickey,
Chester A. lioldt, Charles S. Caldwell, and Perkins PaWon. They beTRIAXGLE FEATl HE IX FIVE HEELS
gan their training1 at an army tamp
July 18 and wiUremain there until
ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL.
September IB. During that time all of
the men will undergo sixty days of
the most intensive training, thoroughly fitting them to act as instructors.
The character of the training will
Mrs f:irtin , ATlt'.
- - - CJ,,tiV. 1T:.,u ..i
.
be decided by the war department.
."".Hi
iin nucct, ... The
:! oV1"c'k
lhlM afternoon, The iinnna
standard time to be allotted to
COMB HOXEV, lb
.'25c
of officers will he held.
1
military work will be ten hours per
Extracted lionoy, jiir
? u. ... luuisLiiii mis reiurneii
iroirt week during the college year, supple.Nat li mil Corn Crackers, lb 25c
the Navajo Indian reservation in Ari- mented by six weeks of training in
Milk Liutcli Biscuit, ll...,25e
zona where lie has been employed by a summer camp.
At these camps
Bulk SMln Crackers, lb
20c
(he bureau of animal industry in sup- there will be an intensive and rigid
Premium Oleomargarine, lb 3."e
course of instruction under experi-enceerintending the dipping of sheep.
.Monarch Coffee, lb
officers. Transportation to and
35c
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crollott and
children and Mr. Crollott's father, from the camps, and rations while at
Seferino Crollott returned yesterday camp will be furnished by the war defrom
California. They spent two weeks partment, Also the men will be paid
Matteucci, Palladino&Co.
at Venice and also visited Mrs. Crol- while in camp.
Students who reach the draft age BLANKETS AND COMFORTS
lott's brother at Camp Kearny. They
GROCERIES AND MEATS
made the round trip by automobile. during their college year will receive
801 W. Tljcras. Phones
6
AT
WERE IN EVIDENCE
Morris A. Abrahams, formerly of orders calling them to duty on the
Silver City, N. M., brother of Mrs. W. thirtieth day of the following June,
ECONOMIST YESTERDAY
P. Copp, is here on a visit and will thus permitting them to finish the colremain a few days. Mr. Abrahams lege year in which they are engaged.
When Seymour LewiiiBon checked
now resides at Santa Barbara. Calif. A certain number of properly qualiMrs. J, II. O'Rielly has been named fied students over the draft age prob- up the receipts yesterday of the first
1
ably will be asked to complete their day's sales
of' the Economist
supervisor of the garment room of the studies
In engineering, chemistry and "Housekeepers'
'eek" last night, he
Red Cross to succeed Mrs. J. T. Me- of
definite
was
more than gratified, because the
military
The latter will other subjects
PROMPT KERVrrrc. pnnmr IjHU'gnnn, resigned.
amount turned In by the tired clerks
ront"'e her position as head of the value.
75. STRONG HI.K .
Provision will be made for discharge showed a big amount over- the first
ipijti T canteen
committee.
AND SECOND,
Miss Marie Underwood, who has been in certain cases such as unfitness, day's sales of the ,1917 "Housekeepand ers' Week." Mr. Lewinson stated last
visiting her aunt, Mrs. W. B. Weeks, misbehavior, dependent relatives,
in Maypearl, Tex., has returned home. the necessity of leaving college for night that the housewives were after
Her aunt accompanied her here and causes beyond the student's control. blankets and comorts yesterday, and
the sale figured up In three figures
II
will visit for some time with Mrs. The government will supply the neces
and more for this, department alone,
sary uniforms, rifles and other
Blanche Underwood.
while the other departments were not
Privates Joe L. Kilva and Hugh A.
The plan will provide approximatefar behind. The 63les will be continued
Carlisle, have written friends here
from Camp Travis, where they am ly 650 hours of military training each this week, and those who are after
with company 80, 1 6 5th D. B., that year. It is expected that this will en- good goods all dependable should
Tourist lunches. Pullman Caf.
able many of the students to qualify not neglect calling at The Econom'st
Martin & Thom. Taxi. Phone 273. they have undergone two innocula-tion- s for the
officers training course while and buying something.
The Girl Scouts will meet in the
against disease and are feel- others will
be fitted to serve as nonwell.
at
ing
0:30
o'clock torlght.
armory
commissioned officers. The men are
A.
J.
claim
Riehl,
Rio
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
the
agent for
The AV. C. O. F. will meet In St.
one day's notice
Grande, El Paso & Santa Fe railroad, subject to callj on
Mary's hall at 8 o'clock tonight.
are
given
with headquarters at El Paso, was in from the president. They
Carl L. Pool.
serMr. and Mrs. Albert Morris returnHe was en the option, however, of selecting
Albuquerque yesterday.
Carl L, Pool, 28 years old, died at
ed yesterday from Magdulena, X. M.
route home after accompanying Mrs. vice either in the army or navy.
The men will have the same status his home here at 3:30 o'clock yesterMr. and Mrs. Oscar Bleuher an- Riehl to Colorado, where she Is to
as an enlisted soldier in the United day afternoon. He came here a short
nounce the birth of a son yesterday. visit relatives and friends.
time ago from Gallup, where he was
The collections from fines and other
W. F. Taliaferro, years ago station- States army on furlough. However,
not manager of a cold storage company.
of
is
sources amounted to $840 in July, ac- ed in this city as the
It
the
the
government
policy
land commisHe is survived by a wife and sister-in-lacording to figures announced by tho sioner of the old Atlanta & Pacific to call these students into active serMrs. O. F. Sinks. Funeral servor
draft
age,
reach
until
vice
police.
Is
they
in
the city from his headrailroad,
ices will be held at 7 o'clock tonight
courses
for
their
until
Mate
Game
complete
Warden
they
Theodore quarters at Topeka, Kans. He is still
in the French
chapel. Rev. C. O.
tiouault was a visitor in Albuauercnte connected with the Santa Fe road as graduation, unless urgent military Bcckman
will officiate.
call.
an
reasons
earlier
the land commissioner of that com
yesterday,
compel
Horn, yesterday morning to Mr.vpnd pany.
Miss M. Louisa Titers.
Mrs. Dirk Case, 1105 West Iron aveH. G. Spruce, of Houston, Tex., has
Miss M. Louise Tuers, aunt of Mrs.
and
the
Citizen,
Albuquerque
nue, a son.
Evening
been appointed boys' secretary of the
William E. Mauger, died at her home,
Triple Unk Rebekah Lodge No. 10 Y. M. C. A. according to Lynn It. Fox, before coming to this city was editor "01 West Roma
avenue, at 1:30 yeswill meet in the I. O. O. K. hall at 8 general secretary, who has returned of the Las Vegas Optic.
after an Illness of
afternoon
terday
Mexico
All
New
of
o'clock tonight.
county agents
from a conference
of association
two weeks. Miss Tuers was 80 years
tomor
Las
meet
in
will
Gilbert Burch was fined St5 in po- workers at Estes Park, Chlo. Mr.
Vegas today,
Mol'l.
She was born in Springfield,, N.
lice court yesterday afternoon on the Spruce will take
of his new row and Thursday for a conference J., March 29. 1839. She had been a
charge
C.
ex
A.
of
with
Cooley, director
charge of vagrancy.
duties here about September 1.
Iresident of Albuquerque for the past
'The county commissioners will meet
Mrs. O. R. Lloyd of Gallup. U. M., tension work of the state college.
years. Funeral services will
at 2 o'clock this afternoon in the court if) recovering from
Petronilo Jaramillo was bound over sixteen
a severe operation
be held In the residence at 3 o'clock
house at Old Albuquerque.
at St. Joseph's sanitoritim. Mrs. Lloyd to the grand jury by Judge W. W. Mc- Wednesday afternoon. Burial will be
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred L. Thelin,
Clellan on a complaint, made by his in
Jr., is a daughter of 'Mr. and Mrs. R.
Fairview cemetery.
"12 West Roma avenue,
announce
here. Mrs. Rittenhouse was wife, charging him with wife abanthe birth of a son Sunday.
called to Gallup by her daughter's donment. In default of $500 bond, Jarwas committed to the county 5 ALIEN ENEMIES GIVEN
Miss Adela C. Holmquist of this
city condition and brought her to the hos- amillo
was In Los Angeles, registered at the pital here.
Jail.
PERMITS TO LEAVE TOWN
Clark Hotel, the past week.
J, E. Fielder was arrested last night
Mike Roches, fruit dealer on First
"
officer
Mrs. P. L. Williamson and children street, was fined
a
Thomas,
George
by
special
in police court
The registration headquarters for
returned last night from a stay of yesterday morning on a charge of not for the Santa Fe, and Station Master
- alien enemies which is at police head,
(several months in California.
obeying the sanitary regulations. The Edward Sinclair, on a charge of sellMr. and Mrs. Ward Anderson, af- sentence was later
Fielder de quarters had a busy day yesterday.
In view ring liquor to soldiers.
ter a short stay In the Pecos valley of the fact that It suspended
was the first time clares he is a discharged soldier. He Five German enemies were granted
permits to leave town. Two were nvn
and at Denver, returned to the city Roches had been charged with the was placed in the city Jail for investi
and three women. The ru!e regardgation.
offense.
yesterday.
ing alien enemies provides that they
An automobile driven by E.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Doy of this
George Hill and Lou Schoeneeker,
city
ran Into a horse and buggy at must have a prmit before being alwent to California last week. They accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Bradt
Mopped at the Hotel Baltimore while and daughter, Miss Dorothy, returned "Fourth street and TIJoras avenue at lowed to travel. . ,
Mr.
in Las Angeles.
last Saturday afternoon from a fish 8 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. Hugh Waters and children, nf- - ing 'trip to the Rio Pecos country. bnd Mrs. W. Ferrari, 1312 North Sec- ter spending the past few months with They were successful In their fishing, 'ond street, were in the buggy. It was
Undelivered Messages.
Mrs. Ferrari was slight-ii- ..
relatives and friends at Walnut Ridge and Lou Schoeneeker
. that
caught the reported
i
nuri.
Ark., have returned here
largest trout caught this season on iy Pedro
Martinez, Justice of the peace
the Pecos. It measured sixteen inches.
Walter Raabe and Rev. Carl
A cablegram for
Irs. O. M. Brown
R. L. Hanlts, who was driving the at Old Albuquerque, was placed under
who spent a week out in
remains undelivered at the offjee of
Hear canyon, Snndia mountains, re- automobile that collided
with the four J100 peace bonds yesterday by the
Postal Telegraph company beturned to the city yesterday,
bicycle on which Pablo Ranches was Justice of the Peace W. W. McClellan.
Richard Gwynne Lowe has gone to riding at Second street and Gold ave- The complaints were made by Man- cause of insufficient address.
Lucas, Kans. to spend a few weeks nue Saturday afternoon, pleaded not uel Garcia, PBntaleon Sanchez, SamCARD OF THANKS.
with relatives. The young man, about guilty to a charge of reckless driving uel Anaya and Balerio Chaves. Mar-tin- e
We wish to thank our friends for
tinnow
are
men
9 years old, is a son of Mr. and Mrs. before Judge W. W. McClellan
and
four
the
yesterthe kindness and sympathy extended
Frank H. Lowe.
The case was set for der bond to await the action of the us
day morning.
during the illness and death of our
Dr. Oeorgo F. Kenngott, associate 10 o'clock yesterday morning.
grand Jury on a charge of disturbing beloved
husband and father.
the
las
Bare
in
last
a
at
house
peace
a
of
messenger boy, sustained sevprofessor
sociology at the universiMRS. GATLIN AND FAMILY.
week.
eral
fractured ribs as a result of the
ty of southern California, will lecture
at the university at 8 o'clock tonight. collision.
PARTNER WANTED.
The Albuquerque Music company
Word
comes to the city that Rev
The public is invited.
in pianos, play
I want a man to take an interest
The August meeting of the W. C. Robin Gould, son of Mrs. Ellen II. started its big;
and' musical Instruments in and charge of a well .established
T. U. will be held at the home
of Gould, 715 West Slate avenue, had'
resigned his pastnrage of the Hundley jeMonlny, and it was a busy day with and growing Motor Truck business.
C. M. BARBER,
Methodist
church. St. Joseph, Mo.. Miss Ilynn and her clerks. See tlie
215 West Gold.
.passed the physical examination as aiurgniiis and don't forgot to buy.
chaplain of the United States army ' ' Attend the
BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
big piano sale oing on
and ordered to appear for army duties
at Camp Taylor, Louisville, Ky. Rev.-- ; 'at tlie Albuquerque Music company
South
First. Phone 221.
'
Gould Is a brother of Half .Gould of,, Some of tiio greatest bargains known
business
are
announced.
lit
the
Tell
pianoHAULS ANYTHING
it throup-- the classified
the local railway service, and Miss
Alice Gould. He was the son of Dr.
Of The Journal.
Mrery and Mtddto bone Trimble'.
Georgs T. Gould, for yean editor of
'suits are
Barn.
,
and certain.

T YRIC
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V

BEHELDJN

mrnmrn

ON

$

ing Is to decide what nut hi shall
lie taken regarding an article
which 'recently appeared In the
North American Review nnit
which Is said to have slandered
Now Mexico anil Xow .Mexicans.

AT FALL MEETING

CRESCENT GROCERY
RODEBT JONES

815 Marble Avenue.

Phones

AT

A mass mooting will lie liold In

RESTRICTIONS

8

tile high school aiidiloi-iiiii- i
at 8
o'clock "Thursday "iglit, under
auspice of (he comity council of
$ lefon.se. The purpose of the moot

Pecos Valley Will Send
DR. HYDE TO PRESIDE
From 20 to 25 Students.

From Hip Best Iiirormulioii wo linve luul RIGHT NOW IS Till:
TIME to Preserve Poaches.
They are fine mill (lie price Is reasonable for his your. Como
mill see tin in ii( rlllior store.
Cnlif'oi'tiiu Head Lettuce.

YARD'S

M'KETIXG AT II. S.
AUDITORIUM THURSDAY

Expect Military Training Corps
to Be Unqualified Success;

For Preserving
License

MASS

E STINARM Y

TRAINING

N. M.

PEACHES

U. S. Food

on mn s

13, 1918,

J

s,

i

"di-lve-

"The Honor of His House"

Delivery
Bryant's
SEHVICK
FOR

Phone 501.

QUICK

2'JJ

Wot

(Jopner.

mlttee. No.

IXXt--

Wonder Feature.

Five-Pa- rt

Persona who wisn oa renew or take
out memberships In the Red Cross
-an do so by calling nt 8 (rung's Book
Store, o. A. Matson A Co., Grlmshaw's
or Mrs. n. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of the Membership com

Events"
"Weekly
the World.

.

See

g

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE 587
AND
CALL
DELIVERY
BATCH'S OLD STAND

FREE!

GENTRY'S EGGS

Let Us Send a Man

B. M. WILLIAMS
Hawkins, SUInnor, Champion, Con- Dentist
Booms 1 and 2. Whiting Bnlldlnt roy and Son iloso Market; ."i: down,
Phone No. 684.
Corner ftecond and Gold.

YOUR HAULING BY TONS
la Motorized by Henry's Delivery.
Phone 030.

EXPERIENCED LAUNDRY GHUi
Apply at the Imperial Laundry.

SHEEP RANGE
FOR LEASE
Also several
thousand head
Ramboulllet Breeding
young
sale
Ewes for
very cheap.
These Ewes are among finest
in state. Will shear ten pounds

WANTED

SUITS CLEANED,

$1
$1.25.

suits pressed

,

WANTED

FOR RENT-IDE- AL
THEATER
Fully equipped and ready for business; iinnioillnto possession.
Apply
Everltt. Jeweler.

Four

To Roplaco That Drokca Window
Glass.
Aim'QUERQUIfl IA MISER CO.
Phone 431.
423 N. First.

Young man wants light work on
farm or chicken ranch. Room and
board and littie money expected. Not sick. Address, S. M. T.

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
ijcnverr. flionn HHO.
IV) It RENT Pnrntshod
new bungalow. Sleeping porch and
largo hHSoment. All modern improve,
nients. Close in. Inquire of Mrs. Leopold Meyer, 701 West Copper. Phone

care Journal. -

Wm. Staley & Co.

five-roo-

1010.

Second Street and Gold Avenue.

BOOKKEEPER

.

Pay your

"Two-Bit- "

TO WORK 'ON

Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not

BRITISHERS

FARM.

ENLIST NOW!

CAN FURNISH A GOOD

neglect.

i

HOUSE,

All persons wishing to enlist in the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned,

British Canadian Recruiting
'

F. A. HUBBELL CO.
I

Mission

PERI ENCED
SA I,ESMAN
and Ktockkecpcr for Cotton goods
department.
X

George Roslington
Resident Officer

THE ECONOMIST
A NUMBER

OF

FARM LABORERS
Want positions on farms some
are experienced
hands.
Employers needing men should
see the '
j

LOUIS C. GIELITZ
MERCHANT

TAILOR

Just received, fine lino of English
Suiting for Autumn and Winter
107

Farm Labor Agent
MORNING JOURNAL

SOUTH FOURTH

OFFICE

Third door north of Postofflne.

Santa Fe Stage
Albuquerque to Santa Fe
Commencing week July 22.
Singer Taxi Co., Phono 600.

Leaves Mondays,
Wednesdays,
Fridays
and Saturdays.
Car leaves Albuquerque 7 a.
Santa Fe, 4:30 p. m,
Fare One Way, 13.75
.
Rouud Trip, $7.00

m,

T

"'tfiiimimtMtti
ihe Real Hoover

Candy f

uwomie feuop liiocolatcfl

GRIMSHAW'S
Second and Central
Irbnshaw Danu
un Vin"

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable ranee for ahun for
lease on long or short term lease.
wm. l. Btaley & Co., Second and
Gold. Ave.

.

.

USED CAR SALE
Look Over the List You May
rind Just What You Want. '
One
Overland
Touring,
- passenger
...t
$375
One Overland Roadster. .. .$150
. One
Overland
touring (in excellent con- ditlon) almost new, 4, , , . $S00
One Dodge Touring. t ... .$130
One Overland Touring,
i
6-

...

,

...$250
One Port, Touring,.
.$r,o
One Overland Light Touring,
450
One Wyltis-KnigTouring,
7- passenger (an excellent '
buy'
$1250
MANY
BARGAINS .AMONG
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
ht

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Fuoue

710.

CO.

D
513-51-

5

W. Central.

,

SPRINGER

St

J

.

Cjnins

,

quick

LOST, ,
Large Oval Turquoise Matrix
Pin, set in silver, , Pease return
to 600' North EieventW ;and reValuable us
ceive reward.

Gallup

Oerrllloa

rumP

HahnCoalCo.
PHONE

Gallnp Stove
CerrUlos Btova

1

.
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
Ooke, Mill Wood. Factor, Wood, Cord Wood. Natrte
Kindling, I4n

Bf

